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no longer merely just a song The science of sound
lyric.They're a reality. Thanks to stereo components
like the Technics Six -Disc CD Changer.
This remarkable changer not only allows you to
program up to six discs, but also lets you play any track
from any disc in any order you like, for hours on end.
Which means you can hear a little rock followed by
a little Rachmaninoff. Or go to Motown, Mozart, then
Mose Allison.
Naturally, a CD player like this has all the features
you'd expect from Technics. But it also has something
you don't expect. The same kind of thinking that goes
into some of the most sophisticated CD players in the
world. Our professional series. Things like quadruple
oversampling for incredibly accurate sound. A high
resolution laser pickup. A floating suspension that can
permit you to rattle the walls without rattling the CD
player. And a transport system that can access any spot

on the disc quicker than you can say "Rock Around
the Cl---".
The Technics Six -Disc CD Changer. Now you

can bop till you drop without bopping up and down to
change the music every few minutes.
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This invitation isn't about
our speakers.
It's about your music.
This is an invitation to hear more of your
music than you ever thought possible.
It's an invitation to bring your favorite
CD, cassette or LP to any Infinity dealer
for what might best be described as a
rediscovery of your music collection.
You'll experience all of the underlying
passages and subtle textures of the music,
revealed for the first time, as well as the full

dynamic range and impact that can only
be experienced with speakers of extraordinary technological heritage.
(Which, specifically, begins with the
acclaimed, state-of-the-art $50,000 IRS V
and extends all the way down to speakers
costing just $85.)
And you'll discover why, for 20 years,
most people who have experienced their
favorite music through Infinity speakers
now own Infinity speakers.

tt Infinity
We get you back to what it's all about. Music.
Reference Standard Plate System

Inftnay Systems, Inc 9409 Owensmouth Amu.% Chatsworth, CA 91311. (818)709-9400. A Hanna. Internanonal Company. in Canada. H. Roy Gray, Lid 14 Labile., BIM.. Markham. Onsano, Canada L3P1W2 (416)294-0833

For the name of an Infinity home audio or autosound dealer near you, call (818) 709-9400.
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COMPROMISING WITH YOUR TAPE IS LIKE COMPROMISING
WITH ANY OTHER COMPONENT IN YOUR SYSTEM.
Even the most advanced system is only as good as the tape
you put into it. That's why Maxell has created XLII-S.
Its unique Epitaxial formula combines gammaferric oxide
and cobalt ferrite for superior response at all frequency levels.
6441rill
The resulting superfine particles offer unprecedented clarity
V.11 -s
and brilliance. And make XLII-S the perfect tape for recording your most demanding sources.
So match your tape to the other components in your system and use only XLII-S from Maxell. Anything less is just
The Tape That Delivers
kid stuff.
Higher Performance.

maxell
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o, this has nothing to do with the election. Actually, it doesn't have all
that much to do with politics in the usual sense of the word.
One of the subjects of Gordon Brockhouse's article on Canadian loudspeakers (page 38) is the Athena Project. In cooperation with most of the country's loudspeaker manufacturers, the Canadian National Research Council
(NRC) is embarking on a research program designed to find ways of eliminating the listening room's effect on what you hear from a pair of loudspeakers.
This is interesting and important work. In fact, there probably is no task more
vital to improving the fidelity of music reproduction in the home.
Canada's effort is not the only one of its kind. In Europe, KEF (of England),
Bang & Olufsen (Denmark), and the Technical University of Denmark have set
their sights on similar goals with the Archimedes Project-one of a number of
high-technology research initiatives sponsored by the governments of the EEC
(European Economic Community) under their Eureka Program. I don't think I
have to tell you that the idea of spending tax revenues on audio research of this
kind would get laughed out of Congress if it were proposed here.
I am not saying that it necessarily is appropriate for our government to get
involved in research aimed at developing improved consumer products (although one could argue that we are prone to spend incomprehensibly large
amounts of money on projects of more dubious value). But let's look at another
consumer -technology frontier affected by this difference in approach: HDTV
(high -definition television). There seems little doubt that Japan and probably
Europe as well will enjoy HDTV long before the United States. Why should we
trail the world's other technologically advanced nations in this field? At least
part of the reason, I think, is that most other countries have strong government
involvement in radio and television. In many, the main-sometimes the onlytelevision network is operated by the state. If the government decides that development of HDTV is in the public interest, it can put money behind it without
worrying about when the investment will pay off.
Such an arrangement has drawbacks of its own, but it has advantages as
well. American television networks naturally seek a good and reasonably
prompt return on their investments-neither of which HDTV guarantees.
Technological leadership alone is not enough of an incentive, and, in the absence of a domestic consumer -electronics industry that could prosper from
HDTV, who is going to push for it?
The situation in loudspeaker research is far more encouraging, since our nation does have a large and thriving speaker industry that dominates its domestic
market and does a reasonable export business as well. Indeed, the largest American loudspeaker manufacturers are also among the largest and most profitable
in the world. One or two of them could afford to fund something like the Athena or Archimedes projects out of their own pockets. But their work would be
theirs alone.
Perhaps it's time to reexamine our traditional aversion to all forms of cooperation among competing companies and to government support of research
that will lead to private gain. The Canadian loudspeaker industry has benefited
immeasurably from its access to the National Research Council. Indeed, if not
for the work of the NRC, that country's speakers would not be nearly as competitive in the United States and other world markets as they are today. Maybe
we have something to learn from that success.

UltraVideo
This issue brings another in the series of special sections I promised a couple of
months ago. For an in-depth look at Super VHS, camcorders, and spiffing up
your home videos with a little amateur postproduction, turn to page 51.
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Lately I read that some Compact Discs
have been made with labels whose ink eats

through the protective lacquer coating on
the top of the disc and that this eventually
makes the afflicted disc unplayable. What
is the record industry doing to deal with

this problem for future CDs (as well as

succumb to oxidation, apparently because
of a hole in the lacquer coating. None of his
other discs-even those dating back to the
dawn of CD, six years ago-has shown any
deterioration or even any significant measurable increase in error rate. And no one
else on our staff has had any discs fail because of corrosion or oxidation.-Ed.

IT'S A OAS

I own a GAS (Great American Sound)
Sleeping Beauty moving -coil phono cartridge that has a dull stylus and a bent can-

tilever. I would like to get it fixed, but apparently GAS is out of business. Do you
know where I can get service or spare parts

for this product?

those already made and sold)? What dif-

ferent materials (other than costly gold
plating) or labeling processes are being
used to extend the life expectancy of CDs
or to prevent ink -induced erosion?
I buy an average of ten CDs per month
to establish a well -stocked home music library that will last for my lifetime (I am 31
years old). Will I eventually have a worth-

less collection of discs, or will the record companies replace defective CDs with
noncorroding ones when I notice this defect on my CDs in the years ahead?
Jeffrey L. Crunkleton
New Castle, Pa.

If the problem you describe exists, it must
be of rather limited extent. Our technical
editor, David Ranada, says that he has had
one CD (out of thousands in his collection)

Scott Socha

Chicago, Ill.

REISSUE WISH

With the reissue on Compact Disc of numerous Fritz Reiner recordings with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, is there
any chance RCA might also reissue his
Eroica? I believe this was one of Reiner's
earliest releases with that orchestra, still
recorded in mono sound. Regardless of
any deficiencies in reproduction, I would
instantly buy this CD, since I vaguely remember this to be one of the most exciting
performances of Beethoven's Third Symphony I have heard.

getting a new cartridge anyway, since better

models are available now for less money
than you probably would have to spend to
get yours repaired.-Ed.
ANALOG IS OKAY

Like most audiophiles, I appreciate the
great advantages of the Compact Disc. To

Jacob Opper

me, its sonic superiority to cassette or

Gaithersburg, Md.

LP is obvious; the complaints some critics have made about the medium stem, I
think, from the very exactness of the format's performance. However, the record
and audio industries often seem intent on

RCA reports that, as of the moment, there
are no plans to reissue this particular re-

cording.-Ed.

We think you're out of luck on your Sleeping Beauty (made in Japan, by the way).
However, you probably would be better off

in a store near you.
In 1983, Rolling Stone said; ':..the PS -10 loudspeakers
by Design Acoustics could be the last pair you'll ever
buy." High Fidelity commented; "The overall sound is
smooth, clean, and detailed:' Ovation noted that the
PS -10; "provided a very open and transparent sound
with excellent and stable stereo imaging:'
And Stereo Review concluded that;

':..the PS -10s delivered a smooth, balanced sound...
(enabling them) to fit almost anywhere both aesthetically and acoustically:'
A MODERN-DAY CLASSIC
The PS -10 continues to earn thousands of new friends
with its unique Point Source- design. The PS -10 has the
smallest possible front face, to eliminate diffraction and
reflections that blur the stereo image from ordinary bookshelf speakers. Plus a down -firing 10" woofer that is always exactly coupled to the room, regardless of its location.
ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
Over the years, the PS -10 has been constantly refined
and improved. All this adds up to a speaker with impressive sound, that easily fits into the smallest room
neatly and unobtrusively. Write for dealer list and literature today.

DC I DA ECSICCTUNS 1 1Cs S
An Audio-Technica Company
1225 Commerce Drive. Stow, OH 44224
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Here's an exciting selection of new
hits and all-time favorites . each one
will make an ideal gift for someone on your
Christmas list... or a welcome addition to
your own collection
To get any 6 CDs for 14, lust fill in and mail
the application-we'll send your CDs and
bill you for 11 plus shipping and handling.
You simply agree to buy 4 more CDs (at
regular Club prices) in the next two

years-and you may then cancel your
membership anytime after doing so.

How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Club's music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month...plus new hits and
old favorites from every field of music. In
addition, up tO six times 0 year, you may
receive offers of Special Selections, usually
at a discount off regular Club prices, for a
total of up to 19 buying opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the

Month, you need do nothing-it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the

response card always provided and mail d
by the date specified. You will always have
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Dvorak-Piano Trios F
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The CDs you orde during your
membership will be billed at regular Club

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2-so ware in both numbers.
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361618

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
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quality, but there is one that comes close to
being perfect: Dolby Spectral Recording,
or SR. In fact, a recent demonstration convinced me that there is no sonic difference

T

E
Klein answers that he should not bother
with such things because their effectiveness has not been proved.

But this does not answer the reader's
question. You should have said that the
original tape cannot tell whether it is being
listened to, copied, or both, so a conditional erasure of the subliminal message would

be impossible. The reader did not seem
dissatisfied with the product, so by telling
him to get real, you destroyed the placebo
effect. His question was about dubbing,
not about the efficacy of subliminal messages on audio tape.
James K. S. Hahn
(no address given)
THE BEATLES: ALMOST ALL IS SAID AND DONE

Thank you and your writers for the excel-

lent job you have done in reviewing the
Beatles on Compact Disc ["One, Two,
Three, Four!", June 1987; "Glimpse the
Truth," November 1987; "Coming Down
Fast," February 1988; Past Masters, Vols.
1 and 2,July 1988].
Now that all is said and done, I would
like to see a listing of the Beatle tracks that

still have yet to see the laser of digital:
mono/stereo versions, alternate takes, etc.
I would also appreciate some idea of what
the CD versions of The Decca Sessions and
The Silver Beatles are all about.
Drew Daubenspeck
Germantown, Tenn.

between a digital recording and a well made Dolby SR analog recording.

Popular Music Editor Ken Richardson re-

Finally, it is important to realize that
there is much more to making a good recording than picking the right tape deck.
It takes a committed attention to a large
number of details, ranging from aligning

plies: Every Beatle album from Please

the tape machines to choosing the mikes to
something as simple as making certain ev-

the stereo versions of Please Please Me,
With the Beatles, A Hard Day's Night,

eryone involved knows where to go, and

and Beatles for Sale and the mono versions

when. I would still rather work with a digi-

of Help!, Rubber Soul, Revolver, Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, The

tal recorder, but that alone will not guar-
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What about tape hiss? If one of the
many professional noise reduction systems is employed, this problem will quickly disappear. I admit that many such sys-
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digital units I have used require no alignment and no maintenance except for head
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that all the many variables are within
specification, the sound upon playback
will be accurate. (A normal alignment
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neer will give superb results. If the engineer has taken the time to maintain and
align the machine properly, making sure
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take from 15 minutes to two hours; the
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cilities. Consequently, many studios are
still equipped with high -quality analog

procedure for an analog tape recorder can
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machines perform as claimed and are easy
to operate and maintain, they are still very

expensive. They are, in fact, beyond the
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entirely in digital-not just in the final
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worth buying, it must have been produced

KANSAS
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antee a good recording. In short, don't
pass up a recording just because it lacks
the coveted "DDD" symbol: You may
never know what you missed.
Ray D. Fishel
Austin, Texas

Hear, hear! Our technical editor, David
Ranada, expresses similar sentiments in his
July 1986 "Bits & Pieces" column.-Ed.
SHATTERED DREAMS

In your June "Crosstalk" column, someone asks about making dubs of tapes containing subliminal messages. His question was whether the subliminal message
would be erased if a dub were attempted, as claimed by the manufacturer. Mr.

Please Me to Yellow Submarine originally

appeared on both mono and stereo LPs.
On CD, the first four albums are mono, all
others stereo. Therefore, we have yet to hear

Beatles, and Yellow Submarine.

As for alternate takes-separate mixes
with varying vocal or instrumental characteristics that go beyond the basic sonic
difference between mono and stereo-J. P.
Russell's The Beatles on Record lists the
following songs. that appear in versions additional to those now on CD: 'All My Loving," "All You Need Is Love," "And I Love

Her," "Blackbird," "Blue Jay Way,"
"Day Tripper," "Don't Pass Me By,"
"From Me to You," "Help1", "Helfer
Skelter," "I Am the Walrus," "I Call Your

Name," "I Feel Fine," "I Should Have
Known Better," "If I Fell," "I'll Cry Instead," "I'm Looking Through You, "I'm
Only Sleeping," "Komm, Gib Mir Deine

Hand," "Money," "Norwegian Wood,"

All mare's ma, not re avallatale at all dealers listed
FOR ADDITIONAL AUTHORIZED DEALERS
AND DETAILS CALL 3121360-9500. E X T 3210
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SNOW.

PLOW.
The NEC DS8000U VCR

is the most advanced snow

finer picture detail.
But what's really special

picture you've ever seen.
How much of a difference

removal system on the

is the DS8000U reduces

can a VCR really make? Take

market. Because it's the

video noise by digitally

a look at the DS8000U. It

first super VHS with Digital

processing and correcting

will become very clear.

Video Noise Reduction.

both the luminance and

It gives you over 400 lines

of horizontal resolution for

NEC. Because certain

things in life simply cannot

chroma signals.
So whether it's live broad-

be compromised.

cast or tape playback, you

get the sharpest, clearest

CaC

Computers and Commumcanons

For more ,ntormaton Cali (312) 8609500 x 3210

NEC Home Electronics (USA). Inc

NEC
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"Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da," "Paperback

Don't Want to Spoil the Party," "Matchbox," "Savoy Truffle," "She's a Woman,"
"Taxman," "Tomorrow Never Knows,"

don't have the space here to specify exactly
that you pick up a copy of Russell's book, as

Girl," "We Can Work It Out," and "Why
Don't We Do It in the Road?" In addition,

"What Goes On," "While My Guitar Gently Weeps," and "Yellow Submarine." And
remember that the mono Sgt. Pepper is in
general somewhat different from the stereo

reader Howard Weber of Los Angeles, Cal-

version: Beatle authority Allan Kozinn

ifornia, mentions the following tracks as

identifies alternate mixes not only for the

having alternate takes not yet on CD:

title track's reprise but also for the title
track itself "Lucy in the Sky with Dia-

copies of The Decca Sessions and The Silver Beatles on Compact Disc: This material, recorded during the Beatles' studio au-

Writer," "Penny Lane," "Please Please
Me," "Sexy Sadie," "Sgt. Pepper's Lone-

ly Hearts Club Band (Reprise)," "Slow
Down," "Tell Me Why," "Thank You

"Back in the U.S.S.R.," "Birthday," "Got
to Get You Into My Life," "Honey Pie," "I

monds," and "She's Leaving Home." We

MOVE AROUND
WITH PLUG-IN SOUND!

what all of the above variations are-and
many of them are slight-so I'd suggest
well as the July 29 "Beatles Spectacular!"
issue of Goldmine magazine.

I'd also suggest that you not pick up

ditions for Decca in January 1962, was
never meant to see the light of day, much
less the laser of digital. In fact, lawyers for
the Beatles are working to stop the manufacture and distribution of the two CDs.
(The lawyers already have succeeded in

stopping sales and further shipments of
The Decca Sessions, pending the outcome
of that case.) The recordings in question
first appeared on various bootleg LPs in the
1970s, and even though the same material

has since become widely available on
"legitimate" imports from Canada and
Japan, the recordings are still bootlegs as
they now appear on CD, according to the
Beatle lawyers. By the way, a copy of The

Silver Beatles did make its way to our
offices; the sound was respectable, but I
honestly can't imagine why anyone (even
an acknowledged Beatle freak like yours
truly) would want to spend money on a CD
of an audition. If you're really desperate,
look for one of the LP versions.

Although in agreement with much of Ken
Richardson's review of Past Masters, Vols.
1 and 2, I am somewhat perplexed over his

statement that halfway through the last
verse of "She Loves You," "the entire
soundstage does a flip." How is it that a
mono recording's soundstage can do a
flip? What is heard is a prominent appearance of the ride cymbal that Mr. Richard-

The only wireless speaker system that
puts stereo in every room.
Experience the latest in wireless space-age
technology with Recoton's WIRELESS 1007
Enjoy crisp, clean sound everywhere minus the static!
Easy to install, just plug the WIRELESS
100's exclusive transmitter into your main

stereo system or portable CD player and
nearby AC outlet. Plug the companion
speakers into any AC outlet -in your
bedroom, kitchen, den, patio, basement anywhere. Extra Recoton W101 companion
speakers may be added to work from your
main WIRELESS 100 system.
So don't restrict your stereo listening area.
Set yourself free and move around with plug-in
sound with Recoton's WIRELESS 100 stereo
speaker system.

R E C OTO N

IAA.
-I- ere
w

ME

STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM
Winner of a Design and Engineering Award at the
1987 Consumer Electronics Show

c 1988 Recoton Corp
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46-23 CRANE STREET. LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101

1-800-R EC OTON

son mentions. Can it be, after all those
mono/stereo and LP/CD comparisons,
that Mr. Richardson has flipped?
John W. Thiele
Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Richardson replies: Seems so, doesn't
it? (Maniacal laughter.) You are certainly

correct that a mono recording can't perform what my regrettably imprecise language claims it can. I do hear more than
just the prominent appearance of the cymbal, however: Both the vocals and the jangly

guitar drop down in the mix at the same
time the cymbal sharpens, resulting in a
much duller overall sound-a disturbing
change that is not present on LP versions.
Listen again and see if you don't agree.
All letters should be addressed to The Editor. 111Gu
FIDELITY, 825 Seventh Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10019.
Letters are subject to editing for brevity and clarity.

"III Had It1bDoA110verAgain...
And I Do..This Is How I'd Do It:"
"Henry Kloss. Member of the Audio Hall
of Fame. Creator of Acoustic Research in the
1950's, KLH in the 1960's, and Advent in the
1970's-the dominant speakers of their decades-now brings you Ensemble: the best sounding speaker system of this era"

Ensemble. By Henry Kloss.
Ensemble is the first of a new generation of
stereo loudspeaker systems. It combines two
bass units, two mid- to high -frequency satellite
units and something you won't find in any hi-fi
store on earth:
Your living room. Which now, because of
Ensemble's unique "double -dedicated" design,
becomes a totally integrated part of the sound
propagation process giving you perfectly balanced energy throughout the full ten octaves
of music.

The first speaker system
that doesn't cheat you out of either
bass or space.
The fundamental octaves that so much of
music is built on...
The almost subaudible but palpable
sounds generated by the big pipes of the organ,
the bottom of the acoustic or electric bass, the
low notes of the synth...
The frequendes completely ignored in the
so-called "mini -speakers" now in vogue...
Ensemble provides them. With two dedicated, acoustic -suspension loudspeakers whose
jobs are solely to reproduce the bottom two
octaves of musical significance.
At a compact 12"x 21"x4.5',' they're small
enough to be placed where they'll produce the
best sound, minimizing "standing waves': and
without visually overpowering your room.
Beneath the couch, on top of the bookshelf, or under the potted plant...wherever the
ear dictates, the eye won't be offended.

As for the other
8 octaves of music.
The rest of the sound specmun, from a
nominal aossover of 140 Hz, is
4.4
reproduced by a stereo pair of
two-way satellite units. Each dilt
incorporates a low -frequency .
driver; crossing over at 1,900
Hz to a direct -radiator tweeter
that goes beyond audibility.
They are small enough (4"x5"x8"
high) to set the sound stage wherever
you want it. Finished in
sa-atch-proof, gunmetal
fey Nextel, they will
look good fora lifetime.

What Henry Kloss tells his friends:
Every :ime I came out with a new speaker
at AR, KLH, or Advent, my friends would
ask me, " I-triry, is it worth the extra money
for me to trade up?" And every time I would
answer, "No, what you've already got is still

good enough
But to.iay, with the introduction of
But
Ensemble, I tell them, "Perhaps now is the
time to give your old speakers to the children:'

Overcoming the fear
of paying too little.
This is more difficult than it may
sound. Because the Ensemble System
sells for an introductory price of only
$499. And it can be jarring to accept the
notion that a product actually
outperforms others costing
several times more.
The second thing you must
overcome is the misdirected notior
that you must go to a dealer showroom and
listen to the speakers.
Because the fact is, the only way to
appreciate the astonishing sound reproduction
of this unconventional system is to audition it
in your own room environment. Therefore,
we sell direct to you, not to dealers.
By phone, by mail, or by our
front door. With a saaightforward 30 -day money -back

.

return policy.

Speaking directly to
the people who make the speaker.
lb our knowledge, no other hi -ti manufacturer Invites you to cal, talk about, and buy the
system. ("Hello, Mr. Sony?" 'fly that.)
In fact, the easiest way to buy Ensemble is
to call us with your credit card in hand, and
speak with an expert who will be happy to walk
you through everything you want to know
about the system. For literature, for information-or to order-the toll -fire
number is 1-800-252-4434,
Mon.-Thurs., 9-9, Fri. and
Sat., 9-6 Eastern Time.
(In Canada, 1-800-525-4434.)
Fax # (617) 332-9229.
The dzsembk Stereo System:
2 bass units, 2 satellites, 100
feet of wire, mounting units,
intelligent docwnentation,
and a mum body. (Your
Cambridge Soundkibrks

audio erpert.)

1
CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Newton, Massachusetts 02158

0 Send more information
0 Send Ensemble risk -free for 30 days, for $499!

I'm paying by II Check 0 MC 0 Visa 0 AmEx
Exp

Aca. Number
Signature
Name

Address

There is a wugeryou can make, 6rou don't
mind rakhe money from house guests.
Place Ensemble s satellites where there visible.

Cit),

Phone (Area Code)

State

Zip

Number

71aen lude one of the bass units under the so,fit

and put the other on the Jbor with a plant
on it. wlitvryourfrkr tinny, bet them
to point out where the bass is comingfrom.
They'll point to the satellites. Elrg time.

FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: I-800-AKA-HIFI

MA residents add 5% sales tax.
*Pkis freight. Call and ask.

Suite 103N

Introducing the most powerful expression
of a new technology:
The Bose° 10.2' Series II Direct/
Reflecting® system with Acoustimass
speaker technology.
Inside and out, it's a speaker unlike any other.
The new Bose 10.2 Series II speaKer successfully harnesses a series of audio technologies to take the listener
one step closer toward the goal of all speakers: the realism of live music. The 10.2 Series II speaker combines
the most powerful version of Acoustimass speaker
design available for the home with the proven, critically acclaimed benefits of a Bose Direct/Reflecting ' system.
The result: a musical listening system with no compromises -one that's at home in any environment.

Technology in harmony with home
aesthetics.
Moreover, the 10.2 Series II system brings lifelike sound
into the living environment without overwhelming it. Each
speaker's genuine wood veneer, hand-crafted Acoustimass enclosure produces the bass necessary to make
even the most demanding music come to life, yet
requires just one square foot of floor space. The system's
Stereo Targeting® arrays precisely shape and control
sound, providing listeners-regardless of where they
stand or sit-with full, balanced stereo sound from both
speakers. Where the
speakers look best is also
where they sound best.

Greater musical
realism with any
sound source.
Like all Bose Direct/
Reflecting" speakers, the
10.2 Series II system is
designed to accurately
reproduce much of the
clarity and spaciousness of
live music. This strict attention to sonic detail is carried
through to the lowest notes,
where Acoustimass
speaker technology provides much of the realism
and impact normally experienced only in the concert
hall. The system's purer
sound provides the

dynamic range and high
power capability required
for optimum results with
any audio or video system
and software-especially
digital.

How an Acoustimass® speaker works.

Air Mass stcr,
A

F;:trIng

Fur 4tonntg

)))/
Conventional Speaker

Acoustimass Speaker

Improving speaker performance means first reducing distortion. The design of
an Acoustimass® speaker substantially reduces distortion (see diagrams and
graph). The benefits of this patented speaker technology are purer sound and
an increase in the dynamic range of bass performance.
Left: An Acoustimass speaker launches sound into the room using two masses
of air working like pistons (BBC, darker blue), rather than by a surface vibrating
directly into the room. The sound launched into the room by the ACoustimass
speaker's'air pistons is the purest sound that can be produced by present
technology
Right: A vibrating cone radiating directly into the room (D) produces unfiltered
sound.

Cone Excursion Comparison.
(lower excursion means lower distortion)

Graph: The distortion
produced by any speaker
rises dramatically with
its cone motion, or excursion. At port -tuned
frequencies, a typical
Acoustimass speaker's
cone has less than
1/16 the maximum
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reduces the cone's excursion, and herefore
reduces distortion. The air springs act with their respective masses to form lowpass filters, removing any small distortion components generated by the cone.
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Judge for yourself.
Ask your authorized Bose dealer to demonstrate the
new Bose 10.2 system with Acoustimass speaker technology against any other speaker-and hear the difference for yourself. For more information, call Bose
Corporation toll -free at 1-800-444-2673 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. EST.

DOSE
Better sound through research.
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Danish Platter
Bang & Olufsen's Beogram 9000 tangential -tracking turntable ($450, without cartridge) can be used separately or, preferably, with the lovely Beocenter 9000 remote -control music system ("Currents,"

December 1987). The fully automatic
model, which can be started without low-

ering the tonearm (for cleaning a record), has a sensor that detects the size of

the record and sets the correct speed.
B&O's proprietary tonearm suspension is
said to prevent internal and external vibrations from being transmitted to the stylus.
A choice of five B&O cartridges is offered,
starting at $70. Bang & Olufsen of America, 1150 Feehanville Dr., Mount Prospect,
111. 60056.

Your Name Here

B&O turntable matches Beocenter 9000 system.

The Identadisc uses a heated die to permanently imprint your initials and social security number around the center hole of a
CD (any five- or three-inch variety). The
process takes less than 30 seconds. The die
is custom-made and mailed to you within

about two weeks, after you return the ID
information card. Your ID (e.g., social security) number is automatically registered
with Identadisc, which provides a toll -free

number for reporting or checking on lost
or stolen discs. A marked CD would, as

the Identadisc system proliferates, be considered of little value to a thief planning to
resell it. Warning labels for the CD cases
are provided.
Identadiscs should be hitting the market now for around $50. If there is no deal-

er near your home, the company-HiPro-Tech-says it will sell direct. Based
on the sample CD sent to us, the Identa-

The CD -BOX'

ry of Congress for its collection of CDROMs. Hi -Pro -Tech, P.O. Box 1357,

Elegant,Efficient
CD Storage

The CD -BOX

Lansdale. Pa. 19446.

Pullout Premiere

Compact Discs Do
Almost Everything Better
Than LPs...
But They Don't Fit In
Record Cabinets!

shown in light oak.

Hills Products introduces the CD -BOX compact disc storage
system. A stand alone unit, it fits the space intended for records
in most audio -video furniture and wall systems perfectly!
Finished in your choice of light or dark oak, walnut, or black, its
two smooth -sliding drawers hold up to sixty CDs (single, double,
or triple), with dividers that keep discs upright and organized.
30 day, money -back, satisfaction guarantee.
The CD -BOX $64.95 to $69.95. Dimensions: 6 1/4" w, 12 3/4" h, 14
To order or for information call Hills Products: 1-800-247-2018.
Designed and manufactured in the USA
By Hills Products Inc.
PO Box 1015, Hillsboro, NH 03244, 603-464-3999

3/4"

disc imprint looks as if it were done at the
pressing plant. A more sophisticated version is currently being used by the Libra-

d.

Proton has done a nice job integrating
the handle in its first removable car cassette/receiver, the high -power, auto reverse CR-560 ($359). Features include

Dolby B noise reduction, two sets of
preamp outputs, and a front -panel mini -

jack input for portable CD players. The
Schotz II FM tuner section is designed to
minimize noise without trading off stereo
separation. Proton Corp.. 737 W. Artesia
Blvd., Compton, Calif 90220.

Polk Picks
The SDA SRS/1.2 ($2,998 per pair) is a
new and improved version of Polk's top of -the -line Stereo Dimensional Array
loudspeaker. You may already be familiar

with the purpose of SDA circuitry: to
eliminate interaural crosstalk and therefore expand the stereo image in all three
dimensions. Contributing to this is the
driver complement: a stack of four dome
(Continued on page 96)
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Who we are. And how you can hear the difference.
NAD is the world's leading designer of
reasonably priced audiophile -quality
stereo components. From enormously
powerful amplifiers to modest appearing receivers. From unique multi -

CD players to advanced tuners and
cassette decks. NAD equipment is the

best in design and performance, in
value, in ease and simplicity of opera-

tion, and in genuine usefulness of
features.

But there are so many good components out there, you might say.
Well, consider this. Designed in Boston and London by American
and European engineers, NAD equipment happens to be the insider's
choice. It is the equipment secretly owned by the technicians and
staff of other audio companies. It is the equipment those companies'
engineers recommend to, and buy for, their parents, grandparents,
even their in-laws. It is tne equipmen: that journalists and audio society members get for themselves. In fact, NAD has become the
ovewhelming choice of the most knowledgeable consumers.
Why? Because it performs brilliantly, it sounds superb, it's
rugged and reliable, and i= 's utterly easy to understand and use.
We invite you to see and hear the difference Et your local NAD
dealer.

NAD
For the music, pure and simple.

NADIUSA), Inc., 575 University Avenue
Norwood, MA 02062 (6171762-0202

TapeTracks
Two Wrongs
Don't (Always)
Dy Robert Long
Some twenty years ago, a team working with Dr.
Edwin Land at Polaroid discovered that Newton was
wrong: that "yellow" light doesn't necessarily make
us see yellow, or "green" light green. We name the light
after the color we normally see as a result of its wavelength. But given an abnormal condition like, say, a darkened room into which only a limited portion of the normally visible spectrum is allowed to intrude, our
perceptive faculties can be cajoled into thinking we see
the full visible range, more or less.
Specifically, the Polaroid team was photographing
multicolored objects through two color filters to get a
pair of black -and -white transparencies. When images
projected through similar filters were carefully superimposed, one on the other, the viewers thought they could
see the full spectrum. But the real shocker was that the
projection filters could be quite different from those used
in making the transparencies. The only rule, it seemed,
was that the shorter -wavelength image had to be projected through the shorter -wavelength filter (for example,
photographing through orange and green filters and projecting, respectively, through yellow and blue filters).
Even for quite extreme combinations, the color range in
the image appeared quite natural-as long as no white
light was also present for spectral -range comparison.
What all this has to do with audio taping, I'll get to in
a moment. First, I must tell you that Polaroid's search of
the patent literature revealed that the phenomenon had
been discovered and patented earlier in the century.
When the process came on the market, however, it didn't
work. The cause, Land figured, was that the developers
of the process had switched to the brand-new orthochromatic film introduced by Kodak. Its color balance was
much more even, and it no longer acted as an inherently
"filtered" medium to make the effect work.
Now, about tape. I keep hearing about techniques that
achieve wonders by deliberately ignoring standards and
doing something "wrong." Do your cassettes sound dull
when you play them on your car system? Try recording
with Dolby B but leaving the noise reduction off for automotive playback. Or switch to a really "hot" tape on
your five -year -old deck and let the resulting high -frequency peak (because the deck is underbiased for the
tape) act as an equalizer. Better yet, record on ferric tape
with the chrome/metal EQ, if your home deck allows
this mismatch, and play back as normal ferric in the car.
This will boost the highs right out the window.
Now, I'm all for creative ingenuity, and experimenting with your tape system can be a very useful learning
exercise. But before you go committing yourself to a nonstandard recording approach, consider carefully what its
consequences may be. You won't have your current
equipment forever, and a technique that works now may
make your tapes unplayable later. Even a change in tape
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brand or a cleaning of your deck can turn your clever fix
into a fiasco. Let's say, for example, that the initial problem is simply that the azimuth of the head in your car
player is seriously misaligned-as many are, even when
the unit is brand new. Rather than making boosted -highs
copies on your home deck, you'd be better off getting the
car player aligned. Then it will play any standard tape
right-assuming you make use of appropriate noise reduction options.
Fooling around with Dolby noise reduction is particularly problematic. Unfortunately, Dolby Laboratories
itself has long promoted the notion that Dolby B and treble controls are to some extent interchangeable. Its attitude may have calmed misgivings about the now almost
forgotten Dolby FM broadcast system, but it also created
a class of recordists who have no qualms about leaving
the Dolby switch in the wrong position. Don't rely on
your ears for this one, especially with Dolby C; since the
circuitry works dynamically, a deliberate mismatch can
sound fine on one input signal and unacceptable on another that has different dynamic properties.
For the same reason, precisely where equalization
takes place with respect to the Dolby "loop" can be important (defining "inside the loop" as being between
Dolby encoding and decoding, and "outside the loop" as
being before encoding or after decoding). In effect, azimuth misalignment introduces an unwanted high -frequency rolloff inside the loop. Ideally, any high -frequency boost intended to right that wrong should also occur
inside the loop. Only if the Dolby circuitry can decode
the corrected signal, rather than the uncorrected one, can
you hope to prevent false decoding and the dynamic response variations it creates. This in -loop adjustment technique was first used in NAD decks with their treble adjusting Play Trim controls.
From this point of view, it would seem better to try
correcting for an azimuth -error rolloff by using a deliberate underbiasing of the tape (which occurs inside the
Dolby loop, of course) than with an equalizer at the output of the deck. But without instruments to measure response and distortion, both of which are greatly affected
by a change in bias, you have no control over the degree
of correction. In extreme cases, the change in bias can
even alter output level enough to throw off the Dolby
decoding.
No, there's a lot to be said in favor of doing things the
right way to begin with and not trying to Rube -Goldberg
your way out of a problem. If you go with a clever expedient, you're likely to discover sooner or later, as did the
inventors of the original black -and -white color process,
that it no longer works. I've had dozens of letters from
readers who can no longer successfully play their tape
collections because of just such an expedient. Don't let it
happen to you.

TheAutophile
Test Drive:

Blaupunkt System
1.111 By Christopher J. Esse
Maybe it's my upbringing, but something prevents
me from reviewing superexpensive systems installed in exotic cars. I figure a really pricey system ought to perform well, and then half the review
would be needed to explain why you might want to spend
that much. Besides, I probably wouldn't bother listening
to a system if someone put it in a Ferrari or a Lambor-

ghini. I'd accept the car, of course-so keep those offers
coming. I told Blaupunkt that I wanted to try its new
CD/tuner (the Chicago) in a system powered and equalized by its new and bigger Parametric Sound Amplifier
(the PSA-168) and to hear some of its new speakers. And
put all of this in a regular car-you know, the kind regular people drive.
Sure enough, that's what was delivered, in the form of
a 1988 Mercury Sable. A beautiful black one, too, with
power everything and very bushy red -velvet seats that
seemed somewhat anachronistic in a car with the Sable's
modern character.
Before we get to the equipment, a little history. Blaupunkt traces its name back to 1923 Berlin when, as Ideal
Radio-Telefon-und-Apparate Fabrik, its best -performing
radios were marked with a blue dot by quality inspectors.
Smart shoppers soon began to ask for those radios, the
ones with the blaue Punkt, or "blue dot." In 1933, Ideal
was purchased by Robert Bosch Corporation, an automotive parts supplier now widely known for its fuel -injection
and antilock braking systems. Five years later the company's name was officially changed to Blaupunkt-Werke,
and in 1954 Blaupunkt car radios entered the U.S. market. The link with Bosch has played a key role in the development of the custom -equalization modules used in
the two PSA models.
As I've mentioned before in this column (November
1987), custom equalization involves correcting the frequency -response anomalies resulting from the difficult
acoustics of a car's interior and its less -than -ideal speaker
locations. Because an equalized system is specific to a
particular car model, car manufacturers are in a unique
position to offer such systems as a factory -installed option. And so they do, in conjunction with some wellknown American speaker companies. We now count, in
order of appearance, six such joint ventures: Delco/Bose

(GM), Ford/JBL, Chrysler/Infinity, Acura/Bose, Nissan/Bose (in Nissan's 1989 Maxima), and Audi/Bose (in
Audi's new 100 and 200 sedans). Blaupunkt looked at
custom equalization, saw that it was good, and recognized an opportunity: Most of the world's automobiles
pass through the Robert Bosch facilities. Blaupunkt
could develop a program to measure the acoustics of
these cars and create equalization modules that could
simply be plugged into a Blaupunkt amplifier. Hence was
born the PSA-108, a moderately priced add-on power
amp that can bring custom equalization to any system in

a wide range of new and existing cars.
Last February, I reviewed a system (in a Buick
LeSabre) built around the PSA-108. A switch was installed that enabled me to go back and forth between
equalized and "straight" sound. The improvement with
the EQ was striking and served as a reminder of how a
car's acoustical space contorts sound. The PSA-168 is
simply a higher -power model, rated maximally at 40
watts by four channels, or twice the power of the 108.
The EQ modules are the same, although more have been

Blaupunkt's Chicago CD-player/tuner handles CDs in cartridges.

added since, most of them for Japanese cars. When you
purchase a PSA, you'll find not only a list of the EQ
modules available but also the replacement Blaupunkt
speakers recommended. The original frequency -response
measurements in the various cars have been in most cases
made using Blaupunkt speakers all around. So a scientific
basis exists for using the recommended Blaupunkt speakers in a PSA system. However, it seems logical that much
of the benefit of the equalization would accrue even without replacing your existing speakers, as long as they are
the original factory models or name -brand models of similar style (e.g., single -driver, two-way, three-way).
For the Mercury Sable (and the similar Ford Taurus),
Blaupunkt specifies its own XL -1612 two-way speakers
($240 per pair) for the front but let's you retain the factory -installed 6 -by -8 -inch drivers in the back. The XL 1612s are one of three XL Series speakers featuring dome

tweeters that can be removed and installed in a separate
location. In the Sable, the tweeters were mounted in the
dashtop cutout and their companion 6'/2 -inch woofers
were fit into the front door enclosures. Going somewhat
against its own recommendations (for this car), Blaupunkt decided to replace the Sable's back speakers with
two of its own. These were the three-way QL-6915Ts
($250 per pair), members of the company's new QL
Series of speakers featuring dome tweeters and translucent woofer cones made of a quartz and polypropylene
composite.
As installations go, this one was pretty simple: Out
with the old speakers, in with the new; out with the old
head unit, in with the Chicago CD/tuner. The PSA-168
was mounted behind the backseat and accessible through
the trunk. All of Blaupunkt's new head units,, including
the Chicago, use the company's "UniFit" installation sys-
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tem, which consists of interchangeable
mounting rims and snap -in side fittings for

neat installations in both DIN- and ISO -

style radio openings (the latter found
mostly in Japanese cars). UniFit models

can be installed through the front of a
DIN opening or from behind an ISO open-

ing (the nosepiece is then attached from

the front). Most UniFit head units (including the Chicago) can be converted to
pullout status by the addition of a "Quick Out" bracket and a handle.
The Chicago CD/tuner ($800) is wonderfully simple to operate. One knob at the
upper left is used to switch power, control

volume, adjust balance (pull out), and
switch between tuner and CD (push in). A

protruding tab operates the fader; below
are sliders for bass and treble. To the right

is the Transreflective LCD display, very
easy to read (even in daylight) and showing all essential operating information. To

its right are the tuner and CD controls,
which dominate the front panel. Buttons
numbered 1 through 10 for the AM and
FM presets also serve as direct -access keys

for CD tracks (another button marked
"+ 10" must be pressed first to cue track
numbers between 11 and 99). The tuning

and track -skip buttons are likewise
shared. You can enter the manual tuning

LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE!
ITEMS IN STOCK!

OVER 10,000

CELLULAR

ton, labeled "scan," enables you to sample

every receivable radio station for about
eight seconds or each track on a CD for
ten seconds.

That's it. I can think of one additional feature I might have wanted-manual
scanning for CDs-but on the whole I admire the Chicago's uncluttered faceplate
with large buttons and utterly familiar
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chassis, which is a bit out of step with the
latest, single -chassis CD tuners.

trol layout, is that it uses the cartridge
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very difficult to balance: No matter where
you set the fader, your ears would perceive

either too much treble in front or not
so much with the behavior of the front
speakers-it is really the back speakers

uniderf SHARP Ca11011
JVC

They sounded muffled, as if they hadn't
been EQ'd at all. Conversely, the front
speakers produced nothing resembling
bass, even though they are capable of delivering some upper bass when you raise
the bass control. This made the system

enough treble in the back. I don't disagree

Perhaps the most distinctive mark of
the Chicago, other than its superior con-

Emerson.

were weak at middle and high frequencies.

of weak signals proceeds gradually and

RC/1 MPGNAVICt< Clua.gar.
C)

The back speakers produced all of the

bass-not just the deepest notes-but

controls. Incidentally, stereo FM blending

ry is relegated to a separate, hideaway

TELEPHONES...

COPIERS & FAX

CAMCORDERS

TELEVISION

mode by pressing a button marked "m."
The AM/FM band selector doubles as the
CD eject switch. The only remaining but-

automatically all the way to mono, if necessary. Not incidentally, the tuner circuit-

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!
VIDEO RECORDERS

The Blaupunkt PSA-168 power amplifier takes custom equalization modules for specific car models.

loading method for CDs. Before inserting
a CD into the mouth of the unit, you insert
it into a special cartridge that is something
like a thinner version of a CD jewel box.
You buy a bunch of these protective cartridges, load them with CDs, and then you
don't have to wrestle with the jewel box
when it comes time to change a disc. I find
the cartridges themselves a bit of a pain to
pry open, but the concept is not without
merit.
Now, I've been keeping you in suspense
about the system's performance for a reason. First, the very good news. The Chicago's CD section performed flawlessly: Its
cueing action was quick, and it never once
skipped on a disc. I can also give the tuner
high marks overall, although I would like
to have been able to lower the sensitivity
level to skip unlistenable stations during
seek tuning. That leaves the PSA-168 and
the speakers, and brings us to the not -so good news.

that are causing the difficulty.
I've heard the PSA system do wonders
in a Buick LeSabre. So what happened in
the Sable? First, results might have been

better using the Sable's original back
speakers, on which the EQ supposedly is
based. Second, the Sable's back shelf is a
dreadful place for any speaker. The steeply sloped rear window and the backseat
headrests create an acoustic nightmare.
One can imagine high frequencies being
reflected off the window and right onto a
headrest, never to reach a listener. In fact,
you can hear the missing highs by sticking
your head right over the speakers. In the
Sable, Blaupunkt's EQ was doing a great

job, just not enough of it. On the other
hand, perhaps the overall dose of EQ was

correct but was not administered to the
front and back in the right proportions:
Blaupunkt's measuring microphones may
very well have "heard" a smooth frequency response, not being capable of the directional sensitivity of the human ear.
Although I have reservations about the

effectiveness of the Sable EQ, I remain
very impressed by the Chicago CD/tuner
and am still very much in favor of the PSA

system in general-based on its performance in other cars.

Test

Report preparation supervised by Michael Riggs, David
Ranada, Christopher J. Esse, Robert Long, and Edward J.
Foster. Laboratory data (unless otherwise indicated) is
supplied by Diversified Science Laboratories.

Essentially, NHT's Model II is a
four -piece stereo speaker system
that comes in two enclosures. The
upper sections of each unit are built like
NHT Model I satellite speakers, down to
the symmetrically angled baffles that di-

or, at least, against a wall. The back of
the speaker was parallel to the wall, so
the baffle, and therefore the drivers, were
aimed more in the direction of DSL's off axis mike than its on -axis one.
To some extent, then, the on- and off -

rect the sound inward even when the
speaker backs are parallel to the wall

axis curves are interchanged compared
to those for a more conventional speak-

behind them. NHT calls this design ele-

er, but the high -frequency response is so
similar in the two that this point has little

ment Focused Image Geometry. The
bottom sections of the Model II each
contain roughly the equivalent of the
NHT Octave bass modules (designed
primarily for use with a pair of Model
Is), but in a more vertical format to fit
the overall enclosure design. All the

Reports

relevance. The difference is greatest in

NHT Model II

Loudspeaker

drivers are thus a fixed distance from the
floor, allowing more precise system engineering for the expected room placement

than is possible with separate woofers
and satellites. The close family resemblance among all NHT models-even to

the black (or white) laminate finishisn't surprising. The company, whose
full name is Now Hear This, is barely a
year old, and the Model I and II are its
first two products (or three, counting the
Octave module for the Model I).
The woofer in each Model II enclosure consists of a pair of 6V2 -inch polypropylene -cone drivers, one above the

other at the bottom of the column, to
benefit from the reinforcement of floor
coupling. The crossover to the midrange

driver, which is the same size as the
woofer cones, is at a surprisingly low 80

Hz. At 3.3 kHz, the midrange crosses
over to a 1 -inch tweeter. These crossover
points have been chosen in order to avoid
the range between 250 Hz and 1,000 Hz,
where the ear is said to be most sensitive

to the interference anomalies resulting
from feeding a given frequency to two
acoustically dissimilar drivers.

The two sets of drivers-the dual cone woofer and the midrange/treble
group-have separate removable grilles
made of stretch fabric mounted on a thin

pressboard frame to minimize diffraction. Electrical connections are made at
heavy-duty gold-plated multiway binding posts recessed near the bottom of the
back panel, which is otherwise finished
the same as the other surfaces.

For the measurements, DSL placed

the range of the usual floor -reflection
dip, which is sharply focused in the 315 Hz band of the off -axis measurements.
Outside of this band, response is exceptionally smooth, with a relatively gradu-

the Model II 39 inches out from the wall:
a position that, as the brief owner's manual suggests, may produce superior stereo imaging but not the pronounced bass

al rolloff to about 50 Hz; both curves
stay within about ±31/2 dB, relative to

more typical of a speaker near a corner

(Continued on page 23)

Dimensions: 7 by 37 inches (front), 113/4
inches deep.
Price: $800 per pair.
Warranty: -Limited,- five years parts and
labor.

Manufacturer: Now Hear This, Inc., P.O.
Box 1228, Fullerton, Calif. 92632.

the "music band" average, from the 100 Hz band up. Again, more energy would
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Everything has limitations. Including conventional
CD players.

But getting all the data off the disc is only the first
step. Getting it to your ears is at least as important.

That's because 16 -bit digital processing simply
isn't accurate enough to retrieve all the data that's
on a disc. So some of the music is lost.

That's why Onkyo developed the Acculinear D/A
Converter. And individually calibrates each one to
minimize crossover distortion. This unprecedented accuracy means you'll be able to listen to
music, even at low levels, and still hear the
delicate harmonic structures that distinguish a
Gibson guitar from a Martin.

Onkyo's linear 18 -bit technology, on the other
hand, assures you that all the musical information
gets processed. So you don't lose anything. Even
the subtle clues that tell you about the space the
music was recorded in. And how well the engineer
chose the microphones.

Dual Acculinear D/A Converters
with calibrated accuracy to
the 4th Significant Bit

Exclusive Opto-Coupling Modules
use light to transmit digital data
and reduce harshness.

Onkyo's extensive use of optical transmission
techniques instead of conventional wiring further
increases musical enjoyment. Proprietary Opto-

HNOLOGY FROM ONKYO.

DIGITAL DOMAI
Coupling Modules at critical circuit junctions
eliminate Digital Signal Interference (DSI) and its
consequent metallic harshness. So you can enjoy
the sound of the Philadelphia Symphony without
wondering if the entire string section was playing
aluminum violins.
The power supply combines low impedance/low
loss transformers, regulators, and capacitors for
high stability and isolation.

means that any sonic variations you hear will be in
the music, not in the disc player.

And the best part? We didn't reserve these
technical innovations for one outrageously
expensive flagship model. All the musical
benefits are affordable.
Yes, this is the New Digital Domain.

Audibly significant technology.
Enhanced musical enjoyment.
The New Digital Domain.
Starting at less than $600.

Dual transformers in the DX7500
thoroughly isolate digital
and analog stages.

In addition, the critical D/A converters benefit
from Opto-Drive, a new Onkyo technology that
uses LED/phototransistor arrays for the ultimate
in current stability and operating accuracy. Which

Enter it today at your Onkyo dealer.

01STKVO

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446 201-825.7950

If you would like further information, write for the
White Paper on digital technology.

Air data
sensor mast

Integrated Helmet,
and Display Sight
System (IHADSS
Pilot Night
Vision Sensor (PNV
Target Acquisition
and Designation
System (TADS)

TADS/PNVS
swivelling turret
S Daylight

Night Systems
Sensor Scanner

canner

Hellfire
antitank missiles

Chain Gun
30mm automatic cannon

Forward radar
mmuniti
feed chutes

It can see in the dark. And attack without being seen.
Rain or shine, it can strike like lightning. It's fast, mean,
and smart.
But the Apache attack helicopter doesn't fly by itself.
It needs trained experts to keep it at its most ferocious.
You can be one of those experts.
If you're interested in electronics, there's a lot inside an
Apache to challenge you: Infrared night vision sensors.

ocket pack:
2. 75in. Folding Fin
Aerial Rockets (FFAR)

warning ancnna

Laser tracking and targeting technology. Avionics systems
unequalled anywhere in the world.
The Army can train you to repair and maintain those sys-

tems-important skills that can help you get an edge on life.
So talk to your Army recruiter. Or call 1 -800 -USA -ARMY
And find out how you can get under the skin of an Apache.
Once you've seen what's inside, you'll be glad it's on
your side.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

(Continued from page 19)

resulting level difference counteracts the

have resulted below 100 Hz had the

"precedence effect" that would otherwise pull the image toward the nearer

speaker been against the wall.

Impedance fluctuates between 3.4
ohms (at the woofer -range minimum,

speaker.

near 65 Hz) and 15.8 ohms (at 3 kHz, in

prefer the Model Its away from the wall
to maximize this particularly enjoyable

the midrange/tweeter crossover). It is
less than 8 ohms at all frequencies below
700 Hz and more than 8 ohms at all high-

Test

Reports

For the listening tests, I tended to
aspect. This position left them a little
bass -shy for some music and emphasized

er frequencies but relatively smooth
throughout. This suggests that it should
be a relatively unquirky load for typical
amplifiers to drive, though the fairly low
lie of the curve below 700 Hz may cause
the speaker to draw somewhat more current than some other 8 -ohm models.
Measured at a sound -pressure level
(SPL) of 85 dB, distortion averages well
under 1/2 percent except in the deep bass.
This climbs to about 1 percent at 95 -dB
SPL and more than 3 percent at 100 -dB

SPL. Neither this test nor the 300 -Hz
pulse test (in which it handled the equiv-

alent of 27.6 dBW, or 570 watts, peak
into 8 ohms) suggests that the Model II
is about to run out of steam at any reasonable drive level, however.
Narrow speaker enclosures can facilitate excellent stereo imaging, as they do
in the Model II. Not only is the speaker's

imaging crisp and unequivocal, but the
stereo stage holds up well as you move

around the room-which is part of the
intent in angling the baffle as NHT has
done. As with a number of other recent
speakers, when you move in the direction of one enclosure you will tend to
move out of its treble "beam" and into
that of the opposite enclosure, so that the

Most new high fidelity loudspeakers are introduced accompanied with some sort of
brash technological fanfare. Laser inter-

ferometry, FFT testing, unique construction, rare and costly driver materi-

als, exotic driver placement, weird
cabinet shapes, and unusual operating
principles have all made their heralded
debuts-to widely varying critical acclaim. Now comes the Snell Type C/II,
with seemingly little to offer besides the
three points listed under "Technical Philosophy and Goals" in Snell's descriptive

brochure: truly accurate frequency response, advanced design techniques, and
listening tests. There's no mention of the

driver or diaphragm materials used, or
of the components used in the crossover.
How refreshing!

For the record, the C/II is a rather
tall, floor -standing vented system employing a 10 -inch polypropylene -cone
woofer, a 5 -inch plastic -treated -paper
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perceiving it instead as enhanced clarity
or detail. Whatever you call it, it isn't a
significant coloration, and the midrange
and treble are very smooth overall.
The Model Its represent, as NHT intended, good sonic value for their price

range. In addition, their compactness
and dramatic styling should make them
welcome in many contexts. In the end,
however, their most endearing quality is

perhaps that unusual angled baffle,
which makes so much technical sense

and pays real sonic dividends. Few
speaker companies have made so striking a debut.

Robert Long

midrange, and a 1 -inch treated -cloth
soft -dome tweeter. On the back panel are

the vent and, at center top, a rear -firing
3/4 -inch dome tweeter that can be deac-

Snell Type C/II
Loudspeaker

tivated by a toggle switch next to the
speaker terminals (which are located
above the vent). The connectors are
heavy-duty, gold-plated multiway binding posts that accept dual banana plugs.
Instructions and the necessary connectors are given for a conventional hookup
and for biamplification. Crossover frequencies are at 275 lAz and 2.7 kHz for
the front -panel drivers; the rear tweeter
operates primarily above 12.5 kHz (according to Diversified Science Laborato-

ries' measurements). So far, there is
nothing out of the ordinary, except for
possibly the rear -facing tweeter, which
has appeared on earlier Snell models (including the Type Ci reviewed in the June
1986 issue, and to which the C/II bears
practically no other resemblance).
(Continued on page 27)
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tie Lest. seas n the house are right he -e. In front of the Pc neer CLD-3030 ccrr binaion
CINCDViL-serDisc p ayer.
Simply put, LaserDisc players de rye- the best picture and scund you 31 cet. The
CLD-3033 pla,is both audio CD's and video laser discs, in all sizes. It also offers you eight
efferent rrcces to produce specacular cigital video special effecs. And cf oose frcrn a
czcalog of ase- discs ranging from movies to jazz to operas to encyclopedias All backed
by 18 years spent perfecting LaserDisc technology.
WhetiEr it's a-dio video o- both, the new line of Pioneer _aserDisc players is the
only home et 12rd nriert source North s-aying home for
'BBB Rower E lect -on cs (USA) In.: , Lar g Beach, CA. For more information on the CLD-3030, ea I 1-800-4Q11104.
Fc r a :omplete list of wer 2,50C Las -Use titles, cor tact LaserDisc Corporation of America at 1.80E-255-255).
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"You might use
your car for pleasure,
but insuring it is
a business decision."

RAYMOND BURR

Here's why...

With the cost of auto
insurance, particularly with two or more cars, you must
make informed decisions. The right insurance company
with the right coverages, with the proper limits at
appropriate rates. Those are business decisions that require
the advice and counsel of an Independent Insurance Agent.
We represent several fine companies...not just one...so
you choose the right policy at the right price, with the
right service. An Independent Agent - always a good
business decision.

IIndependent
lin es
I\\

ell

INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS OF AMERICA
...and the insurance companies they represent

EJ

(Continued from page 23)

Cabinet finishes available are genuine
oak or walnut veneer, or a black veneer,

response, which can be identically described. This degree of similarity be-

Test

Reports

tween on- and off -axis measurements is

all with black grille cloths. The speaker is finished on the top and sides only,
the front and back panels being painted
black. The grille-with diffraction -reducing rounded edges-fits around, in-

unprecedented in my years of writing
and editing speaker reviews. Even in-

stead of in front of, the front panel and so
is an integral part of the speaker design.
Although the C/II is sold in cosmetically matched pairs, no special care has

60 Hz on up.

cluding the 300 -Hz dip, the on- and off -

axis responses are still closely matched
and both fall within ±2.5 dB of flat from

been taken to match the two speakers
acoustically. Instead, each is said to be
matched in response to "within a fraction of a dB of [Snell's] original prototype speaker." To achieve this, Snell adjusts the crossover components to match
the characteristics of each unit's specific
drivers.

Where the C/IIs differ from most
speakers is in the design of the prototype
that each C/II must match, for Snell in-

tends the "truly accurate frequency response" mentioned above to hold not
only directly in front of the speaker, but
off -axis as well. The Snell literature explicitly cites the usually underplayed importance of controlled off -axis response
in reducing the sonically detrimental effects of early wall, ceiling, and floor reflections. To that end, off -axis response
is said to be optimized at 30 to 45 degrees
and at 60 to 75 degrees. This has been accomplished by the use of computerized

measurement and simulation facilities

to help select the drivers and design
the complex, 24 -dB -per -octave crossover network. The latter is said to contribute to better off -axis response at the
crossover frequencies. Full double-blind

listening tests are used to confirm the
prototype's meeting of the design goals

and its ability to hold its own against
competing models.
That these measures have been very
successful is confirmed by only a cursory

glance at DSL's response plots, made
with the back of the speaker 37 inches
away from the wall behind it and with
the rear tweeter turned on. The company
claims for the C/II an on -axis, anecho-

ic response of ±1 dB from 65 Hz to 20
kHz, and, for once, I'm prepared to believe a manufacturer's speaker -response

spec. Ignoring the 5 -dB dip at around
300 Hz (which appears in most of our
speaker -response measurements and is
the combined result of a floor reflection

and the measurement setup-as confirmed by some ad hoc measurements in
the HIGH FIDELITY listening room), the

response DSL found can be characterized as an unusually flat ±1.5 dB from
about 100 Hz on up to 20 kHz. More extraordinary is the flatness of the off -axis

Dimensions: 141/2 by 46 inches (front), II%
Inches deep.

Naturally, the speaker's impedance
curve is not nearly so flat, but it nonetheless presents no unusual problems.

Price: $1,890 per pair.
Warranty: -Limited,- five years parts and

The minimum impedance of 3.9 ohms is

Manufacturer: Snell Acoustics, Inc., 143

reached at 100 Hz. At the high end,

labor.

Essex St., Haverhill, Mass. 01830.

switching on the rear tweeter lowers the
impedance at 20 kHz from 8.4 ohms to
4.1 ohms. Based on pink -noise measurements, DSL found the average impedance of the C/II to be 8.8 ohms, which is
in close agreement with Snell's 8 -ohm
specification.
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The C/II's sensitivity is significantly
higher than that of the earlier Type Ci.

Test

Reports

And in DSL's 300 -Hz pulse test, the
C/II accepted the full output of the test
amp (equivalent to 578 watts, or 27.6
dBW, into 8 ohms) and delivered a calthe C/II is "suitable for use with amplifi-

ers rated from 20 to 250 watts"-a rec-

mendations for placing the C/IIs. "If

of 119 dB at one meter. Snell says that
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ommendation with which I concur.
Distortion performance, particularly at low frequencies, was also good, with

THD (total harmonic distortion) remaining at about 1 percent or lower over
the entire audio band at the 85 -dB SPL
test level and 1'/, percent or lower at 90
dB. At 95 dB, the woofer started to show
signs of strain (V, percent at 160 Hz), as
did the midrange (V. percent at 1 kHz).

At a very loud 100 dB SPL, the worst
distortion figures were 5'/, percent at 160
Hz and V, percent at 1.6 kHz.
Regardless of these findings, the C/II

played plenty loud enough for me, and
with no obvious sense of strain. In fact,
the clarity of the speakers in musically
complex, high-level passages struck me
as unusually good, depending, of course,

on the program material. With this
speaker, as with all speakers of basically
neutral character, the sound quality you

perceive will be simply that of the recording. If the recording is misequalized,
overmiked, or poorly reverbed, the C/II
will expose these faults. While the speaker will not cover up the sonic problems of

a recording, neither will it impose its
own distinctive sound on the music. If
the recording provides pinpoint images
with a great sense of depth, the C/II will
generate a stereo stage with analytical
precision and the appropriate sense of
spaciousness and depth.

Especially impressive is the C/II's
reproduction of well -recorded voiceswhich are rather rare in these days of
electronic voice processing. Massed
strings also sounded very good: a bit forward perhaps, but definitely without the

steely sizzle of a speaker in which the
high frequencies are poorly balanced.

Disco has appropriate "sock" but no
28
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characteristic obviously depends more
on the listening room and speaker placement than does reproduction of voice or
string recordings.
Snell gives only very general recom-

culated peak sound -pressure level (SPL)

DB

headache -inducing boom. And although
the very lowest frequencies are slightly
rolled off, strong organ pedal notes of 30
to 40 Hz come through clearly; but this

they are used on the shorter wall of the
room, they should be at least three feet
from the side walls," or else you should
place absorptive materials on the adjacent walls to reduce the level of early re-

flections. As with most front -firing
speakers, moving the C/IIs closer to the
wall behind them increases the bass lev-

el, while pulling them farther out into
the room increases their ability to generate a sense of depth. For those who like
punctured carpets, the C/IIs come with
optional spiked feet that insert into holes
in the bases of the enclosures.
Aside from this one bow to audiophilic fashion, the Snell Type C/II has few of

the high-tech trappings of present-day
loudspeaker construction. But it makes
up for a rather conservative technical
background by its sound quality, which,
in its cleanliness and neutrality is as thoroughly up-to-date as any new diaphragm
material. The outlandishness of Snell's
claim in the product brochure that "the

Type C/II's compare favorably with
speakers more than twice their price"
stems not from exaggeration but from
understatement.
David Ranada
ABOUT THE dBW
We currently are expressing power in terms of
dBW-meaning power in dB with a reference (0
dBW) of 1 watt. The conversion table will enable
you to use the advantages of dBW in comparing
these products to others for which you have no
dBW ligures.
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0
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Henry Kloss-

of satellite speakers containing the

having left Acoustic Research,

tweeters and midrange drivers (though

Talk about dejd vu!

which, by the standards of those

Kloss prefers the term "woofer" be-

days, made speakers of remarkable fidel-

cause, technically, they are the descendants of the woofers in his KLH micro speakers), plus a pair of woofers (well,

ity for their small size-became a cofounder of KLH and made speakers of,
among other things, remarkable fidelity
for their tiny size. Then he founded Advent, which financed his experiments in
projection TV with the sale of speakers
of remarkable fidelity for their modest

according to Kloss, "bass lints"). All

Test

Reports

Cambridge

over the drivers. Connections are made
to heavy-duty gold-plated binding posts.
Pairs of hookup wires in two lengths (20

SoundWorks
Ensemble
Loudspeaker

size and even more modest price. Next,

and 30 feet) are supplied. Any configura-

he founded Kloss Video, which im-

tion that parallels each satellite with its

Dimensions: Satellites, 51/4 by 81/4 inches
(front), 4 inches deep; woofers, 41/2 by 11%
by 21 inches.
Price: $499 plus shipping.

associated woofer will work. The options

Warranty: "Limited," five years parts and

proved on the Advent projectors but offered no separate speakers (although the
Kloss video projectors did offer remarkable video fidelity). And now, guess what
he has designed for his latest company,
Cambridge Sound Works: a loudspeaker

that offers remarkable fidelity for its
small size and moderate price tag.

are finished in black with metal grilles

are clearly diagrammed in the owner's
manual.
The satellite enclosure has rounded

'abor.

Manufacturer: Cambridge SoundWorks,
154 California St., Newton, Mass. 02158.

front edges, doubtless intended to prevent diffraction, and is exceptionally sol-

id and acoustically inert. To facilitate
mounting in some situations, the back

The Ensemble, as it is appropriately

panel has both a screw -head "keyhole"

named, consists of four enclosures: a pair

(for which screws are supplied) and a
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INTRODUCING SOUND
AS IT WAS MEANT TO BE HEARD
IN PLACES IT WASN'T.
For years, Baby Advent' bookshelf speakers proved
that you don't need a lot of space to enjoy accurate sound.
With our new Mini -Advents and Mini-Advent/Subwoofer Sys-

tem, you can get that sound in places you never dreamed of.
Mini -Advents are designed for people with little room
for loudspeakers. Less than a foot tall, they fit on
bookshelves. Tables. Even walls and ceilings,
when using optional mounting brackets. Perfect for completing a surround sound system.
THEY'RE SMALL, BUT DEFINITELY NOT

Our 51/4" high excursion
woofers and 1/2" polycarbonate dome
tweeters supply Mini -Advents with 120 watts
SHORT ON SOUND.

peak power-quite powerful for speakers
this size. Tuned bass ports, too. So that
Mini -Advents get every ounce of bass from
such a small speaker cabinet.

subwoofer creates a 165 watt three-way speaker system
by directing the high and midrange frequencies to the
Mini -Advents while handling the bass frequencies itself.
The amazing thing is that our subwoofer can give
your system extra bass and added power while remaining
out of sight. Only seven inches tall and twelve
inches wide, it fits neatly in any corner and
sounds great behind couches or plants.
Like all our speakers, Mini -Advents are
designed to look as good as they sound. Made
with real pecan wood, they'll look terrific wherever you put them.
Now that you know all about these great sounding loudspeakers that take up little
space, take a little time
600
and listen to a pair at your
REAM
nearest Advent dealer.
DIGITAL

FOR EVEN GREATER SOUND FROM SMALL
SPEAKERS, THERE'S OUR SUBWOOFER SYSTEM.

When connected to the Mini -Advents, our
1988 International Jensen Inc
Advent' is a registered trademark of International Jensen Inc

SA DV E\T®
Sound as it was meant to be heard.

female camera -tripod thread. At the
bottom of the panel is a recess for the
binding posts. The tweeter, which is a

loads (many can do this).

one-piece cone/dome similar to the treble drivers in previous Kloss-designed
speakers, is crossed over at 1.9 kHz to
the 3'/, -inch midrange driver-which, in
turn, rolls off steeply below 125 Hz in
Diversified Science Laboratories' near field measurements. Nominal crossover
to the bass unit is at 140 Hz.
The bass enclosure is a sealed slab
with the 8 -inch woofer mounted in one
of the broad faces. The binding posts are

spot" showed up consistently. At the

recessed into a long side, close to the
woofer. The manual says that almost any
position in which you want to place the

woofer is acceptable (assuming that it
sounds good there), but that the driver
must be at least one inch from any surface it faces. Special stand-off feet are
supplied for this purpose, so that you
can, for example, place one woofer facedown on the floor and the other directly
above it.

The watchword of the manual, in

the deep bass averaged less than 1 percent, with the benign second harmonic
more prominent than the third. At the
highest test level, no data were below
1 percent, and the average was upward of

DB
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the design, this emphasis is well founded.

speakers were driven to what most listeners might consider excessive levels.
Moreover, the lab found that vibration

ing data are within +33/4, -3 dB (with
respect to the "music band" average)
from the 63 -Hz measurement up. The
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Sensitivity (at 1 meter; 2.8 -volt pink noise)
86 dB SPL

Average Impedance (250 Hz to 6 kHz)

11.4 ohms

ple compromised our usual 300 -Hz pulse
test. In all other respects, however, power handling seemed more than adequate,
and sensitivity is surprisingly high, considering how compact the system is.

Also surprising, perhaps, in view
of the measured distortion levels, is
the very clean, smooth, and uncolored
sound in the listening tests. After trying a number of configurations-none of
which yielded anything that could be
called poor sound (a benefit of placement

flexibility)-I settled on using stands a
little taller than the lab's, but out away
from the wall, with the bass drivers inboard of the satellites and facing slightly
outward to add marginal reinforcement

via nearby furniture. Performance here
is approximately what you might expect
with the system against the wall, which I
suspect is how most will be used. Other-

The system's combined impedance

wise, the bass enclosures were in the
same plane as the satellites and were
standing on the driver end as in the lab's

lies in the region of the crossover be-

setup.

tween bass and midrange and dips lowest
(to 3.2 ohms) just below 150 Hz; the oth-

satellites be at ear level or higher. When I

er falls to 3.8 ohms at about 450 Hz. If
you plan to drive another speaker pair
from the same amp, it would be wise
to make certain that either the minimum

...\

of the satellite grille in the test sam-

off -axis spread is similar, with just a hint
of beaming at the extreme top.

curve averages a little above 8 ohms but
shows two minima below 4 ohms. One

500

2 percent, depending on the specific data

string tone, could be discerned when the

on the 315 -Hz band in both traces) but is
otherwise very flat. On axis, the remain-

/

,...s.....4"......""wr--.............._

boundary -dependent region 41 on -axis response
_\
off -axis (30°) response

treme placement flexibility offered by

the woofer firing straight out from the
bottom end of the baffle. The response
graph shows the usual dip associated
with the floor reflection (here centered

I

5

fact, is "experiment." Because of the ex-

able to its customers.
DSL tested the speaker with the satellite on a stand 38 inches high and against
the wall. The bass enclosure was placed
upright on the floor directly below, with

Reports

lowest sound -pressure level (85 dB) used
in these tests, harmonic distortion above

averaged. In the listening tests, some
hardening of the sound, particularly in

The manual is first-rate in both writing
and illustrations, and it clearly spells out
the considerations that you should be
aware of in placing the four elements of
the Ensemble. In addition, the company
has taken a cue from the computer industry and set up a toll -free phone number via which technical support is avail-

Test

Measured distortion is not particularly low, and a 1 -kHz distortion "hot

The manual recommends that the

impedance of the other speakers is
relatively high or that the amplifier

placed them below ear level, the sound
seemed to thicken and the stereo imaging to blur a bit. I don't know why this
should be-possibly I was prejudiced by
the manual's words. Also probably illusional was the apparent deterioration of

can comfortably drive low -impedance

imaging when the bass drivers were visi-
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bly beyond the plane of the satellites. But
effects that are purely psychological are

characterize the sound as outstanding,
particularly in the unambiguous clarity

no less real than those occasioned by

of its stereo imaging.
Also exceptional is the overall sturdiness of construction, which is important

well -established psychoacoustic principles, and unless you hide the woofers altogether, it might be a good idea to keep

them near the satellites. (The manual
recommends that you avoid putting the

woofers behind the listeners, which I
think is generally good advice even for
the many three-piece systems with a
"subwoofer" that supposedly can go
anywhere.)

Although there may be a relationship between the ringing grille in the

days of receiving the system that you

pinnacle Loudspeakers (known as
Inter -Ego Systems until recently) has focused on compact home
speakers of moderate cost, and the PN6 + is among its smallest and most modestly priced. It is a two-way system with
a 3/4 -inch polycarbonate-dome, ferrofluid-damped tweeter crossed over at 4.5
kHz to a 6'/, -inch polypropylene -cone
woofer. The bass loading is by means of
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downward from the inside surface of the
front baffle at about 40 degrees, thus giving it room for a longer vent tube than is

normally possible in so small a loud-

mouth is above it and to the right; the
tweeter is directly to the left of the vent,
just across the central axis. All three are
covered by a snap -off grille of stretch

fabric over a fairly sturdy pressboard
frame. The outer edges of the frame are
beveled (doubtless for appearance), but
there is no special antidiffraction treatment inside it. The four exposed enclo-

sure surfaces are covered by a natu-

..IGH
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don't want it after all. For the sake of this
fine speaker system and the excellent value it represents, I hope that many people
will take this opportunity to give the Ensemble a try.
Robert Long

ral -looking walnut -grain vinyl finish.
Spring -clip wiring terminals are recessed

into the back panel-which, like the baffle, is painted black.

The exceptionally comprehensive
owner's manual (of which the company

is justly proud, though the layout and
printing are distinctly frowsy) shows a
variety of possible speaker positions,
spelling out the virtues and potential
problems of each with unusual clarity. The manual also includes a toll -free
telephone number for customer support.
Pinnacle recommends using high speaker stands or a shelf to position the PN6+ 's about three feet above the floor and
about six inches from the wall (but not in
a corner).

Diversified Science Laboratories
(DSL) followed this recommendation
precisely in measuring the speaker. Most

20K

speaker.
The woofer is mounted centrally near
the bottom of the front baffle. The vent's

32

ever, Cambridge Sound Works will refund your money if you decide within 30

a proprietary Diaduct port that angles

+5

they are sold only on a direct, mail-order
basis rather than through dealers. How-

steady-state distortion test, outside of a
few transients that suggested the grille
may possibly have contributed to less than -ideal clarity, no untoward behavlistening tests. On the contrary, I would

DB

the unavailability of the speakers for
audition in advance of purchase, since

pulse test and the 1 -kHz maximum in the

ior was discernible at normal levels in the

Pinnacle PN-6
Loudspeaker

in speakers that may be half hidden on
the floor. (Vacuum cleaners and house cats can both be outrageously destructive, given the opportunity.) The only
hurdle for most buyers will probably be

noticeable in the response traces is the
dip associated with floor reflection, here
centered above -200 Hz and somewhat
deeper and broader than is typical. There

is a broad prominence in the midrange
REPORT POLICY
Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and controlled listening tests. Unless
otherwise noted, test data are provided by Diversified Science Laboratories. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of High Fidelity. Samples normally are supplied on loan from
the manufacturer. Manufacturers are not permitted
to read reports in advance of publication, and no
report or portion thereof may be reproduced for
any purpose or in any form without written permission of the publisher. All reports should be construed as applying to the specific samples tested.
High Fidelity and Diversified Science Laboratories
assume no responsibility for product performance
or quality.

and a noticeable dip just below the tweeter crossover, but above this response is
quite smooth. Ignoring the most extreme

dip, on -axis response measures within
+ 534, -3 dB from below the 63 -Hz band
up, with respect to the "music range" average. Off -axis response is within a nar-

rower window, because it rises less

ally would not be a good choice for a
large room.
For such small speakers at so modest
a price, however, they are quite pleasant
to listen to. The sound is not completely

Test

Reports

uncolored, but the somewhat boxy tim-

bre is neither insistent nor intrusive,

sharply at the peaks and (again, except

and the overall balance is very good. I
preferred the speakers mounted farther

for the floor reflection) falls less in the

from the wall than Pinnacle recom-

troughs.
The vented enclosure keeps sensitivity higher than it might be with acoustic

mends. This seemed to make the bass a

suspension (as in the earlier PN-6). It
also introduces dual impedance peaks in
the bass. One is below 20 Hz, where impedance measures 13 ohms; the other is

just below 80 Hz and measures 11.8
ohms. A third peak of 18.1 ohms lies just
below 3 kHz. More important, however,

are the minima: 4.0 ohms in the deep
bass and 3.9 ohms above woofer reso-

nance-a broad trough beginning at
around 100 Hz. (A treble minimum of
7.1 ohms at about 15 kHz is of no partic-

ular significance.) The average impedance comes out to more than 8 ohms,
but, because so much of the midbass and

midrange up to 1 kHz is less than 8
ohms, it would be better to observe Pinnacle's 4 -ohm rating.
The relatively low lie of the midrange
impedance curve helps the speaker make

the most of typical transistor amplifiers. Pinnacle, in fact, recommends models rated at between 10 and 70 watts (10

to 18.5 dBW) a side, which sounds
skimpy by today's standards but is not
unreasonable. One reason for a modest
power recommendation is perhaps that
the PN-6+ does not accept high-level in-

puts gracefully. The deep bass of the
pink -noise test signal used by DSL for
the response measurements overloaded

it easily, prompting the lab to recommend use of an infrasonic filter in playing LPs through this speaker.
In the 300 -Hz pulse tests, the speaker

did accept peaks of more than 25 dBW
(300 -plus watts) for a calculated sound pressure level (SPL) of 114V, dB. Transient headroom thus is quite respectable,

though distortion rises to fairly high
levels on steady-state signals. At 85 -dB

SPL, distortion through the midrange
and treble averages only about V, percent. It is higher, of course, in the deep
bass-and highest of all around 100 Hz
(though the nonflatness of the frequency
response throughout this range renders

the distortion data problematic)-and
rises with drive level. At 100 -dB SPL almost all of the data are above 1 percent
and the average over 2 percent. This isn't
bad for a compact system of this sort, but
it demonstrates why such speakers usu-

little cleaner, though admittedly at cost
to low -bass output. Stereo imaging is
good-and it, too, is aided by having the
speakers farther from the wall.

If you are looking for a bookshelf

Dimensions: 91/4 by 141/2 inches (front), 81/2
inches deep.

Price: $229 per pair.
Warranty: -Limited,- seven years parts and
labor, transferrable.

Manufacturer: Pinnacle Loudspeakers, Inc.,
517 Route III, Hauppauge, N.Y 11788.

model that really will fit on a bookshelf,
the PN-6+ qualifies. And if you're 1poking for an inexpensive speaker, it qualifies as that and a good value to boot. In
both categories, the PN-6- is a must hear model for your audition list.
Robert Long
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C 1988 Philips Consumer Electronics Company A Drown of North Amorocan

Corporatron

Philips superiority is clear, from this graph showing deviation
from ideal linearity (dB) vs. recorded level (dB).
IDEAL LINEARITY

PHILIPS SELECT GRADE
CONVENTIONAL D A CONVERTER

THE PHILIPS CD960.
CLOSE TOLERANCE COMPONENTS

FOR PEOPLE WITH No
TOLERANCE FOR IMPERFECTION.

The CD960 compact disc player incorporates only
the most uncompromising components because it has
been designed by the world's most uncompromising
audiophiles: Philips engineers. The same engineering
experts who invented compact disc technology
Superior digital -to -analogue conversion. It comes
as no surprise that the heart of the CD960 is the Philips
dual 16 -bit D/A converter chip. The TD -1541 select

version. A chip so refined it substantially improves
low-level linearity, flawlessly reproducing even the
quietest passages with a darity never before achieved.
This exceptional D/A converter is mated to a
Philips 4X oversampling digital filter for superior performance. Philips pioneered 4X oversampling and our
experience with digital filtering is unequalled.

Broadcast standard "Radialinear" transport. Philips
commitment to exacting specifications is also evident
in the CD960's mechanical construction. It features a
high-grade cast alloy chassis. A linear -design motor was
chosen to drive the radial pivoting arm for fast track
access and exceptional resistance to external vibrations.
Multiple power supplies. To eliminate cross talk,
the CD960 incorporates no less than four separate power
supply sections. And the 100 -watt main transformer is
partitioned to further shield against magnetic and power
line interference.
From the company that created the compact disc,
Philips proudly offers the CD960 for those who won't tolerate anything less than perfection. To audition the CD960, call
1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio specialist.

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

Canadian Loudspeakers
f few English-speaking audiophiles think

The Canadian loudspeaker industry is

of Canada as a source of quality loudspeakers, that's not too surprising While
speaker manufacturing in the United

small enough that it is possible to talk
about nearly all of its constituents in a

States and Britain goes back to the dawn of
high fidelity, the Canadian speaker industry, as we know it today, is scarcely a decade old. But Canadian manufacturers now

Niew resew( h
is pushing
them into the

vanguard of
design mod

perhwninm

command more than half of their domestic market and are setting their sights on
export markets, particularly the U.S. At

short article. Trying to do that with American speaker companies would probably
require the equivalent of a couple of encyclopedia volumes. As you look through

the following brief company histories,
you'll note that there are many historical links among Canadian speaker manu-

least one Canadian model has already

facturers, much as there are among the
various loudspeaker producers in New

made quite a telling mark in America: The
speaker used by the U.S. National Bureau

England.
API. Audio Products International is the

of Standards in its listening evaluations
of the CBS Copy Code antitaping system
was the Energy 22, manufactured by Audio Products International Corporation
(API) of Markham, Ontario. And, thanks
to the influence of one audio researcher,
the remaining Canadian speaker companies are similarly poised to make impor-

largest Canadian speaker manufacturer

and one of the most prolific in North
America, selling under eight different
brand names. In addition to the Energy
line, these include: ESM, Image (pro-

tant-though probably not so ostenta-

nounced French -style: ee-MAHZH), and
Mirage. API's parent company is Global
Sound Systems, Ltd., which also makes
speakers for the Canadian (and sometimes

tious-contributions to good listening.

American) subsidiaries of the Japanese
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majors and other customers.

API started as an independent company in 1975 and merged with Global in
1984. At the time of the merger, API built
speakers under the Sound Dynamics and
Energy labels. Among the designers for
the Energy 22 was Winslow Burhoe, formerly of EPI. Global operated Paisley Research, whose speakers were designed by
Ian Paisley (also responsible for the design
of Global's raw drivers). The line that formerly bore Paisley's name is now marketed as Image.

In 1985, Global acquired Mirage
Acoustics and merged it with API. Mirage
is perhaps the most interesting of the API

lines, combining as it does a British and

PSB. The dean of Canadian speaker de-

in-house after having acquired some key

signers is Paul Barton of PSB Speakers.
Barton, a trained violinist, started PSB
while attending high school in Waterloo,

suppliers.

Ontario, selling prefab kits through a local
store. He soon moved on to finished systems. PSB, now owned by Barton and two
partners, was formed in 1971 but became a
casualty of the 1982 recession. Barton got

the company going again by forming a
partnership with Lux Audio (Canada),
only to see the arrangement dissolve when

Alpine Electronics of Canada took over
the distribution of Luxman products. A
new partnership, with Lenbrook Industries of Pickering, Ontario, once again rescued PSB.

Angstrom. After leaving Paradigm,
Martin Stec joined Angstrom Associates,
Inc., of Mississauga, Ontario. Angstrom
was formed in 1979 and has since gone
through some ownership changes. It was
reorganized in 1987 as Amtec Marketing,
with Stec at the helm. Angstrom remains
the name of the speaker line.
Axiom. In addition to the above Toronto area manufacturers, there is Axiom Audio, based in Dwight, a small town in rural
Ontario. Ian Colquhoun (pronounced colHOON), a philosophy graduate like Angstrom's Stec, started Axiom in 1980. For
the first five years, Axiom was a classic

case of a start-up company-it operated
out of Colquhoun's garage. It acquired its
own factory and office space in 1985.
Each of the above companies has, or is de-

veloping, its own sonic, cosmetic, and
marketing thumbprints. But until very recently, the differences among Canadian
manufacturers' products were considerably smaller than those distinguishing models from U.S. or U.K. builders. The breadand-butter models from Canadian makers
used to be your basic two-way vinyl box,
usually combining a polypropylene -woofer bass unit with a dome tweeter. A casual
observer could be easily forgiven for confusing these products, not to mention the

often baffling pedigrees of their manufacturers. Indeed, throughout the 1980s,
these Canadian loudspeaker brands have
become more similar sonically, if not cosmetically. Part of this is because the com-

panies have made use of an impressive
body of loudspeaker knowledge developed
by Dr. Floyd Toole, a physicist at the Na-

tional Research Council (NRC) in Ottawa. Gordon Simmonds, president of PSB
Speakers, calls Toole "the father of the Canadian speaker industry."

The Cirrus 260 (left) and Cirrus 180 loudspeakers from PSB use polyurethane baffles to damp
cabinet vibrations.

American heritage. The company started
in the 1970s as a distributor of Tangent
speakers. When relations with that U.K.
firm soured in 1979, it began building its

own products, first under the Tangent
name, later as Mirage. The first speakers had a distinctly British character, but
Kevin Voecks-an American who today

Paradigm. Toronto -based Paradigm
Electronics, Inc., was formed in 1982 by

Jerry Vandermarel, Martin Stec, and
Scott Bagby. While studying philosophy at the University of Waterloo, Stec
had taken some physics and engineering
courses, including the psychoacoustics of

designs for Snell Acoustics of Haverhill, Massachusetts-worked for Mirage

musical instruments and the physics of audio. Initially, Stec was responsible for design at Paradigm, but after he left in 1985,

for several years in the early Eighties, and
the current line still shows his influence.

Bagby took over. Paradigm has recently
brought woofer and crossover fabrication
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FOUNDING FATHER
Toole got involved NN ith the audio industry
in the late Sixties, when the editor of a Ca-

nadian audio publication asked him to
help establish standards for speaker testing. A few years later, PSB began using the

NRC's facilities for the final phase of its
design work. Other loudspeaker companies followed suit, including, recently, at
least one American manufacturer (Snell).

The outstanding characteristic of
Toole's work is his interest in correlating
perceived loudspeaker performance with
physical measurements. His conclusions
are based on listening tests: He had scores

of listeners rate various speakers, then
tried to determine the physical character -

istics of the most -preferred models.

To institute fair listening tests for deciding just what those preferred models
were, he first had to eliminate "nuisance
variables" that would otherwise compro-

mise the tests' validity. These included
physical variables such as listening -room

characteristics, loudspeaker and listener
positions, relative and absolute program
loudness, program material, imperfections in the source equipment, and problems peculiar to stereo listening. Psychological variables also had to be considered,

including familiarity with the products
under test, with the program material,
with the room, and with the task at hand,
as well as judgment ability, hearing acuity,
relevant experience, and further problems
related to stereo perception (possible conflicts between a speaker's perceived spatial
and spectral performance).

softness, fullness, brightness, spaciousness, presence, noise and distortion, and
loudness. Listeners also had to rate the

nat of the Audio Engineering Society:
"Given both the necessary amplitude re-

speakers for "fidelity" and "pleasantness." Through the four series of tests, 23
different front -radiating speakers of con-

data on the important linear and nonlinear
distortions, a designer or reviewer should
be in a position to recognize performance

ventional design were auditioned by 42
subjects. Some of them were musicians,

of the highest calibre with very little

sponse information and the additional

normalized for different listeners' scales, it

uncertainty. At more commonplace levels
of performance, comprehensive data may
help designers to achieve the compromises
necessary to maximize listener ratings at a

and all were involved with audio as a pro-

fession or hobby. Once responses were

was found that the preferences of one

given [product's] price." He concludes

group were quite consistent, while another
showed wide variations. As it turned out,

that, "judging from many of the products
evaluated in these tests, it is evident that

the inconsistent group had hearing deficiencies below 1 kHz. Listeners in subse-

some designers have been working with inadequate technical data of the most funda-

quent tests all had normal hearing and

mental kind, and others have concentrat-

were consistent in their preferences.
That a number of experienced subjects

with normal hearing would prefer the
same speakers is quite a significant result,

since the popular notion had been that
ROOM TO MANEUVER
To minimize physical variables, Toole de-

signed a listening room that he thought
would have acoustical properties typical
of many domestic environments. Its di-

loudspeaker quality is a matter of individual taste. This belief wasn't just based on
some listeners liking high -quality speakers
and others preferring boom boxes: It had

mensions (6.7 by 4.1 by 2.8 meters -22 by

been thought that different listeners preferred different trade-offs in high fidelity

13.5 by 9.2 feet) were chosen to give a good

speakers.

frequency distribution of room reso-

Having established that critical listeners usually preferred the same speakers,
Toole set out to determine whether these
high-ranking models had common physi-

nances. The floor was carpeted, the ceiling

flat and bare, and the wall areas around
the speakers were covered with drapes.
The side walls between the speakers and
the listeners were flat and reflective at audio frequencies. The Toole -designed room
has formed the basis of the listening room
recommended by the International Elec-

trotechnical Commission (IEC) for subjective loudspeaker testing.
For monophonic, timbre -oriented lis-

tening evaluations, four speakers were
tested at a time, mounted with mid- and
high -frequency drivers at ear level behind

an acoustically transparent screen. For
stereophonic tests, four pairs of speakers were mounted on rotatable stands. The
screen's purpose was to limit the effects of
listener bias induced by the speakers' appearance or by a knowledge of their brand
or construction. Gain of the power ampli-

fier was adjusted to compensate for the
varying sensitivities of the speakers under
test. To prevent tests from being biased by

the choice of program material, Toole
used several short segments of recorded

cal characteristics. This was (and still is) a
matter of some controversy. Some observ-

ers had maintained that a speaker's on axis, free -field (anechoic) frequency response is the best indicator of its sound
quality; others insisted that its power response in a reverberant sound field is more
critical. Also in question were the audibility thresholds of nonlinear behavior (such

as harmonic distortion) and the importance of time -domain anomalies (like diffraction or baffle -reflection effects).
After exhaustive measurements of the

top 20 speakers-those receiving overall
fidelity ratings ranging from 6.8 to 7.9Toole concluded that "experienced listeners with normal hearing prefer loudspeakers with wide bandwidth, flat and smooth
amplitude response, and uniformly wide
dispersion." Although this is not exactly a
surprise, it does go against other research,
particularly some Japanese work on listener preferences. Toole calls his findings "a

Mirage-API's top brand featuresthe elegant
MI bipolar speaker.

Work at the NRC is proceeding on another project of equal importance and possi-

ed on perfecting the wrong parameters."
The significance of this work has not
been lost on Canadian loudspeaker companies like Angstrom, API, Axiom, Paradigm, and PSB. If the sonic characteristics
of their products seem to have converged,
through the 1980s, it's because all have ap-

bly greater long-term value (see "New

plied Toole's findings to their designs.

Ideas from the North," p. 42).
Toole's conclusions have huge implications both for audio designers and equipment reviewers. As he comments in Jour-

Moreover, all these companies now make

classical, jazz, and popular music. Switching among the speakers was fairly rapid,
taking place every 5 to 15 seconds.
In four different series of tests, Toole

kind of reaffirmation of 'motherhood.'"

asked listeners to rate several aspects of
loudspeaker performance on a scale of
zero to ten. The evaluations covered such
characteristics as clarity and definition,

extensive use of the NRC's facilities to
fine-tune their engineering. Paradigm
co-owner Jerry Vandermarel says he
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wouldn't have started a speaker company
if it hadn't been for the NRC audio program: "Anyone who thinks he can come
up with a design that rates with designs
from other parts of the world without hav-

ing access to a well-equipped facility is
crazy."
As these Canadian speaker companies
set their sights on world markets, they are

trying to construct distinctive, upmarket
models with unique qualities while remaining true to their NRC roots. Indeed,

To this, Toole adds: "At first, the companies coming to the NRC just wanted

distinctiveness is almost a commercial necessity. "Establishing a unique identity is
the big job for a speaker company," says
Stec of Angstrom. "You can buy an 8 -inch
two-way system under a dozen different
labels, and the differences will be subtle."

reached a point of maturity, they want to
be good and different."

to build good products. Now, having

NEW TECHNOLOGY

The task is perhaps the most difficult for
API, since it has to separate eight of its

own brands from each other. Some of
these lines are made up of "high -efficien-

New Ideas From The North
Canada's National Research Council,

cy" units for one -brand systems and the
like, but others are directed primarily at

nology agency-for which there is no

later this year or early in the next.
Ultimately, the research will lead to
a "hierarchy of products" that use digi-

a government -funded science and tech-

audiophiles. API performs the differentia-

they hope, will lead to a generation of
"smart" loudspeakers: devices that will

tal signal processing to "interrogate"

tion by technology (Mirage, with its unusual $4,000 M-1 dynamic bipolar speaker, being the Cadillac of the API lines).
This is also occurring among Canadian
manufacturers as they seek to create individual brand identities. The use of new or
exotic materials is now as much a part of
this process with Canadian manufacturers

the listening environment, then ac-

"measure" your listening room and
"predistort" the speaker signals to

as it is with makers in other countries.

cordingly modify the signal fed to the
loudspeakers in order to reduce detri-

compensate for the room's deleterious

mental room effects. In essence, the

To avoid vibrations that plague conventional wooden baffles, PSB's Cirrus
speakers employ a polyurethane front

effects.

speaker's ultimate output, as modified

The NRC's Athena Project "will
explore all avenues-active and passive-of reducing audible distortions

panel made using a process called "Reac-

by the room, will actually come out

tion Injection Molding." The baffle is
damped and ribbed internally to add

in timbre and imaging caused by uncertain acoustics in the listening environ-

putting up between $1.5 and $2 million
(Canadian; approximately $1.2 and $1.7
million U.S.) for the project, which is

American equivalent-has been in-

tal signal processing to solve room/

strumental in the success of Canadian
speaker companies. Now the NRC and
a consortium of Canadian audio manu-

speaker interactions. There will be simple products with manual adjustments

facturers are funding an effort that,

complex models will use adaptive digi-

ment," explains NRC physicist Floyd
Toole, who will head up the research.
"There are a number of ways in which
rooms affect sound. The solid angle the

speaker sees [as determined by the
nearby ceiling, floor, and walls] affects

the way low bass is propagated. The

position of the listener also affects
low frequencies. Standing waves add

to [that] position dependency. And
broadband reflections interfere with
[the] direct sound, modifying sound
quality and [the] stereo illusion. All

to address the easy problems. More

right.

Altogether, the participants are

expected to last three years. "We'll
terminate the project when success is
reached or failure is assured," Toole
elaborates. But he's confident enough
to predict that "some degree of success
is assured." He expects products based
on the research to be announced, if not
offered for sale, within two years. Initially at least, they will be high -end

strength and absorb vibrations, and the
material used combines high strength and
rigidity with rapid internal dissipation of
vibration. This results in more open and
transparent sound, says PSB. The side and
back walls of Angstrom's Radix series enclosures are composed of an acrylic mate-

rial that is formed, by an extrusion process, into a cellular honeycomb structure.

The walls contain grooves for internal
bracing members-which are arranged in
non -harmonic relationships-and the re-

these problems," he believes, "can be

better as well."

alleviated by electronic or electroacoustical means. The object is for

The Athena project isn't the only
one of its kind. In early 1987, KEF,

sulting enclosure is said to be very strong
and nonresonant. The bracing also forms a
series of acoustic baffles to dissipate rear
radiation from the drivers, while the honeycomb structure helps prevent internal
resonances from being transmitted to the
outside of the enclosure.

more people more of the time to hear
more of the sound intended for them."

B&O, and the Technical University of
Denmark announced the Archimedes
Project, which has similar aims. With a

builders have come a long way from generic genuine -imitation -vinyl boxes. Ten

The research is relevant not just for
home listeners but for recording control rooms, where a lack of standards
for loudspeakers and the listening environment leads to recordings of widely
varying quality.
Toole says the research will be "pre competitive." The participants' aim "is
not to develop products but to develop
ideas. Our end product will be knowl-

products, "but," he insists, "rarely
do you do something complex better
where you can't do something simple

As you can see, Canada's speaker

$4 -million (U.S.) budget, it is more
generously funded than the Canadian
Athena project. But Toole hopes the
NRC's experience and facilities will
give Athena a head start. "From tech-

years ago, only speakers for one -brand sys-

nical papers, it's clear that the Japanese
have the technology to investigate this

NRC, Canadian speaker manufacturers

area," Toole continues. "But they're

their home market and now are preparing
to take on the world.

not being public about it. We're trying

edge, not a product research proto-

to be the first, instead of Johnny -come -

type." Relevant work is already underway, but officially the project will begin

lately." There are no known American
projects in this field.
G.B.

tems sold north of the border were made
locally, and virtually all quality speakers
available in Canada were imported. With

the help of Floyd Toole's work at the
have been able to forge a secure position in

Gordon Brockhouse has been an editor of

Canadian audio and computer industry
trade publications.
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Remote Controlled
AN Receiver

If you would only buy audio from a real hi-fi
company and video from a real video manufacturer,
from whom do you buy audio/video? The company
that builds both high -end audio and video. Akai.
Akai's AA -V435 -B AN Receiver is proof of

what happens when audio and video are fully
integrated. Its audiophile features include a
"clean" 125 watts per channel? variable
loudness, external processor loop, motor -driven volume
control, source direct and much more.
The AA -V435 -B's extensive video capabilities include

the widest assortment of audio/video inputs and outputs
including S -VHS, front panel video, and video RE
The true beauty of the sleek AA -V435 -B is the way it
The Akai Division of Mitsubishi Electric Sales America. Inc.. 225 Old New Brunswick Road. Piscataway. NJ 08854

ties everything together. Featuring the most logical rear panel
and internal switching designs, it takes full control of your
audio/video system, even remotely with its universal remote
(capable of "learning" up to 35 functions from almost any
remote audio or video components).
Sight and sound are brought together to create a
genuine theatrical experience via the AA -V435 -B's Dolby®

Surround Decoder, which even includes extra stereo
amplifiers for two rear speakers.
The Akai AA -V435 -B. Built for people who know that

the very best in audio/video only happens when audio and
video are treated as one.
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Where audio and video are one.

Clearing the Picture
Just a few years ago, the number of TV sets
whose performance rose above mass -mar-

ket mediocrity could be counted on one
hand-with enough fingers left over to operate a remote control with ease. In con-

component that way. This article will
point out those techniques that bring actual improvement in picture quality.
First, some words of caution from the

computer world: Garbage in-garbage

trast, manufacturers are today falling over
each other to introduce new sets that not

out. Where they can, video engineers design sets to cope with less -than -ideal in-

only promise high performance but, in

coming signals. But there are limits.

most cases, actually deliver it. For videophiles questing after a better picture, this is
indeed a welcome, if somewhat dizzying,
turn of events.
What caused this sudden concern for

You'll get the best results with high -quality signal sources such as videodisc (including CD -V), ED Beta, Super VHS, or satel-

picture quality? Partly it had to be your

providing you are receiving a strong signal
from an outdoor antenna and don't experience excessive ghosting from multipath.

demand for sets that take fuller advantage
of the incoming TV or video signal. With-

out that demand, few manufacturers
would risk producing such a product. The
emergence of better technology, including
digital signal processing, has also been a
factor. Last, because TV sets have long
been a commodity item sold mainly on the
basis of price, manufacturers have found

them relatively unprofitable. The new
high-performance sets, going for higher

prices and bringing in higher profits,

lite broadcasts. Regular terrestrial
broadcast signals can also be excellent,

That leaves cable systems, upon which
more than half of us now depend for our
primary TV viewing. There is no technical
reason why cable picture quality should be
anything but excellent, and in some cases
it is. However, cable pictures that look as if
they were filtered through the water of a
polluted river are distressingly common.
Not even the finest high-performance studio monitor can restore clarity to such in-

would remedy this situation.
These new sets-all of which are monitor/receivers-strive to give you excellent
picture quality. Such quality does not derive from any single, magic engineering
accomplishment. It is achieved through a
number of technical details, each adding a

adequate signals.

small but definite contribution to picture
performance. Since none of these details

movie theater, the picture should be so re-

comes free of charge, you'll have to be willing to pay more to enjoy their benefits. But
that doesn't mean you should buy a high-

priced monitor/receiver on blind faith,
any more than you would buy an audio

ILLUSTRATION BY ROBERT PASTERNAK

IDT V: Closer to Reality
The ideal TV screen should act as a perfectly transparent window, reproducing a
movie or other program without introduc-

ing distortions of its own. As in a good
alistic that we can immerse ourselves in
the action and forget that we are actually
watching a highly artificial representation. One of the problems with watching
normal TV, however, is that we are excruciatingly aware that . . we are watching
.

A critical guide to the explosive
proliferation of high-performance TV sets.
BY CARLETON SARVER

Clearing the Picture
TV. For one thing, hundreds of horizontal
scan lines make up the TV picture, intruding upon the view like so many tiny venetian blinds. Then there are the dots crawl-

IDTV picture moves a step closer to the
reality of the original scene. In fact, you
may find that the experience of viewing
good program material on an IDTV set is

ing along vertical and diagonal edges of

surprisingly close to that of seeing a movie

color images, suggesting ants on their way
to a picnic. Further, there are the horizontal edges that flash on and off, faster than
any neon sign. In short, hardly the stuff of
which reality is made.

in a theater. (For more on IDTV, see "A

IDTV-improved-definition television-attacks all these problems. This

in a conventional set. Crawling dots are

table model and a 31 -inch console. According to Philips, vertical picture resolution is increased to as much as 450 lines
when reproducing resolution test charts,
as opposed to a maximum of about 330
lines obtainable with a conventional set.

made less objectionable. Flashing lines are

Philips also uses the digital memory,

subdued. With these distracting "artifacts" removed, or at least reduced, the

needed to create the extra scan lines, to reduce picture noise. Toshiba's equally im-

new, digitally based technology essentially
eliminates the visibility of a video image's
scan lines by tracing them twice as fast as

Progressive Viewpoint," below.)
The marketing of IDTV sets has been
led by Philips and Toshiba. Philips offers
its version of IDTV in two units, a 27 -inch

pressive IDTV entry is a 28 -inch model,
the CZ -2898. This advanced set is definite-

ly not to be confused with the company's
earlier CZ -2697, a brave effort to introduce progressive scan before the technology was fully perfected. Since additional
manufacturers are developing IDTV sets,
your choice of brands should be substantially wider within a few months. IDTV
will be particularly effective with large
screens, both direct -view and projection,
on which an ordinary picture's scan lines
are now painfully obvious.

Resolution Revisited
My December 1987 article, "Across the
Lines," discussed the new emphasis on
greater picture resolution. In it, I noted

that one emerging technique-velocity-

A Progressive Viewpoint
IDTV (improved -definition television) technology employs
digital signal processing in a TV set or monitor to produce the

best possible picture from a standard NTSC video signal.
NTSC stands for National Television System Committee and
for the color television system it standardized in 1953, which
is now used for all broadcast, videodisc, and videocassette programming in the United States.
IDTV should not be confused with HDTV (high -definition
television), a system meant to offer picture quality comparable
to that of a 35mm movie. Actual HDTV broadcasts still appear to be, as some industry pundits have put it, "always ten
years in the future." Meanwhile, EDTV (enhanced -definition
television), which requires some changes to the basic NTSC
signal, has been proposed. EDTV may become a first step to-

True progressive scan would begin with a progressively
scanned camera signal-a technique suggested for future
EDTV and HDTV systems.

Interfield, motion -adaptive line interpolation. To create
the extra, "in-between" lines needed for progressive scan,
IDTV sets compare lines from one TV field (which contains
262.5 lines) with adjacent ones from the next field, which fol-

lows '/60 second later (two fields make one complete TV
frame). Digital circuitry-calling upon a field memory-then

there are perhaps 15 different systems competing for government approval or industry -wide acceptance.

interpolates a new scanning line (see figure).
Just one problem with this scheme: Since there's a substantial time difference between the two fields, the image will tend
to blur whenever there is motion in the picture. IDTV, however, senses motion and instantly reverts to a simpler scheme for
creating the new line when necessary. It merely repeats picture information from the preceding line, which is separated

ward an NTSC-compatible HDTV system. Still confused?
Don't worry, so are the TV and video industries: All told,

The major advantage of IDTV is that it's actually here,

in time by a negligible 63.5 microseconds. This "line dou-

with sets available for purchase now, while EDTV and HDTV
are but scan lines in the sky. Though each manufacturer may
implement IDTV in a somewhat different way, there are several common principles:

bling" technique produces a cruder, less detailed result. Luckily, our eyes cannot discern as much detail in moving scenes as
in fixed ones, so line doubling is not too objectionable visually
in such situations.

Progressive scanning. Instead of conventional interlaced

Field comb filtering. The basic comb filter was introduced

scanning that displays 525 scan lines every V30 second (one set
of 262.5 every Y. second), IDTV units use progressive scanning in which 525 scan lines are traced every'''/. second. Note
that the total number of scan lines making up the picture is not

several years ago to better extract chroma and luminance

increased-they are simply formed on the screen twice as
often. Beware of erroneous statements claiming 1,050 scan

"cross -color" effects from the picture.

lines for IDTV.
Progressive scanning virtually eliminates the visibility of

the TV picture's scan -line structure. In turn, this eliminates
the occasional visual illusion that the lines are crawling. It also
reduces the flickering of lines that happen to form horizontal
edges of an object.

Since the incoming NTSC signal is still interlaced (the
original camera having used interlaced scanning of the scene),
you should not ignore the fact that the IDTV scanning tech-
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nique, however effective, is actually pseudoprogressive scan.

HIGH FIDELITY

information from a composite video signal. Compared to the
previous, primitive "notch filter," it both improved horizontal

resolution and largely removed unwanted, shimmering
Conventional comb filters can be considered "line comb
filters," since they use information on adjacent scan lines to
separate chroma and luminance. Unfortunately, they have a
down side. They introduce "hanging dots," so named because
these dots appear to be hanging from horizontal lines. They
also cause "crawling dots," a phenomenon that is often obvious, especially along the edges of colored lettering and other
picture graphics.
IDTV takes advantage of the field memory storage needed
for interfield progressive scan to implement a "field comb fil-

Clearing the Picture
scan modulation-is effective in maintaining fine picture detail. It reduces smearing
on transitions between white and black,
making movie credits and the like easier to
read. At the time, the technique was used

it has developed an equivalent CCD

tron beam were properly focused at the

(charge -coupled device) circuit that it
calls "ID." The circuit, according to the

only by Sony-which pioneered it-and

while adding the same enhancement to
horizontal ones. This, in turn, raises an

center of the screen, it would be out of focus toward the sides and corners. In most
sets. the problem was simply ignored. In
some, it still is.
To make the picture uniformly sharp,

Mitsubishi. Exemplifying the rapid expansion of high-performance TV sets, velocity -scan modulation has now been adopted

by quite a few manufacturers, at least in
certain models. A partial list, with screen
sizes given in inches, includes: Hitachi
(31), Mitsubishi (35, 31, and some 26),

company, maintains the advantages of velocity -scan modulation for vertical edges,
incidental but instructive point: A successful result in picture quality is more impor-

tant than the precise technical means by
which it is achieved.
Another desirable characteristic of any

Panasonic Prism (31, 27), Philips (all pro-

monitor aspiring to that name is the production of a uniform image that is sharply

jection sets), Proton (27), RCA (31),

focused right out to the corners of the

Sharp (Optonica series), Sony (32, XBR

screen. In the past, uniform focus did not

Pro), and Tera (27).

come easily, primarily because picture

In its projection sets, Mitsubishi does
not use velocity -scan modulation. Instead,

tubes were designed mainly for low cost,
not high quality. In such tubes, if the elec-

many conscientious manufacturers have
adopted "dynamic focusing." This technique constantly alters the focus of the pic-

ture tube's electron beams, according to
where the beams are positioned on the
screen at any moment. Requiring extra
electronic components, dynamic focusing
is now used in the high-performance projection sets of virtually all manufacturers.
Because it has become the norm for these
sets. I won't list the many models that offer it. But if the picture on a set is sharp out
to the corners, you can be reasonably cer-

ter." Because it has much more picture information to work
with, this filter is far more effective than a simple line comb
filter in separating chroma and luminance, and it minimizes
cross -interference effects to a greater degree. The field comb
filter also dramatically reduces the annoyance of both hanging
and crawling dots. But a minor trade-off is involved: Resolution along diagonal axes of the picture is somewhat reduced.
Apparently because IDTV sets trace out scan lines at twice
the normal rate, the increased "information density" lets our

eyes resolve an increased amount of vertical detail-for as
much as 450 lines of vertical resolution, compared with the
330 previously possible. IDTV's digital signal processing deliberately limits maximum horizontal resolution, typically to
480 lines (in the Philips system). This creates an elegant, almost symmetrical match with the. maximum vertical resolution. But it may also lead to negative comparisons with nonIDTV sets that claim greater horizontal resolution (560 lines
being a popular figure). Simply be advised that such ratings
are not only dubiously derived, but would be of no added value
even if true!

If a manufacturer chooses, the IDTV field memory can
also be used to implement a reduction in picture noise. Just a
few years ago, similar motion -adaptive noise reduction was
available only to television broadcasters because of the extremely high cost of the large amounts of digital memory required. IDTV has been made possible by the lower cost of today's large-scale memory chips and by the development of
chips customized for video functions. Eventually, IDTV sets
may also incorporate circuitry to cancel picture ghosts, but,
like HDTV, ghost busting has for a long time always seemed
just a few years in the future. Don't hold your breath.
All in all, IDTV is an exciting landmark in the development of television technology. Yet, I must note that all IDTV

0

systems currently known-even those still under development-decode color information in a suboptimal manner.

L)

In comparison with conventional interlaced pictures (top), IDTV doubles the number ofscan lines seen every Y. second (middle) by means of

interfield line interpolation. In scenes with motion, IDTV sets use line
doubling (bottom) to reduce blurring.

Color detail, at best, is fair, with about only 48 lines of horizontal resolution. On the other hand, proper decoding could
yield the entire NTSC color -resolution maximum of 120 lines
(finer details are carried by the luminance signal alone). Now,
that would be improved definition!
C.S.
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Clearing the Picture
taro that it makes use of dynamic focusing.
Because of its cost, dynamic focusing
has rarely been used in direct -view sets,

keeps you from seeing the edges of the pic-

even though the new, larger, direct -view

tremely poor voltage regulation can also
cause vertical lines in the picture to bend.

ture shrinking and expanding, thus reduc-

ing the visibility of the distortion. Ex-

screen sizes especially demand sharp, uniform picture detail. To provide some measure of improved edge and corner sharpness, most tube manufacturers are moving
to new, more complex electron guns. Mit-

Generous overscan also permits manufacturers to omit internal adjustments for picture width, as well as horizontal and vertical picture centering.

subishi's 35 -inch tube is a leading example. When the electron beams of this

tion, fluctuations in the incoming line

Contrary to widespread misinforma-

tube are aimed at the center of the screen,
they have a round cross-section and produce a small, round image -forming spot.

As they sweep toward the edges of the
screen, the beams change increasingly to
elliptical cross -sections. But the changing
angle between the beam and the screen
maintains a small, relatively round spot on

voltage are not a significant factor in caus-

ing these changes in picture size. Such
fluctuations are easily regulated, except
perhaps in some extremely inexpensive

b

sets. Instead, picture shrinking and

tained, much as a fine 35mm camera lens

blooming is caused by unwanted fluctuations in the 30 kilovolts or so of high voltage that propel the electron beams to the
screen. In a set with careful engineering,
like NAD's new 45 -inch rear -projection
model, the high voltage is regulated to a
tight 0.3 percent. On the other hand, many
sets, including some otherwise quite capable performers, do not bother regulating
the high voltage at all. Large manufacturers have typically been the worst offenders
in this regard, but there are at least a few
who do regulate high voltage, thus keeping overscan under 10 percent. Among
these are Fisher in its new Professional

with multiple glass -lens elements pro-

Digital Reference series, Hitachi in its

duces a sharper picture than a simple camera with a single -element lens. Toshiba's
30 -inch tube, for example, is engineered
with six separate lenses (Fig. 1). Since each

HPX (projection) models, and Sharp in its
new Optonica line.

the screen-for good corner and edge

Fig. I. Thslubds 30 -inch tube uses six lenses-

each with a separate operating voltage-to better
focus the image -forming electron beams.

sharpness. Other tube manufacturers use
their own, somewhat similar techniques.
The elliptical -spot method does not, in
itself, guarantee sharp focus. The number
and quality of beam -focusing lenses is also
a factor. Cheap direct -view tubes usually
have but one such lens, which, by the way,
is a precisely formed metal tube through
which the electron beams pass. By adding

more lenses, a sharper spot can be ob-

lens must be driven with a different volt-

Fig. 2. The picture geometry ofa set can be tested
with a special crosshatch pattern, shown here on
a 27 -inch Proton screen.

age, it becomes easy to see why such tubes

are reserved for high-performance sets.
Hitachi also has multiple lenses in its 27 and 3I -inch tubes, as does Mitsubishi in its

or movie; the letters squeeze and un-

these high -quality tubes for a good reason.

Getting All the Picture?
Most TVs and monitors on the market

true of sets assembled in the United States,
regardless of brand.)

A truly high-performance TV set also
should display a picture without introducing noticeable geometric distortion (see
Fig. 2). Ideally, each point in the reproduced picture should be in the same posi-

tion as it was in the original. A circle
should look like a circle-the Wheel of
Fortune shouldn't become the Oval of
Fortune. But partly because the electron
beams tend to resist suggestions that they
travel across the screen at a perfectly constant speed, excellent geometry remains a
difficult engineering challenge. Even in to 48

HIGH FIDELITY

markably small 5 -percent overscan. Pro-

ton, moreover, aims for 4 percent and
day's best sets, residual distortion in the
vertical direction can usually be discerned
when credits roll at the end of a program

31- and 35 -inch units. Tubes from these
three manufacturers are also used in the
high-performance sets of several other
companies. (I've noted the screen sizes of
A prevalent practice among some manufacturers is to use tubes of poorer quality
in their lower -priced sets, especially 20 and 26 -inch models. This is particularly

The sets of two manufacturers-Proton and Tera-are engineered for a re-

squeeze vertically as they move. The larger the screen, the more you may notice it.

crop 15 percent or more of the available
image off the top, bottom, and sides. The

amount of the picture lost is termed
"overscan." A slight amount of overscan-no more than 5 percent-is desirable in order to hide unwanted signal com-

ponents that are not meant to be seen
(such as closed -caption signals or VCR
head -switching glitches). But excessive
overscan steals a sizable part of the picture
and results in a coarser picture overall.
Why is excessive overscan so common?
It is used to paper over the effects of poor
voltage regulation inside the set itself that
cause the picture to shrink when a scene is
dark and expand (bloom) when a scene is

bright. By deliberately introducing a large

amount of overscan, the manufacturer

considers 5 percent a worst case. The company achieves this desirable state of affairs
by using separate regulated power supplies
for each of several different chassis functions, so that a voltage change in one will
not affect others. Proton also sets a good

example with "old-fashioned" but critical
internal controls for factory adjustment of
picture width, height, and horizontal and
vertical centering.
Both Proton and Tera are relatively
small companies attempting to build TV
sets that deliver the highest possible picture quality. Because they incorporate circuitry that other manufacturers often simply omit, their sets understandably cost
more to produce. They are among the
handful of small companies that actually
design and manufacture their own sets
(it's a common practice for some companies to have their TV sets "sourced" by
larger manufacturers). Proton and Tera
depend on outside suppliers only for their
picture tubes. (As a matter of form, manufacturers don't like to reveal their suppliers, but be assured that both Proton and
Tera have chosen their picture tubes with

Clearing the Picture
commendable wisdom.) Tera, which may
be a name that is new to you, was estab-

lished by a former executive of Proton,
and both companies pre based in Taiwan.
This may help explain the similarities in
their product philosophy.

Fading Colors
Tera may be the only manufacturer to offer a TV set in the United States with a special circuit called CTI (for color -transient

improvement). The circuit eliminates the
blurring between different colors that has
resulted from an industry -wide reduction
in chroma bandwidth in today's TV set de-

in general, reds were especially deficient.
tending to come out a dull reddish -orange.
Greens and blue -greens were only fair on
most direct -view sets, and downright anemic with American -made picture tubes.

jection sets. Blues are significantly im-

Unfortunately, the current high-performance trend seems to have bypassed

ple to better red and green phosphors, a

color quality. If anything, color per-

be available in the future. There hasn't
been such a set on the market since the

ample, because not enough consumers ap-

1950s.

preciated its original Diamond Vision
concept to make its continuation practical

(it required special picture -tube glass,
among other things), Mitsubishi has deleted it from new sets, although you may

colors: The vivid patterns in Bill Cosby's

sion sets in some stores. Providing they

still be able to find the earlier Diamond Vi-

sweaters are reproduced with pinpoint

were assembled in Japan-not in this

clarity. CTI cannot, however, restore fine
color detail lost because of the industry's
unwillingness to reproduce the full NTSCstandard chroma bandwidth.
I commented on this distressing loss of

country, with U.S. tubes-these sets deliver the largest color gamut of any recent direct -view sets, and have strikingly impressive reds. (Mitsubishi's newer Diamond
Vision II models offer other advantages,
such as the dynamic spot -forming technique mentioned earlier-but no longer an
expanded color gamut.)
The loss of an enlarged color gamut in
direct -view sets is tempered somewhat by
the fact that many projection sets continue

coded the color portion of the TV signal to

achieve full color detail. Alas, RCA sets
no longer offer full -resolution color decoding. However, Mitsubishi sets, along with

some NEC models, at least display color
detail that is distinctly better than average.

In the earlier article, I also observed
that no set came close to displaying the full
gamut of colors potentially contained in a

video signal. Some manufacturers-notably Mitsubishi, with its original Diamond
Vision units-did better than others, but,

color TV picture with absolutely stunning
reds, deep greens, and blue -greens could

formance is now in a more dismal state
than it was scarcely a year ago. For ex-

signs. CTI does a highly effective job in restoring sharp transitions between different

color detail in an earlier article ("True
Colors," March 1987). At the time, only
one manufacturer-RCA-properly de-

proved, reds slightly. Ironically, this same
filtering principle was behind Mitsubishi's
now -discontinued original Diamond Vision. If Philips decides to apply this princi-

to provide superior greens and blue greens. Philips has gone a step further by
developing its innovative "IARC" tubes
for its new rear -projection sets. The light emitting phosphors of these tubes are filtered to delete unwanted wavelengths, and
the happy result is a color gamut that, in

some respects, has been expanded-at
least compared to those of some other pro -

Not -So -Fine Tuning
The ability to tine -tune a television signal
often can help reduce the picture -interference patterns encountered on some cable
channels. Manual fine-tuning also enables
you to obtain a sharper picture than do the
automatic fine-tuning (AFT) systems used

in most sets. There's a reason for this:
Manufacturers could easily set the AFT in
their TV sets to give a perfectly sharp picture, but any high -frequency picture noise
in the signal would become visible on the
screen and be annoying to some viewers.
Instead, manufacturers usually offset the
AFT for a slightly blurrier, but "quieter,"
picture, which uncritical viewers invariably prefer. (Before you berate the manu-

facturers who make the latter choice,
think about which setting you would
choose if you were in their place).

It seems axiomatic that manual finetuning belongs on every TV receiver that

aspires to high performance. Nevertheless, of all the brands of high-performance

monitors I know, only two, Proton and
Tera, incorporate manual fine-tuning in
addition to AFT. When it comes to advanced fine-tuning methods, we can learn
from the Europeans. It's common practice
in Europe not only to provide manual finetuning, but also to place it conveniently on

the remote control. Further, many sets
allow the viewer to enter the optimum
fine-tune setting into the set's memoryseparately for each channel!
Although the TV industry may have a
way to go on fine-tuning, it has done a remarkable job of upgrading overall picture
quality in a number of useful ways. And all
this has been accomplished in a very short
time through both innovative technology

and painstaking engineering. Let's just
hope that this increased concern with high
performance will also be applied to a long -

overdue improvement in color quality.
And this could actually occur, especially if

you continue to tell TV manufacturers
what you want-and support those who
respond accordingly.

Carleton Sarver is a video consultant who
has been waiting 34 years for color televiFirst IDTV model from Philips is the 27 -inch 27-J245SB

sion to be perfected.
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Until now, separates this good
had to be inconvenient.
Since time immemorial,
dedicated audio buffs have been
forced to choose between
all-out performance or all-out
convenience.
Such a decision is no longer
necessary.
Introducing seriously sophisticated separates that not only
offer performance designed to
bring tears to your eyes, but also
uncompromising remote control
capabilities, as well.
The heart of this remarkable new stack is the CX-1000U
digital preamp.
You'll find audio and video
switching with 10 audio and 4
video inputs. 5 audio and 2 video
record outputs.
Even optical and coax digital
audio inputs and outputs.
And Yamaha's Hi -Bit, 8 times oversamdynamic power to drive the greatest possible
pling digital filter moves unwanted digital
range of speakers.
noise so inaudibly far above your music, it can't
And as a versatile complepossibly interfere.
ment to the CX and MX -1000U,
While our Hi -Bit twin D/A converters
we proudly introduce our new
ensure even the lowest level signals are
TX -1000U tuner.
reproduced with excellent linearity.
You'll find a 6 -way multi -status
Anchoring the power portion of the
memory to lock in 6 different paramtrio is the new MX -1000U power amp.
eters to give you optimum reception.
Featuring specs nothing short of
Plus 24 station presets. Even prosensational, with a rather awesome
grammable station call letters. And more.
260 watts RMS per channel. (Both
Drop by your Yamaha dealer for a
channels driven into 8 ohms, 20-20,000
demonstration today.
Hz at no more than 0.003% THD.)
The experience may be a bit
IV:1i bre' It
And dynamic power capable of
to megertveour unnerving at first.
delivering a phenomenal 1000 watts per
All that uncompromised power and
channel into 1 ohm.
performance. Plus the convenience of a
All made possible by Yamaha's exclusive full -function remote control.
Hyperbolic Conversion Amplification (HCA)
But we have
circuitry that eliminates crossover and switch- a feeling you'll get
ing distortion and provides extremely high
used to it.
t 1988. Yamaha Eleamnics Corporation. USA. PO. Box 6660. Buena Park, Ck 90622.
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It boggles the mind to think of the many ways the VCR has affect-

ed our society and, indeed, the world. And yet th s ingenious
product has often been regarded as merely a prized accessory to
the old-fashioned and familiar TV set. That is now changing-and
fast. The new word is "video," and it describes an e)citing world
of high-tech products that includes not only Hi-Fi V:Rs but also
camcorders, CD -V players, and even surround-sounc processors.

Set free from the strictures of broadcast television, video
is reaching for the stars. New higher -resolution VCR formatsSuper VHS, ED Beta, and (soon) High -Band 8mm-are just part of

video's newfound vitality. Camcorders sport sophisticated features such as high-speed shutters and character generators. And
new home video production devices are bringing unprecedented
editing capabilities to the video hobbyist.

Our old friend the TV set has joined in the celebration, too.
Large -screen direct -view sets and projection models offer bigger

and better pictures-making good on the concept of a "home
theater." And the latest development, IDTV (improved -definition
television), is a first step toward a future that promises TV pictures of astounding clarity and movie -screen shape.
We begin our exploration of this new world of Ult-aVideo with
revealing looks at Super VHS, camcorders, video editing devices,
Christopher J. Esse
and the latest software: CD Video.
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INTELLIGENT.
autofocus and much more. Like Predictive Autofocus. Maxxum /calculates the speed and direction of
photography. Maxxum

a fast-moving subject so it maintains continuous focus. And like the widest focusing area ever-up to
12x larger. Our intelligent AF system makes all others obsolete.

St

Maxxum I

is so ingenious it takes total control of lighting. Because it
iNGENIOUS.
trie Maxxum/ needs almost no light at all for focusing. Plus, Maxxum Series / adds five
a
.

has the first -ever AF -integrated Multi -pattern Real-time Metering. And
more compact
zoom lenses to the world's most comprehensive autofocus system.

IN

The uniqueness of Maxxum Series / begins
with the world's smallest, lightest autofocus
SLR. The easy -to -use Maxxum 30001. Then there's Maxxum 7000! with the world's first optional
Creative Expansion Card System, putting the ultimate in creativity at your fingertips. Perhaps once
in a decade, a photographic advance like the original Maxxum assumes legendary proportions. Now, with
Maxxum Series!, the legend continues.
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Faster than a speeding Laserdisc...more powerful than 8mm...
able to leap over Super Beta in a single bound...
give a slight edge to Beta, owing to small
differences in signal processing. (Horizon.

not as spectacular as, Super Beta.
But JVC knew that the only way to try

touted as one of the most exciting advancements in home video technology since the VCR itself. Indeed, there has been so
much ballyhooing for this new
version of the VHS video format that one almost expects to see VCRs

tal resolution, expressed in lines, is calculated by multiplying the upper limit of

to wanquish its foe once and for all was
to adopt a radically new VHS format that

a VCR's frequency response in megahertz
by 80. HIGH FIDELITY considers the upper limit as the point at which response is
down 6 dB. The - 14 -dB criterion is an in-

drcpped all ties to total compatibility.
En-er Super VHS, a very sophisticated

festooned with red capes in the video

viewers as far too generous.)

hat was the original idea behind

Super VHS-which has been

stores. Super VHS (a.k.a. S -VHS) is intended as a revolutionary step to vanquish
all competing home video formats and to
breathe new life into VHS for the 1990s.
But whether it will ultimately prevail is
anyone's guess.
When VHS recorders first appeared on

the market, more than a decade ago, diehard video buffs were quick to notice a big
difference in the sharpness of off -air pictures compared to the tape playback. Back
then, horizontal resolution of a VCR typically was pegged at about 240 lines, based
on the frequency at which video response

was down 14 dB. A more honest spec
would have been about 160 lines of true,
flat resolution to an upper limit of about 2
MHz, or about half the capability of the
NTSC broadcast television system. Beta
and VHS were judged about equal in picture quality, though many videophiles still

dustry guideline dismissed by most re-

system that arguably prodices better pictures than even the professional U-Matic
Y. -inch VCR system. The secrets behind
S -N. HS aren't all that complicated. First,

It took Sony's Super Beta break-

S -VHS handles video frequencies roughly

through in 1985 to really light a fire under
the VHS camp. Super Beta has two com-

50 percent higher than before, and this

ponents. First, it extends the video frequency response-which improves resolution by about 20 percent. Second, Sony

increases the system's video dynamic
range, which theoretically improves gray scale rendition (accuracy of b&w shades).
The end result is a subtle, but noticeable,

improvement in sharpness and image
"definition."
JVC, Sony's arch -rival in this war of
technology, was quick to fire back its own
improvement: VHS HQ, a "High Quality"
video processing technique that refines the

existing video circuits to help reduce
graininess, while increasing the video

translates into better resolution. S-VHS's
video processing is modified, too, to take
advantage of the additional bandwidth.
The design of the new heads and circuits for S -VHS machines created one potential drawback: If ordinary, run-of-themill videotape were used with S -VHS, the

recordings would look very noisy and
grungy compared with regular VHS. Even
worse, the narrower head gaps of S -VHS

demanded smaller tape particles and a
smoother tape surface to ward off the
specter of dropouts. That led to the creation of a new S -VHS videotape, which
boasted practically the highest -output,
lowest -noise oxide money could buy.

brightness range to further improve the

Despite all these internal changes in

signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. The result was
a very subtle improvement similar to, but

heads and circuitry, S -VHS recorders still

BY MARC F WIELAGE

maintain some "downward" compatibil-
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ity with existing VHS and VHS HQ re-

VHS deck directly to a special monitor

corders. S -VHS decks can play any VHS
recording made on another machine, and
they can also make normal VHS recordings that will play on the regular decks. Of

equipped with a Y/C multipin socket, also
known as an "S" jack (S standing for sepa-

rated), which keeps the color and luminance apart instead of combining them

course, if you try to play an S -VHS tape on

more than comparably featured VHS
decks, and the going price for special

into a single composite video signal. When
playing tapes made from "pure" (noncomposite-video) sources such as camcorders,

S -VHS blanks is roughly 50 percent higher
than that of even the best high-grade VHS
tapes.

an ordinary VHS machine, the picture is
an ugly, smeary mess; it's virtually unwatchable. On the plus side, blank S -VHS

tapes can be used to make regular VHS

recordings as well, and yield superb
performance.

the above artifacts are practically eliminated. However, once the signal has been
NTSC-encoded-that is, received from an
over -the -air TV transmitter, cable chan-

JVC, which maintains a tight reign

nel, satellite system, or from a prerecorded

over the standards for VHS and S -VHS,
reportedly has advised its licensees not to
include the LP recording speed in S -VHS
machines. Happily, all S -VHS machines
can play back standard LP tapes, though
sometimes with only limited special ef-

tape or disc-most of these benefits are
lost. Nevertheless, some users report a

fects.

Y/C or Not Y/C?
...

small but visible improvement when using

Y/C connections all the time, and it's
worth getting if you can afford it.
But do you really need a TV set with an
S -connector to see great pictures from Super VHS? Absolutely not. Keep in mind,

despite what you may have read else-

money to you, depending on your priorities. S -VHS machines aren't cheap at this
early stage, selling at roughly $200 to $500

Hype and Hoopla
Initially, the promoters of Super VHS
touted the new format as being "better
than broadcast television," and one company even went so far as to compare its

performance to that of a professional broadcast 1 -inch videotape recorder costing nearly $100,000! Technically speaking, this enthusiasm isn't justified. If Super
VHS were truly superior to broadcast TV,
there would be no difference between S VHS recordings and the best over -the -air
reception. Yet in every such comparison
I've made, the differences were not subtle.
My assembled viewing panel had no prob-

That is the question. When a video signal is processed inside a VCR, the picture

where, that you can get the full dose of extra resolution from S -VHS by simply using

information is split up into separate "Y"
and "C" components-Y referring to lu-

the composite video input on a standard
TV monitor. In my own informal tests,

lem picking out the taped ringer-every

minance (or, simply, b&w) and C to chrominance (or color). In S -VHS VCRs, this

there was a gigantic difference even using
the antenna input on a five -year -old 12 inch color portable TV, when compared to
ordinary Beta and VHS recordings of the
same program. The differences are even

The reasons are simple. While Super
VHS's basic resolution is very good, it's
not quite up to the flat response of a very

separation is maintained with precision
Faroudja comb filters-which helps reduce moire patterns and rolling dots on
sharp edges, caused by color information
contaminating the b&w details, and vice
versa. In addition, you can connect an S -

bigger on a larger, state-of-the-art TV
screen. Of course, the improvement in
quality may or may not be worth the extra

time.

good broadcast signal, nor is it as good as a

typical Laserdisc or direct -broadcast satellite signal. The biggest tip-off is in the
color quality of S -VHS. Since Super VHS

uses the same technique to record color as
that of regular VHS, the color fidelity is no

to you, and you can afford the extra

playback, Hi-Fi stereo sound, and an
MTS tuner for stereo TV shows. And

better than you might see in any conventional VCR. Also, the added resolution of
S -VHS tends to make the picture seem
noisier and grainier than that of conventional VCRs, particularly in scenes with
expanses of rich colors. But the latest generation of S -VHS decks include new circuits designed to minimize this problem.
Another often -touted claim by several
manufacturers is that the performance of
their S -VHS machines is so good that the
picture quality in the EP mode is superior
to the performance of regular VHS decks
at SP. While the bare video -response spec
alone is typically, in fact, superior with
S -VHS, in virtually all other respects EP
performance is not equal to that of regular

expense of S -VHS blank tapes, Super

VHS at SP (in all the casual tests I've

VHS is the only way to go.

another C -note or two buys a few more
bells and whistles, such as digital special effects (picture -in -picture, multi -

All the same, for casual viewing

tried). Slow -speed S -VHS pictures are

Whither Regular VHS?
The clock is ticking for regular VHS,
which at the tender age of 12 years has
grown a bit long in the tooth. In fact,
it's getting increasingly difficult these
days just to find a high -end VCR that

chines, like Sharp's semi -pro XA-2500.

isn't of Super VHS vintage.

mance you demand from your system.
Just as diehard audiophiles won't hesi-

Much of the reason boils down to

basic economics. An investment of
$200-$350 will buy you a no -frills VHS

recorder with a basic timer to tape
shows for delayed viewing. Add about
$50-$100 each for features like extra
video heads to optimize SP and EP performance and provide special -effects

screen channel scanning, and so on),

and integrated audio -video remote
controls. Soon you've crossed over into
the Super VHS price range, which runs

from under a grand for basic, albeit
well-equipped, models and moves beyond $2,000 for the most deluxe ma-

So the question that inevitably
arises is: Should I buy a regular VHS
deck or go all the way with Super VHS?

A lot depends on how much perfor-

tate to fork over unseemly sums for
champion -class turntables and gray market DAT recorders, so will videophiles happily shell out thousands of
clams for high-tech VCRs and related
gear. If good video quality is important

much noisier and have a definite "cartoon-

from high -quality off -air sources, regu-

ish" look. At least one manufacturer has

lar VHS (or Beta, for that matter) is

claimed that its machine's S -VHS EP per-

just fine for all except the most dedicated video fanatics. Just as there are applications where only your Nakamichi

formance is identical to its S -VHS SP,
which similarly appears to be a bit of an

audio deck is good enough, there also
are times when a plain -Jane Walkman
can provide great entertainment.The
same goes for video.

M. F. W.

exaggeration. Nonetheless, S -VHS EP is
quite a bit more appealing for time -shifting and delayed viewing than is regular
VHS at that speed.

Another potential drawback to the
fledgling format is software-or the lack
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of it. There are only a few Super VHS prerecorded tapes available so far (no feature
films), but several dozen titles were recent-

ly released by JVC in Japan and it's predicted that the Hollywood studios may
jump on the S -VHS bandwagon before the
year is out. For now, some videophiles are
happily making S -VHS recordings direct-

Soon after JVC's announcement ast year,

Sony rushed out its very expensive ED
(Extended Definition) Beta format, which
uses a metal -particle tape formulation and
improved signal processing to out -super
Super VHS. My own informal tests show

ED -Beta to marginally outperform S VHS in a few areas, but for all practical

recording undoubtedly lies in digital recording, and Philips has already demonstrated a system capable of recording two
hours of digital pictures and stereo sound
on an 8mm-size cassette. However, digital
video recording is still some ways off. For
now, we'll see if Super VHS can help beat a
path to a higher -resolution future.

ly from pay -TV satellite transmissions,

purposes they are virtually identical. Be-

creating their own software libraries arguably superior in video quality to all but the
best laser videodiscs.

ta's declining popularity will probably
and diehard Betaphiles with money to

Marc Wielage is a West Coast-based video
engineer, audio/videophile, avid computer
enthusiast, and electronics junkie who edits

Is there a bright future for S -VHS?

burn. The real future of home videophile

Videofax Quarterly.

limit ED Beta's appeal to semi -pro users

The Disc vs. Tape Dilemma
Imagine a CD nearly two and a half
times its present diameter, looking like
a silver LP. If you were to use its pits to
encode video signals instead of digital
sound and then glue two of these discs

together to form a single two-sided
"video record"-bingo! You've just invented the laser videodisc, which has
been such a great success that it's taken
nearly a decade to get off the ground.

The lowly laser videodisc-also
known as the "Laserdisc" or simply
"LV," for short-has had a troublesome and turbulent history, beginning

with the original Philips/Magnavox
disc player test -marketed in late 1978.
Consumers were loud in voicing com-

plaints about horrendous disc defects
and malfunctioning players, and things

only really started looking up when
Magnavox was joined by the Japanese

audio manufacturer Pioneer, which
essentially shepherded the format
through most of the 1980s. Around the
same time, RCA introduced an incompatible stylus -read disc format, CED,
which faded after a couple of years be-

cause of inadequate sales and near unanimous technical criticism from

duction facility, it's a revelatory experience. Watching a good Laserdisc on a
decent monitor is probably the closest
you can get to watching a 35mm movie

without actually taking up residence
at your local Bijou! Because the LV
format records color and luminance
(b&w) information directly as a composite -video signal, instead of in the

quick to point out that budget -line cassette titles are often cheaper. Still, most

people would argue that the tremendous increase in quality is worth it.
Those who don't want to buy Laser discs may be able to rent them for a dollar or two a day from a handful of rental outfits in most large cities.

A few companies are marketing

"color -under" technique used by all
consumer VCR systems, the pictures
have very good color performance.
And laser videodiscs can actually de-

special purist Laserdisc versions of super-widescreen film classics like 2001
and The Graduate, presenting them in

liver a true 400 lines of horizontal luminance resolution, measured flat, as opposed to the 300 and 150 true lines of S -

serves across a TV screen every inch of
the director's original image composi-

VHS and standard VHS, respectively.
The laser format also has the capability
for 16 -bit digital stereo sound, which
offers a distinct improvement in distortion and noise over even the best VCR
Hi-Fi sound systems.
So if Laserdiscs are so great, why
haven't they taken off as a runaway hit?
Experts suspect that most people are
intimidated and confused by the con-

cept of a video format that doesn't
record-a common objection, even
though the LP record has survived for
40 years with few complaints about its
inability to record. More realistically,

the "letterbox" format, which pretions-an added benefit found on few
tape releases. Other LV releases offer
such niceties as a simultaneous commentary from experts discussing the
film (selectable on an auxiliary audio
track), theatrical trailers, and even vid-

eo still -frame posters, pictures, and
other memorabilia. One company,
MCA, went so far as to include alternate endings for one of its films, Sweet
Charity, adding a new dimension available only on the LV version.

Will laser videodiscs ever really

which mirror the techniques used to

both have sharply increased in number

catch on? The inside word is that 1989
could turn out to be the critical year for
LV. The driving force is the so-called
"combi" player, which can handle all
five optical disc formats: 3 -inch and
standard audio CDs, CD -Vs, and 8 -

make CDs. Slowly but surely, Pioneer
has managed to conquer virtually all
the technical challenges in the optical disc format-chief among them a terri-

over the past few years. The biggest

and 12 -inch videodiscs, with 16 -bit dig-

fans of the LV format are a select coterie of videophiles, many of whom are
outspoken devotees as much into cinema as they are into video.

ital sound available all around. Both

Currently, more than 3,000 films,

sales are increasing for models from
Pioneer, Sony, Yamaha, Magnavox,
and other companies. Combi players
typically sell for as little as $800, and

video- and audiophiles alike.
Over the past five years Pioneer has
spent millions of dollars updating and
refining Philips's basic LV processes,

ble sensitivity to dust and dirt in the
manufacturing plant. Indeed, many
Laserdisc enthusiasts happily tell me
they've seen virtually no defective discs
for the past year or two.
Just how good can laser videodiscs

look? In a word: incredible. To those
unaccustomed to high -quality broadcast signals inside a TV station or pro-

LV has suffered from a shortage of
dealers and software titles, though

music videos, and specials are available

as laser videodiscs, with hundreds
more appearing every few months from
a variety of labels. An average Laser disc feature film costs between $30 and

$40, which is frequently half as much
as a similar tape, though detractors are

consumers and dealers are attracted by
the idea of having one player instead of
two or three to handle these tasks, and

the best models offer a variety of special effects. For videophiles and film
fans alike, laser videodiscs are unquesM.F. W.
tionably love at first sight.
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Getting To

Know
Camcorders
A basic guide to the formats
and fundamental features.

hen it comes to home video
moviemaking, everybody wants to be Steven Spielberg. Put any average Joe or Jane

behind the viewfinder and it's "lights,
camera, action!" And who can blame

and brands, and at least seven different

in itself. The seven formats now avail-

tape moving at less than 1/2 inch per second, the diagonally traced video tracks are
narrower, which lowers the picture's signal-to-noise ratio (S/N); the linear audio

able are VHS, VHS -C, S -VHS, S -VHS -C,

track's S/N and frequency response are

8mm, Beta, and ED Beta.

likewise affected by the slower tape speed.
When inserted into a mechanical adapter,
VHS -C tapes can be played back on any
VHS table -model VCR. The adapter auto-

Camcorders that use full-size VHS video-

Super VHS camcorders in the "Compact" design (S -VHS -C) are also available,
and like their full-size brethren, can record

or play back standard VHS -C tapes as
well. You're still limited to a mere 20 min-

speed. If that isn't enough time, you can
switch to the slower EP speed, which tri-

utes per tape, and the trade-off between
extra time and recording quality at the
slower speed remains. However, EP re-

ples recording time to one hour but dimin-

cordings with S -VHS still offer more detail

ishes audio and video quality. With the

and resolution than regular VHS EP recordings-although you'll suffer through
additional video noise.

8mm Video
The 8mm format is widely touted as the
"compatible camcorder format of the fu-

ture," since virtually every electronics
company in the world is licensed to build

it. An 8mm cassette is about the same

cassettes are still the most popular, according to the latest statistics. The tapes
they make-up to two hours on a T-120-

matically adjusts the tape path to match
the larger machines.
The Super VHS format offers signifi-

depth and width as a VHS -C cassette but
only half as thick. Despite its small size,
the cassette can hold as much as two hours

can be played back directly from the camcorder into any regular TV set or TV mon-

cantly better video quality than virtually

of videotape (P6-120), although shorter

lengths are also available. Physically,

can be used to play the vast majority of
prerecorded movies-an added advantage

any other format. An S -VHS camcorder is
really two camcorders in one, since it can
record a tape in regular VHS as well. Plus,
you can play back any standard VHS tape
(like those rental movies). But S -VHS re-

for some buyers.
The VHS -C format uses a smaller and

cordings can be played back directly only by the camcorder or on other S -VHS

lighter "Compact" VHS cassette that

VCRs.

itor, or played through a table -model
VCR. Full-size VHS camcorders likewise

C)

trade-off is in recording time: You can re-

cord for only 20 minutes at standard

VHS: "C" and Otherwise

z

cassette makes it possible to design a
smaller and lighter camcorder, but the

them? These days, the technology of camcorders has reached the point where practically anyone can point, aim, and shoot a
masterpiece . . . that is, given the desire
and the talent. But with dozens of models

formats, on the consumer market, choosing a camcorder can be quite a production

g>

holds only one -sixth the length of tape in
a standard T-120 cassette. The shrunken

56

8mm cassettes come in only one size that
can be used in all 8mm machines. To maximize video recording quality, 8mm tape is
a metal -particle formulation with a higher
recording density than the oxide -based
tapes used by VHS, S -VHS, and Beta.

Audio quality with the 8mm format is

BY MARC F WIELAGE AND ROD WOODCOCK
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For the Changing Times
The New 6 -Disc Realistic NCD Changer

Now there's a more convener t way to enjoy the

extra magazines so you can protect all of your CDs

best in sound-the new compact disc changer

and have them loaded in ycur preferred order,

-rom Radio Shack. You can low up to six discs in
its magazine, E t back, and enjoy hours of superb
digital stereo. Or. program up to 32 selections from the six discs to play in any
sequence. Ell- a- way, you can pause,
-eplay, progran- and search, using the
wireless infrared remote control.
The large LED display simp ifies remote operation Manual and aLtDmatic
search make it easy to find sel3ctions.
This high-performance chancer has
a heavily cusnioned deck mechanism

ready for play anytime.

and Tn-Spot laser pickup system for
accurate track ng. Two-times oversampling provides superior sound. Ana Radio Shack stocks

Come in and try the Realistic CD -6000. It's affor-

daby priced at only $359.95-so you can enjoy
the convenience of a changer for less thar the
price of some single -disc players. Sold only at
Radio Shack. Low as $18 per month*

Radio shack

The Technology Sto reTAA
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Radio Shack VAuePlus
Revaving Credit. Actual payment may vary depending upon account balance
Prices apply al participating Radio Shack stores and dealers

notably better than that of basic VHS units
owing to its AFM (audio frequency modu-

lation) method of combining the audio
and video signals and recording both with

the rotating video heads. There's also
room for two additional digital (PCM)
stereo audio channels, though only a
handful of current 8mm camcorders and
VCRs have the ability to use them. Other

advantages of the 8mm format include

ATF, for automatic track following,
which eliminates the need for tracking adjustments when playing tapes made on different machines.
Coming soon from the 8mm camp are

two exciting innovations. The first is
High -Band 8mm, rumored to be coming
as early as next March and expected to at
least equal the performance of S -VHS. The

second big 8mm development is actually one borrowed from VHS -C; namely,
shrinking the size of the head drum and

We usually find shoulder -mounted camcorders to be the easiest to hold steady for

long periods, although smaller units are
better suited for travel and when you need
to "shoot and run."

Fundamental Features
In general, camcorder features are not format -specific, the main exception being audio recording. For instance, only the 8mm

format offers AFM monaural audio as a
standard feature (digital PCM stereo is a
rare option). With few exceptions-that
is, those models with Hi-Fi stereo-VHS
camcorders employ the inferior linear track audio recording. Here's a rundown
of other important camcorder features:
Optics. As with any camera, the quality
and versatility of a camcorder's lens is of
major importance. Apart from a few lightweight point -and -shoot camcorders that

two settings is commonly six or eight
times, but recent models now offer tenand even twelve -fold zooms.
Some power zoom lenses move at more

than one speed: a slow, lazy zoom for
mood shots and a faster zoom for more
dramatic effects (though not quite as dramatic as the fast -paced opening to Hawaii
Five -O). But, variable zoom speed or not,
remember that the zoom lens on a camcorder is basically intended to provide a
selection of focal lengths. Use the zoom effect itself sparingly.

Some lens companies are looking to
pick up business from camcorder manu-

facturers. In fact, one of Aiwa's 8mm
models uses a lens made by Tamron. And

sometime next year Sony intends to introduce the first 8mm camcorder with interchangeable C -mount lenses, a feature
we expect eventually will be offered by

increasing the amount of tape "wrap"
around the drum. This could usher in a
whole new crop of extraordinarily small
8mm camcorders.

Whither Beta?
Ironically, while the Beta format delivered
the first true all -in -one camcorder, sales of

the product have dropped to a trickle, as
more consumers turn to VHS and 8mm
machines. But if you are a diehard Betaphile, Sony still makes and sells a Betamovie, the BMC-660K. Like earlier models, though, it has only an optical view-

finder and can't play back tapes-you
need a separate Beta VCR.

Sony's answer to Super VHS is ED
Beta, an "extended definition" video format that achieves very high picture quality
with a claimed 500 lines of resolution. The
first ED Beta camcorder is Sony's ED C55 "ED Cam," a modular design featuring detachable recorder and camera sec-

tions and many other professional
features, such as interchangeable C -mount
lenses and stereo Beta Hi-Fi audio. Nevertheless, at a price of more than $7,000, ED

Cam is hardly a product for the average
consumer. However, if its price doesn't
deter you, the semi -pro ED Cam's high quality pictures certainly make it worth

JVC's compact
GR-S55U

gives higher -

resolution
Super VHS

recording.

considering.

Realistically, most consumers will be
choosing between VHS, VHS -C, and 8mm

camcorders. In general, full-size VHS

models are the largest and heaviest,
usually weighing from five to eight
pounds, including cassette and battery;
they're intended to rest on the right shoulder, like pro cameras. Most VHS -C and

8mm models, on the other hand, weigh
less than five pounds, and many (not all)
are shaped to allow one -handed shooting.
SS
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come with nonadjustable lenses (Sony's
Handycam, JVC's GR-C9, and a few oth-

ers in the VHS -C format), every other
camcorder comes with an adjustable zoom
lens. Most of these are motor driven, and a

quick press of a button marked "W" or
"T" is all it takes to move the lens back
and forth between a wide-angle and a
higher -magnification telephoto setting.
The magnification range between these

other companies as well.
Of recent note is Panasonic's PV -460
camcorder, featuring the company's Elec-

tronic Image Stabilization system for
eliminating jitter. The camcorder's movement is detected by vertical and horizontal
motion sensors, which relay commands to
the actuator motors that stabilize the lens.
Focus. Getting a properly exposed picture is meaningless unless it's sharply fo-

cused. Automatic focus (AF) is another
camcorder feature that's virtually stan-

at waist level or over your head? Can it be
mounted on either side of the camcorder's

stereo, offered by Sony's CCD-V220 PRO

dard, as is a manual override for those occasions when the AF circuit becomes con-

body, for use with either eye? Does the

which enables you to conserve tape by recording at slow (EP) speed, though with a
subsequent loss of picture and sound quality; audio -video inputs and outputs, to fa-

offer plenty of bright lights and colors, see
if it's possible to test the AF under dimmer

magnifier lens (they've all got one) flip up
so you can see the TV screen from a distance? Can you adjust it for the prescription of your eyeglasses? Can you adjust the
brightness and contrast of the TV screen?
Video heads ... and more. Like any

lighting conditions, since that's when

VCR, camcorders use rotating video

most of them have difficulty determining a
subject's range. While auto -focus accuracy is important, so is reaction time. Check
how fast the servo motors move the lens elements to deliver a sharply focused picture
and whether the focus is steady (no "hunting"), once achieved.

heads to record and play back the signals
that go onto the videotape. VCR design
has spawned a confusing array of video -

fused. This is an important feature to
check out in the store before you buy.
While most in-store camcorder displays

Image pickup. A few years ago, most
camcorders featured tube -type pickups,
the same Newvicon and Saticon tubes that
were found in the color cameras used with

head configurations-each with specific
benefits and features. It's even more confusing for camcorders, because of the special techniques employed to keep the camcorders small. For example. a four -head
table -model VCR is usually considered a
step-up model, considering that a two head VCR is adequate for the basic tasks

8mm camcorder; two -speed recording,

cilitate using the camcorder to dub from
an external source; audio dubbing, for replacing the video's original soundtrack
with music or narration; indexing, which
invisibly marks the start of recorded sections to facilitate cueing; and even digital
special effects (discussed in "Making It
Look Good," p. 60). One of the latest under the last category is a digital superimposition function that enables you to record your own titles over the main picture.
You could, for example, write credits on a
board, store that image in the camcorder's
digital memory, and call it up at any time
for superimposition.

separate portable VCRs. All of today's
camcorders use CCD (charge -coupled device) or MOS (metal -oxide semiconductor) solid-state pickups. Solid-state pick-

Sony's CCDV220 PRO 8mm
camcorder

ups have many advantages over tubes:
They're smaller, lighter, use much less

features digital
stereo audio
recording.

power, warm up instantly for fast -breaking action shots, last almost indefinitely,

offer better picture linearity, and won't
burn out or leave trailers if you point at a
bright spot.
CCD pickups are by far the most common. MOS pickups are favored by Hitachi; in fact, if the camcorder has an MOS
chip in it, it has been built by Hitachi, regardless of the brand name on it. (Technically, both kinds of chips are made using

MOS technology, and differ mainly in
their internal construction.) Both CCD
and MOS pickups can deliver excellent
pictures under good lighting conditions.
But it's always important to evaluate pic-

ture quality when shooting under low
light, since few amateur videographers
have the time to haul out a half -dozen
lights for indoor shooting. The comparative value here is "lux," referring to average light level. The camcorder's ability to
"see in the dark" increases with lower lux
ratings. But because there is no standard
for specifying camera sensitivity, it is wise
to compare models before you buy.
Viewfinder. Although a few camcorders
have been introduced with optical viewof recording and playback. But with most
full-size VHS and all VHS -C camcorders.
four video heads are de rigueur. Four video heads take the place of two, making up

These days, when it comes to camcorder

and sight through-most come with electronic viewfinders. These are miniature
b&w (some are now color) TV screens

about the size of a postage stamp that

for the smaller video drum and tighter

And that's the one feature we don't ex-

show your aim and focus and enable you

tape wrap inside the machine.

pect-or hope-to see automated in the

to review your tapes right on the spot.

Some camcorders offer features that
would rival those of even the best home
VCRs: stereo Hi-Fi sound, found in only
one or two full-size VHS models; digital

near future!

finders-glass windows that you frame

Look for viewfinder versatility when you
shop. Does the viewfinder swivel up and
down so that you can hold the camcorder

I

features, the sky's the limit. But for best re-

sults, camcorders will always require the
most imagination behind the viewfinder.

Rod Woodcock writes frequently about video and publishes Videofax Quarterly.
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aking It
k Good
It's easy to add
professional touches
to your camcorder
productions.

kay. At last, you've shot your
video masterpiece on that brand-new camcorder. The whole family eagerly gathers

in your living room, anxious to see their

edit from one thing to another. You just
pull out your scissors, make a few snips,
and then tape or glue the desired pieces together. Not so in video. Splicing videotape

the old signal-sort of like a bad paint job
on a car, the old paint showing through
here and there. The only way to achieve
really perfect edits is by means of "flying

own smiling faces on the same electronic
window that brings them Dallas and The
Cosby Show every week. But wait: Something is, well, different about your home-

is verboten, and can gum up or even permanently damage the video heads, should

erase heads": extra heads mounted on the

their delicate surfaces come in contact

made show. It looks, yes, amateurish-it
doesn't have any pizzazz! The shots are
boring, all the "stars" hate the way they
"flub" lines and act like idiots. And even

tracks are traced diagonally, making a

away the old, unwanted pictures with new
ones on a field -by -field basis. Many camcorders and some VCRs use one, or a pair,

with the tape's adhesive. Besides, the video

world of postproduction, where yester-

clean cut unlikely.
All videotape editing is done by copying from one machine to another. Virtually all VCRs on the market have a pause
control, giving you the ability to electronically stop and start a recording in order to

day's mistakes become tomorrow's Emmy

edit out unwanted material. By playing

Award winners. Postproduction is, basically, the fancy technical word for editing,
where the pros separate the wheat from

back a tape on another machine (or on a
camcorder with a direct video output) you
can easily edit together an entire home
movie, shot -by -shot, with very effective

the picture quality is so-so, at best.
But help is on the way. Welcome to the

the chaff and add wipes, dissolves, and ti-

tles to liven up a completed show. Now
you can "post" your own shows at home,
too, with a variety of "black boxes" and
accessories now on the market.

In the world of motion pictures and
audio recording, it's a simple matter to

"

results.

Unfortunately, the quality of "pause
edits" on most home machines is marginal, at best. The dubbed scenes will tend to
have some color moire and video noise at
the edit point, the result of unerased bits of

BY MARC F WIELAGE

spinning video drum that precisely wipe

of flying erase heads (with equivalent
results). JVC's HR -S8000 (S -VHS), Panasonic's AG -1950 (VHS), and Sony's ED -

V9500 (ED Beta) are among the table
models with this feature, fast becoming
a must -have for amateur videographers.
You can expect deluxe VCRs with flying erase heads to cost a minimum of $1,200.
Two companies have introduced de-

vices designed to automatically edit together bits and pieces of video material
with the aid of an internal computer. This
mirrors the professional edit controllers
that are used by networks and production
companies to create sitcoms and other TV

shows, though at a fraction of the cost.
One such controller is Videonics's Direct-

DENON
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WHAT MAKES
ONE AUDIO BRAND
SOUND BETTER.
RECEIVERS actually combine a sep-

arate ampiner and tuner onto a single
chassis. So one clue to a receiver's
sound quality is the quality of the separates technology it incorporates.
At Denon, the new DRA-1025 and
DRA-825 Receivers have the same Optical Class A circuitry that graces Denon

separate amplifiers. Developed through
statistical research into the playback requirements of CDs, this circuit makes the
legendary sound of true Class A mode
a practical reality. These receivers also
benefit from the same Pure Current
power supply that gives our separates
superb transient response.
Every Denon receiver features
thick, anodized aluminum front panels
and discrete output transistors. Selected
models offer Denon's Integral System
(IS) remote control.
DRA-1025

This unwavering consistency is a
prime example of Design Integrity, the
Denon philosophy that encompasses
our eight decades of mastery in every
link of the music reproduction chain.
It's simply easier to make audio
components sound more like music
when you know what music sounds like.

DENON
Denim Ammo

, 222 New Rood, Parsippany, N107054 /01; 575-7810
Doan Canada Inc., 17 Denison Street, Markham, Ont OR 1BS Canada

ED, which relies on a complex remote designed to control any recorder with an in-

frared remote sensor. Another is Future
Video's EC -1000, which uses a wired con-

nection designed to fit a variety of different VCRs equipped with special jacks.
Both units sell for about $500 and are very
effective and easy to use, but I'd give an

edge to the DirectED, since it also includes built-in titling and special -effects
features.
Nevertheless, just having the technical
ability to edit videotapes doesn't automatically make you an editor. Your first step as
a would-be editor is to watch all your material, over and over again, until you know

it inside and out. Make detailed notes
about the shots you like, the shots you
hate, and where they occur on the tape.
Pay particular attention to the order of the

scenes. It helps to have an idea in your
head of the overall impression you want to
make on your audience. Try to tell a complete story, with a beginning, middle, and

end. And don't forget reaction shots-to
show how your "characters" feel.
Above all, keep it short. Most of the

home movies I've seen are about three
times as long as they really need to be.
That might be great just for family viewing, but if you intend to entertain outside
guests with your production, it's best to
keep the show tight, concise, and to the
point. This does not mean you have to turn
every home movie into a fast -paced MTV
music video, but it doesn't have to be an
epic -length snoozer, either!

Video Star Wars?
You don't have to be George Lucas to appreciate the value of special effects in any
video production, large or small. A diverse
range of companies-including Showline
(formerly Showtime), Kramer, Vidicraft,
and Multivision, as well as better-known
names, such as Akai, JVC, Recoton, Sansui, and Sony-are dedicated to providing
an impressive array of effects for budget
videophiles.
The most widely available black box is
the simple video enhancer, which is essentially a video equalizer (or fancy sharpness
control) that boosts frequencies between

about 1 MHz to 3 MHz. Unfortunately,
virtually all consumer enhancers (includ-

ing the detail circuits found in many
VCRs) operate only on the horizontal por-

tion of the signal. As a rule, most en-

hancer is for you, take my advice and treat
it just like an audio equalizer: A little goes
a long way, and be very careful not to over enhance your recordings.

ent in video. The villains here are the same
synchronizing pulses mentioned earlier. If
the sync pulses from one VCR don't mesh
perfectly with those from another machine

Another popular device is the "procamp," which is video-ese for processing
amplifier. Professional proc-amps actual-

when the two pictures are combined, the

ly rebuild the invisible synchronizing
pulses used to stabilize the picture, and
also allow a precise adjustment of the
brightness, contrast, and color levels of

video nightmare. And even if you are able
to get the sync aligned just right, the color
signals also have to be timed perfectly, or
else the hues will change radically during
the process.

the signal. For reasons of cost, consumer
proc-amps leave the sync pulses alone, but
still provide the other adjustments. You

can slowly fade the picture to black-or
bring it up quickly for a "shock" effect.
You can subtract the color information to
create an old-time b&w look or crank it up
higher for an intense "Technicolor" effect.
It's just the thing for purists who want to
restore Ted Turner's colorized Casablanca to its original monochromatic blacks
and grays (although a monitor's color control can do the same).
A few proc-amps, such as Sansui's AV 99 and Sony's XV-C700, give you the abil-

ity to radically change the overall hue of
the picture with a joystick, mirroring professional color -correction controls. Others, like Vidicraft's basic proc-amp, offer
basic TV -type hue adjustments. Either
type of unit can be very helpful in fixing
bad -color problems, such as when you've
used the wrong type of lens filter indoors
or forgotten to re -white -balance the cam-

corder outdoors. With a little tweaking,
you can coerce the color back to normal,
or at least get closer to it.
Mad because your two -year -old VCR
lacks digital special effects? Not to worry.

H
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$5,000 -and -up range designed to stabilize

pictures according to a reference signal.
The first relatively affordable product I
know of on the market that does essential-

ly the same thing is Panasonic's WJMX10 Digital Video Mixer. While not a

true TBC, the WJ-MX10 does allow
wipes, fades, and cuts (but not dissolves)
between two VCRs, two cameras, or one
of each. At $3,000, this device isn't cheap,
but low -budget producers need look no
further for the answer to their video prayers. Similar units are due out later in this

year from Showline and Phoenix Gold,
with similar prices.

In addition to cuts and dissolves, you

can add titles to your production with
character generators-electronic "video
typewriters"-available from RCA, JVC,
Sansui, Videonics, and others. A growing
number of deluxe camcorders come with
simple character generators built-in, enabling you to pop in titles as you shoot. Internal time/date generators in these camcorders can be used to mark each scene as

might be surprised to learn that with little

D300 Digital Video Adapter is probably

effort you can transfer those celluloid

the most advanced, offering full 8 -bit (digital) luminance processing for such effects
as "mosaic" (an artsy, Cubist effect), "pic-

memories over to video. A few manufac-

ture art" (a kind of solarized look), "flash
motion" (simulated slow motion), zoom
(enlarging part of the picture), and "multipic" (multiple images of the same shot).
Purists complain that digital processing
tends to add a kind of "haze" to good video, so I would advise inserting these processors only when you need one of their
fancy tricks.

which you project the movies from behind

Probably the biggest dream of any ama-

2

rector, or TBC-a costly device in the

gimmicks to any video signals. Sony's XV-

the picture: noise, streaking in bright areas, and unwanted black edges on sharply

more costly technique. If you decide an en-

One possible solution to the problem
of syncing up two VCRs is a time -base cor-

it is shot.

Very Special Effects

Vidicraft's DET-400, can also enhance
vertical details, a more effective though

es, noise, and static-in other words, a

Multivision, Rabbit Systems, Sony, and
Teac all have black boxes for adding picture -in -picture, strobe, and other visual

hancers tend to add all kinds of artifacts to
detailed objects. Better enhancers, such as

result is an image full of "breakup," glitch-

teur video producer is to have the ability to
cut or dissolve between one VCR's picture
and another's. While in the world of audio
this is a relatively simple task that you can
do with a $50 mixer, things are a lot differ-

If you have a pile of dusty Super 8
home movies sitting on your shelf, you

turers-Panasonic and Quasar, to name
two-offer a special translucent screen on

and use an ordinary camcorder to shoot
the image from the front. An internal mirror flops the image, left to right, so that it's
displayed correctly for the transfer.
Using any of the above ideas and accessories won't necessarily turn your home brewed effort into Gone With the Wind,

but then, it might prevent it from being
the Heaven's Gate of your neighborhood.

More important, editing and special effects are fun, and you can get a lot more
enjoyment out of your own tapes by taking
this kind of nuts -and -bolts, hands-on ap-

proach with your videos. You'll have fun
. . . and your family and friends will thank
you.

et it be said at the outset: The visu-

al clarity and sonic brilliance of Poly gram's new line of classical CD Videos -

12 -inch laser videodiscs with digital
sound-rivals anything you have seen on
your TV screen to date. And because several of the first 14 issues in the Classics Li-

brary-from the London, Philips, and
Deutsche Grammophon labels-resonate
with historical significance, and are not
available in other commercial video formats, there is every expectation that this
could become a most desirable catalog. I
think of the London disc of Artur Rubinstein performing the Grieg Piano Concer-

to and the Second concertos of Chopin
and Saint -Satins, with Andre Previn conducting the London Symphony Orchestra,
in 1975 (071 200-1); then there is Franco

Zeffirelli's landmark 1967 La Scala production of Puccini's La Boheme with Mirella Freni, under the direction of Herbert
von Karajan, on Deutsche Grammophon
(072 205-1). Of more recent vintage are

lo's Pagliacci, also on Philips, features
Pla2ido Domingo and Teresa Stratas (070

204-1). This undertaking-more than
anything else the director has done-is an

object lesson on how to film opera. On
DC, the musically fertile but short-lived
partnership of the youthful pianist Mauri-

the thrilling accounts of Beethoven's

zio Pollini and then -octogenarian maestro
Karl Bohm comes alive w.th elegant performances of Mozart's Concertos Nos. 19

Fourth and Seventh symphonies with the

(K. 459) and 23 (K. 488), though at 57

Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra
led by the elusive Carlos Kleiber, from

minutes, it is the least generous of the programs released so far (072 202-1). Balletomanes will relish having access to Rudolf

Philips (070 200-1).

Zeffirelli's gripping film of Leoncaval-

Nureyev and Margot Fonteyn dancing a

CLASSICAL CD VIDEO:

Itlygram
Takes the
Plunge

CD VIDEO

Swan Lake, on Philips (070 201-1).
Given the quality of what has been released, and in view of the even more appealing material expected in the coming
months, it is regrettable that there have
been so many delays in getting CD Video
off the planning boards and into the stores.

to the standards of London's ADRM CDs
(analog recordings digitally remastered,
denoted AAD and ADD).

the past decade or so), it would seem logical for the company to try to crack the laser videodisc market with a line of its own.

Curiously, all 13 of the CD Videos
made available to me sported ADD

As I've already noted, the technology is

Polygram's idea of calling its product
CD Video may have looked good from a
marketing standpoint because it implies
an entirely new software medium. Howev-

tential. But just how different can it be

superb: At its best, it is the wedding of CD -

from the best of what Pioneer Artists has
offered for several years now on its "digital
sound" Laservision discs, many of which

1966

quality digital sound to a clarity of video
image simply out of the realm of what prerecorded videocassettes can offer. But if
you don't feel like watching the video portion of a CD Video, you should, in theory,
be able to treat it as a normal audio -only
CD. The Rubinstein package can be enjoyed as sound -only, though watching that
remarkable face and those hands on the

keyboard is part of the total experience.
Verdi's Rigoletto, however, on London, is
more of a mixed bag (071 501-1). If Luciano Pavarotti is clearly the star, Edita
Gruberova is his artistic and vocal equal;
in the way of visual material, though, one
has to endure the heavy-handed, conceptually clumsy production by the late JeanPierre Ponnelle. If you opt to turn off the
TV and just listen, the sound, unfortunate-

ly, is downright flawed-in no way is it up

soundtracks, which means we may not yet
have a full idea of the medium's sonic po-

have also been culled from analog sources?
The glorious pinnacle of that catalog is the

1984 Metropolitan Opera production of
Zandonai's Francesca da Rimini-an audiovisual dazzler (PA -87-180). Its nadir is
a recently issued Verdi Requiem from the

Edinburgh Festival, led by Claudio Abbado, with sound so muddied and congested, it's almost unlistenable (PA -88-213).
Pioneer's source material is, in opera at
least, limited to live performances, where-

as much of the Polygram product-current and projected-is recorded under studio conditions. The Polygram labels offer
most of the important artists in the classical business today, and since their record-

er, this approach has caused the company
all sorts of problems and delays, presumably because the software release date depended on the development and marketing of a disc player by Magnavox, a Philips

affiliate. The new Magnavox machines
boldly display the double -disc CD Video
logo (which resembles the rings of Saturn),

as if to suggest that nothing else will play
the Polygram product. But on the back of
the disc packages themselves, the Laser vision logo also appears, with the statement (true) that the discs can be played on
any laser videodisc player. Of course, if
you own an older player that reproduces
only the analog soundtrack, you'll never
realize the full benefits. But on my non Magnavox machine, image and sound are
spectacular on the best discs.

Unfortunately, the first batch of Poly-

ings often are tied in with Unitel videos

gram CD Videos presents some problems

(many of which have been seen on PBS in

with banding, which one would think the
labels had gotten a handle on with all their

VIDEOFAX

is the quarterly journal for serious video enthusiasts.
Published by Rod Woodcock (widely -read columnist for Video Magazine) and edited
by Marc Wielage (West Coast editor for Video Review), Videofax presents lively, no holds -barred technical discussions of high -end video, including Super VHS, ED Beta,
Laserdiscs, monitors, projection TV, surround -sound and more. We're passionately
committed to video-technically and artistically. Our approach is witty and highly opinionated; our reviews combine subjective evaluations with state-of-the-art test gear, and
we also compare the performance of each product with our own reference systems.

CD experience. On the Kleiber disc, for
instance, Philips has quite inexplicably
placed the Seventh Symphony first, even
though it is a program -closer par excellence, and even though it is clear from the
on -screen bows that it was the last piece
performed. The second movement of the
Seventh is listed as banded, but that band
is placed in the middle of the first movement. The other concert releases, with the

exception of DG's Mahler Resurrection
Symphony, are banded by movement. The

Mahler-with Leonard Bernstein con-

Our current 96 -page issue (#9) is packed full of features we think no videophile can resist:

ducting the London Symphony Orchestra

Inside CBS/Fox Video, giving the behind -the -scenes scoop on some of their best
(and worst) releases and a special look on restoring motion pictures for home video
part two of our exclusive interview with Hollywood's "Wizard of Film Sound," who
reveals some of his secrets of stereo synthesizing
exhaustive reviews on Sony's EDV-9500 ED Beta VCR, Pioneer's LD-W1 Laserdisc
changer, and a surprising comparison between ED Beta, S -VHS and Laserdisc
a dozen in-depth Laserdisc reviews in our Videoflix section, critiquing the picture and
sound quality of each release, with a special look at the films of Alfred Hitchcock, the
master of suspense. Plus an update on The Worst Laserdiscs of All Time.
and much, much more.

lously banded on the basis of the Universal
Edition score (072 200-1). The operas are,
for the most part, adequately banded.
Polygram's packaging is rather chintzy
considering the price of $39.95 per single
disc and $59.95 for each two -disc set, but

Four issues are only $26, postpaid.
Call toll -free:

(800) 444-8424

24 Hours
for MasterCard or Visa charge orders.

VIDEOFAX P.O. Box 481248 Los Angeles, CA 90048
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in Ely Cathedral-is, rightfully, meticu-

this is a general failing of all laser videodiscs. Most distressing is the quality of the

notes-which fail to mention the historical importance of many of these releasesand the fact that the operas lack librettos.
Twenty-nine more releases are planned
for the fall and winter, including the entire
Patrice Chereau staging of Wagner's Ring,
from Bayreuth. If the quality of the product selected for release remains high, and
if the glitches are completely worked out,
Polygram's Classics Library stands to become an important addition to the home entertainment scene.

Medley
414'

irip Edited by Ted Libbey
--, and Ken Richordson

Virgin's Birth

Rock 'n' Soul, Part 1

The year is drawing to a close, the nights are getting
longer, the concert season is under way, and record
sales are at their peak. Traditionally, classical labels
aim to have their best stuff on the shelves by the beginning of the Christmas buying season-which means that
most of the new releases we previewed in September are,
or will soon be, available. One of the most appealing releases I have seen in years, the "maiden" issue of the new
Virgin Classics label, should be out by the time you read
this. The company's entire October release-headed by
the world -premiere recording of Benjamin Britten's Paul
Bunyan-will shortly be reviewed in HIGH FIDELITY.
Suffice it to say that it is an awfully impressive debut.
I'm able to say that because, for once, a record label
has arranged to get advance copies of its new product
into the hands of record critics before it has sent that
product to distributors and retailers. This is a common
practice in Europe, where reviews of new releases tend to
coincide with the appearance of those releases in the
stores, but in America it is almost unheard of. I have repeatedly begged the major labels to provide HIGH FIDELITY with advance copies of new releases because I believe
that you, our readers, can benefit from timely reviews of
important recordings. Rarely have I succeeded in getting

Sometimes when I'm out there, sweating and singing
my heart out, I see all these couples hugging and
making out, and I think, well, this has gotta be it."
-Daryl Hall at Mud Island, Memphis, August 1988.
Hot fun in the summertime! Traveling with Daryl
Hall and John Oates, I witnessed the evolution of perhaps the best rock 'n' soul hoedown America has to offer.
The former Philadelphians, now consummate professionals in their late thirties, have been hustling a fantastic
two -hour -plus show, backlit by state-of-the-art visuals
and laced with Cadillac -smooth harmonies. Surrendering
to the times, however, the show features some of the most
sophisticated electronic effects in the business-yet maintains an intimate acoustic feel, with saxman Mark Rivera
jumping off risers and charging through the mezzanine.
Whether in Houston, Memphis, Saratoga, or L.A., each
night-inflamed by Hall's high -risk tenor and grounded
by Oates's get -down guitar-was upbeat and sexy.
So why weren't the venues full? Chalk it up to the
summer glut of touring bands. In Memphis-specifically
Mud Island, the outdoor 5,000 -seater where Hall and
Oates played to a two -thirds -full house-financially
strapped fans had to choose from more than 32 spectaculars, including Bob Dylan, Richard Marx, Smokey Robinson, Bruce Hornsby and the Range, Robert Palmer,
Kenny Loggins, the Beach Boys, and the Dirty Dancing
tour. Then there's the fact that this is Hall and Oates's
first tour in three years: In an industry that boasts a hit
every ten seconds, that's a few incarnations. It's even possible that Hall's 1987 hard -rock solo LP, Three Hearts in
a Happy Ending Machine, confused fans who had become
addicted to the sweet 'n' funky sounds of "Sara Smile,"
"One on One," "Adult Education," and 37 more hits.
But if the venues weren't full in body, they sure
were in spirit. By the second half of the Memphis show,
the fans were standing on their seats, singing, screaming,
and bobbing to the beat of the duo's latest album, Ooh
Yeah! By the encores, Memphis had transformed into
the town that Oates had earlier praised as "one of the few
American cities left with its soul intact." And that's from
a man for whom real soul can pop up anywhere, anytime.
On the tour bus home, bassist Tom "T -Bone" Wolk
teased Oates about inappropriately cracking up on stage.
Oates could only laughingly explain, "I'd just discovered
this great guitar riff, and I was trying to see if I could
play it and sing at the same time. But the riff was so wild,
all I wanted to do was get off stage, get to the bathroom,
and work it out." From the sound of the night's applause,
Pamela Bloom
though, everyone was glad he didn't.

product even at the same time it appears on the marketlet alone in advance. Virgin Classics, which comes into
the classical field with a great deal of experience on the
popular side, seems to think differently. I'm hoping its
example may influence other labels to review their policy,
and have a feeling it would be good for business. It would
certainly be good for the collector.
In other news, I recently learned that Paris will play
host to a major new piano competition in July 1989-a
significant date because it marks the 200th anniversary of
the storming of the Bastille. The competition, organized
by the Salle Gaveau, will offer a first prize equivalent to
$30,000 and will boast a distinguished jury including Rudolf Firkusny, Michel Dalberto, Harold Schonberg, and,
as chairman, Nikita Magaloff. What will set this competition apart from others is one of its entry requirements:
that a contestant must have been a finalist in another
competition in order to compete in this one.
That will certainly produce a high-powered
field ... but in the back of my mind I can't help wondering if it won't also block what such competitions always

hope-or say they hope-to encourage: namely, the
emergence of a truly thoughtful, interesting, distinctive,
compelling musician as the winner. One can always hope,
but if I had to bet on it, I'd wait until someone establishes
a competition for pianists who had never made it to the
Ted Libbey
finals before.

Next month: backstage with the crew.
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The Brains.
Carter's new aSeren Remote Control
Preamplifier/ ?liner with AsImmehical
Charge Coupled FM Detection and
Sonic Holography

Your choice offiur high power cukanced
Magnetic Field amplifier design.

Porto:ILI
Distribute

aliada
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Power and finesse. They've always been important factors in a serious listening system. Now there's
a new way to achieve both without overpowering your budget.
Our new CT -Seven preamplifier/tuner combines a Sonic Holography' preamplifier and
Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Detection tuner into one convenient component.
It makes beautiful music with our whole line of Magnetic Field Power amplifiers. Including the
new M -4.0t with the same transfer function and power output as Bob Carver's $17,500 -pr. ultra -esoteric
Silver Seven monoblock amplifiers.

The CT -Seven as an audiopbik preamplifier: Like Carver's fine separate preamplifiers,
the CT -Seven is designed as a "straight wire with gain' capable of perfectly passing input signals
without adding or subtracting any musical nuances.
It includes a meticulously engineered, ultra -low noise phono stage that flawlessly duplicates the
theoretical !IRA equalization curve.

The CI:Seven as a complete sound control center: From the comfort of your listening
chair you can choose from six sound sources including dual
tape monitors, CD input and video/auxiliary inputs (suitable for video sound or DAT). Unlike most remote volume
adjustments which use distortion -inducing electronics, the
CT -Seven employs a motorized volume control for smooth control and
smoother sound quality. Also included are useful 3 -band tone controls, mono
switch, loudness equalization and a studio -quality headphone amplifier.

The CT -Seven as your passport to musical reality: The CF's Sonic Holography' Generator
is capable of redefining your perception of music by it -creating the sound stage and 3 -dimensional
spatial characteristics of a live performance. According to some of America's top reviewers, Sonic Holography' '!.. seems to open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical forces extending behind,
between and beyond the speakers. The effect strains credibility"
And you can create it from any stereo record, tape CD or even FM broadcast. With your existing
speakers. At the touch of a remote button.

The CT -Seven as a bighperfotinance quartz syntbasized101 hater: You've simply
never heard FM until you've heard it through the Carver Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Detector
circuit. Multipath distortion, interference and distant station noise are dramatically reduced. Weak
stations emerge into dramatic clarity. Yet stereo separation, space, depth, and ambience were not only
retained, but seemingly enhanced by the lack of background noise.
Choose 8 FM and 8AM presets by remote control. Scan the broadcast band automatically or
manually. With the CT -Seven's ACCD circuit on, you'll discover "new" stations which were previously
unlistenable!

The CT -Seven's power partnets: Only Carver gives you four high power amplifier choices
from 140 watts to 375 watts per channel. Each is perfectly matched to the CT -Seven . And each uses
Carver's cool -running Magnetic Field Technology which dispenses with bulky power supplies and power wasting external heat sinks... yet which is so rugged it's used in the world's largest touring professional
sound systems.

Choose from the new "modestly -powered" M -0.5t (140 watts per channel RMS

20-20kHz both channels driven into 8 ohms with less than 0.1% THD), the
M -1.0t (200 watts/ch. per channel RMS 20-20kHz both channels driven into 8
ohms with less than 0.15% THD), M -500t (250 watts per channel RMS 20-20kHz
both channels driven into 8 ohms with less than 0.15% THD ), or the new M -4.0t
(375 watts per channel RMS 20-20kHz both channels driven into 8 ohms with
less than 0.5% THD ).

Hear brains and brawn together at your Carver dealer. Switch the CF -Seven
and the most expensive tuner in the room to hear Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Detection
work its magic. Put on your favorite CD, press the CT -Seven's Sonic Holography' remote button
and feel the sound room "disappear." Run up the volume to live performance levels and
discover the impact of true dynamic headroom.
And then get ready for another pleasant experience when you discover what a super value the
CT -Seven and Carver power amplifiers are.

CARVER
Miami

Accurate

P O. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98046
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Laurels at La Grande Motte
The 21st Annual International
Record Critics Awards
By Theodore W. Libbey, Jr.

e last thing I did before leaving New
York for the South of France was pack
an umbrella. I didn't see it again until I got

back by which time my forearms were
peeling from exposure to too much sun. At

least the Midi had lived up to its reputation :or brilliant weather-something we
had not seen enough of in January, when
HIGH FIDELITY and MUSICAL AMERICA

sent a delegation to Cannes for the 1988

Marche International du Disque et de
l'Edition Musicale (MIDEM).
Bit this was July, when millions flock

to Mediterranean beaches precisely because it is sunny all the time and because,

to borrow Ira Gershwin's memorable
phrase, "the livin' is easy." It was time for

the 21st annual High Fidelity/International Record Critics Awards (IRCA),
and we were back in France at the invitation of Jacques Blanc, president of the Region Languedoc-Roussillon, Rene Cou-
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veinhes, mayor of the futuristic seaside
playground -resort town of La Grande
Motte, and the Festival International de
Radio France et de Montpellier Languedoc-Roussillon. Jacques Mcnet, who had
been our host at MIDEM, helped us organize the meeting under another of his hats,

that of cultural counselor to Monsieur
Blanc.

It didn't take us long to realize that we
were the only people in La Grande Motte

who had not come for the sun and the
fun-everyone else was wearing as little as
possible (which in practical terms meant

shoes and shorts, fig leaves being hard to
come by) and behaving as you would expect people to do when they're on vacation. We, on the other hand, were spending most of our time indoors at the Palais

des Congres, listening attentively in a
darkened auditorium to the year's best
classical recordings and disputing patient-

ly (most of the time) their relative merits.

Well, as I have said every year since I
joined the jury, it is hard work, but somebody's got to do it.
Oenophiles talk of vintages, and it is
much the same thing for those who award
prizes: There are good years as well as bad
years for just about anything that can be

The Winners
IRCA

Orchestre du Capitole de Toulouse,

D AM, C.P.E.s Die letzten Leiden des
E rlesers. Schlick, De Reyghere, Pa-

Plasson. Angel EMI CDCC 49193 (3).

triasz, Pregardien, Van Egmond; Col-

legium Vocale of Ghent, La Petite
Bande, Kuijken. Deutsche Harmonia
Mundi/EMI CDS 47753 (2).
B ERG; SCHOENBERG; WEBERN: Or-

CANCIONES ESPANOLAS: Songs by

Granados, Guridi, Toldrci, and TarBerganza, Alvarez-Parejo. Claves
D 50-8704.

chestral Works. Berlin Philharmonic,

KIRA

Levine. Deutsche Grammophon 419
781-2.

LINDBERG: Kraft (with Action -Situation -Signification). Toimii Ensemble,

MAGNARD: Guerceur. Van Dam,
Behrens, Denize; Odeon Donostiarra,

Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Salonen. Finlandia FACD 372.

classed, including records. We agreed that
1987-88 had been a good year for records.

Of just how good it was I had already
formed a notion, based on the quality of
several releases that had received substantial support from the nominating commit-

tee but that I had been unable to include
on the final list for reasons of space. What
was left was all of "first growth" quality,
and to select from it the very best for labeling as IRCA '88 was bound to be a difficult
task, albeit a satisfying one.
I "press" the wine metaphor in part because the first day's festivities included the
induction of five members of the jury into
the cellier Charles Cros as "vignerons
d'honneur." The investiture was preceded
by long speeches and followed by ceremo-

nial kisses on both cheeks-de rigueuras well as the presentation of medals and
beribboned pewter taste -yin cups. This
took place in Fabrezan, Cros's birthplace,
in the heart of the Corbieres wine lands between Carcassonne and Narbonne. In ad-

dition to being an important poet, Cros
(1842-1888) was an inventor of genius
who had a hand in the development of the

IRCA Nominations

phonograph. Fabrezan was marking the

B EETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 3, in

ZEMUNSKY: Die Simiumpfrau; Psalm
13. Berlin Radio Symphony Orches-

C minor. Michelangeli; Vienna Sym-

tra, Chailly. London 417 450-2.

centennial of his death with a special exhibition in the hotel de ville, and the cellier
was doing its part with a special bottling of
its 1986 yin rouge. The red wine of the hilly
Corbieres, which region has recently been

MULTIDISC SETS

granted an "appellation," is delightfully
dry, with an aroma of truffles and a distinctive mineral accent. To our immense

SINGLE DISCS
phony, Giulini. Deutsche Grammophon 423 230-2.
B EETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in C mi-

B ARTOK: Works for Piano and Ordiestra. Kocsis; Budapest Festival Orchestra, I. Fischer. Philips 416 831-2.
D YSON.: Piano Works. Madge. Philips 420 740-2.

delight, this particular bottling, served later that evening at a sumptuous dinner for
around 200 guests, carried a label celebrating the IRCA prize and making much of

don Classical Players, Norrington. Angel EMI CDC 49221.
B UXTEHUDE: Membra Jesu Nostri.
Hannover Boy Choir, Amsterdam Ba-

MUM Atys. Mey, Laurens, Mellon,

France.
The remaining members of the jury (we

roque Orchestra, Koopman. Erato

("Resurrection"). Auger, Baker, City
of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra,
Rattle. Angel EMI CDCB 47962.

n or, Op. 1 1 1; Diabeill Variations.
Pludermacher. Lyrinx CD 056.
B IRTNOYINs Symphony No. 9, in D

minor ("Choral"). Kenny, Walker,
Power, Salomaa; Schutz Choir, Lon-

ECD 75378.
H AYDN: Nelsen Mass; To Deem. Eng-

lish Concert, Pinnock. Archiv 423
097-2.
HINDEMITH: Requiem ("When Lilacs

Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd").
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and
Chorus, Shaw. Telarc CD 80132.
H UMMEL: Piano Concertos. Hough;

English Chamber Orchestra, Thom-

Gardeil; Les Arts Florissants, Christie.
Harmonia Mundi 901257/59.
MAHLER: Symphony No. 2, in C minor

MESSIAEN: Vingt Regards sur ('Enfant Jinn. Dominique. LCM C-204.
MONTEVERDI: °dee. Rolfe Johnson,

Baird, Dawson, Von Otter, Argenta,
Tomlinson; Monteverdi Choir, English Baroque Soloists, Gardiner. Archiv 415 250-2.
TIPPETT: The Mask of Time. Robin-

son. Chandos CHAN 8507.
MOERAN: Symphony in G minor;
Overture to a Masque. Ulster OrchesCHAN 8577.
tra. I Lindley .
TALUS: Lamentations of Jeremiah;
Mass for Four Voices. Hilliard Ensem-

son, Walker, Tear, Cheek; BBC Sym-

ble. FCN4 1141 533308-2.

London 421 053-2.

phony and Chorus, A. Davis. Angel
EMI CDCB 47705.
WAGNER: Lobel:grin. Domingo, Nor-

man, Randov a, Nimsgern, FischerDieskau; Vienna Philharmonic, Solti.

our decision to award it in this part of

were nine this year) showed up in La
Grande Motte the next day. As soon as
they were checked into the Altea-our
digs for most of the next ten days, and the
largest of the neo-Ninevite, blea ;hed-concrete ziggurats that constitute the skyline
of this remarkable resort town-we got to
work. Following a procedure we had used

with some success in past meetings, we
combed the entire list one disc at a time,
going around the table for comments, in
order to get an idea of what records had
the strongest and broadest backing. Those
that stood out among the single discs were
Georges Pludermacher's Beethoven recital, Roger Norrington's Beethoven Ninth,

the Berg/Schoenberg/Webern album by
James Levine and the Berlin Philharmonic, Trevor Pinnock's staunch account of
Haydn's Nelson Mass, the Buxtehude cantata cycle Membra Jesu Nostri performed
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by Ton Koopman and the Amsterdam Ba-

roque Orchestra, the E. J. Moeran disc

discographic niche. In Granada four years
ago, we'd returned a similar verdict in favor of a Pattie Marconi recording of Ma-

duced studio recording of Magnard's opera Guercoeur, featuring Jose van Dam in
the title role. Once again the issuing label
was Pattie Marconi, and once again Plasson and the Toulouse orchestra were involved in the project. Swiss juror Pierre
Michot had nominated the two -CD set as
his personal choice, and in arguing for it
had noted that Guercoeur was virtually
"made for the phonograph."
Indeed, one could hardly imagine how
this remarkable work might be presented
any other way; I doubt, for instance, that it
could be staged, since it's almost totally

gnard's Symphony No. 4 performed by
Plasson and L'Orchestre du Capitole de
Toulouse, at the time voicing our hope

lacking in theatricality. Guercoeur is really
something apart: a symphonic poem with
voices, conceived on an almost metaphysi-

that more of Magnard's music might

cal plane and suffused with a sincerity of
sentiment that more than compensates for
the absence of drama. We all had a laugh
when Greenfield quipped, "I see Write, in

chosen not to release in the United States.
I hope that its designation as a winner of

from Vernon Handley and the Ulster Orchestra, and Teresa Berganza's charming

the International Record Critics Award

collection of Spanish songs.
The top multidisc sets to emerge from

Our vote for C.P.E. Bach had been a
vote of principle-for a composer who, if

our review were all choral or operatic offerings: C.P.E. Bach's Die letzten Leiden
des Erasers with Sigiswald Kuijken and
La Petite Bande; Lully's Atys from Les
Arts Florissants and William Christie; Alberic Magnard's Guercoeur, performed by
L'Orchestre du Capitole de Toulouse under the baton of Michel Plasson, the regional favorites; and the final installment
in Georg Solti's 30 -years -in -the -making

not forgotten, had at least been overlooked
in the ongoing revival of 18th -century rep-

Wagner cycle, Lohengrin, featuring super tenor Placido Domingo and supersoprano
Jessye Norman.

In the end, it came down to a vote for
principle balanced by a vote for pleasure.
The pleasure part of the vote was clearly

will persuade Angel to distribute it here.

ertory, for a work of truly extraordinary
quality, and for a wonderfully sympathet-

ic interpretation that filled an important

emerge on disc. How happy we were to see
that hope met by the release, this year, of a

superbly engineered and lovingly pro-

reflected in the first -ballot selection of
the Berganza disc, Canciones espailolas,

KIRA Nominations

which had been a personal nomination
from our Spanish juror Jose Luis Perez de
Arteaga. Ted Greenfield of Great Britain
had voiced fairly strong objections to Ber-

ganza's intonation, which occasionally
put her on the southern side of the pitch,
and to her somewhat mannered expression, but he was outgunned by five members of the jury who felt a strong sentimen-

tal attachment to the singer and who,
rightly, I think, found these songs-particularly those of Guridi and Granadosto have enormous appeal. There was, in
addition, much to admire in the piano accompaniment of Juan Antonio AlvarezParejo, and the engineering and overall
production were first-rate in every respect:
a solid tribute to the painstaking efforts of
the small Swiss label Claves, this year celebrating its 20th anniversary.
Also awarded a prize on the first ballot,
with votes from six members of the jury,
was Kuijken's moving account of Die letz-

ten Leiden des Erasers, a setting by Carl
Philipp Emanuel Bach that combines the
architectural grace and spiritual grandeur

ANDRIESSEN: De Still. Attacca-Babel

MARDI: Saxophone Concerto. Kient-

8738-1.

zy; Ploesti Philharmonic, Andreescu.

B ARTHOLOMEE: Fancy as a Ground.
Igloo IGL 046.
CLEMENTI: Concerto for Violin and 40

Electrecord ST -CS 0198.
MESSIAEN: Saint Francois d'Assise.

Strings. Edinger; RAI Milan, Machiado. Ricordi CIRM 1004.
DAVIES: Violin Concerto. Stern; Royal Philharmonic, Previn. CBS Master-

Ozavra. Cybelia CY 833-836.
SCHNITTKE: Concerto for Oboe and
Harp. H. Holliger, U. Holliger; Stock-

works MK 42449.
D RAGA: Sarmizeiphiso. Iasi Philhar-

BIS CD 377.
SINOPOLI: Lou Salome: Suites Nos.

Van Dam, Eda-Pierre; Paris Opera,

holm Chamber Orchestra, Markiz.

monic, Baciu. Electrecord ST-ECE

1 and 2. Popp, Carreras; Stuttgart Ra-

03246.
D UTILLMIX8L'Arhre des seines (vio-

dio Symphony Orchestra, Sinopoli.

lin concerto). Stern; Orchest re National de France, Maazel. CBS Master-

TIPPETT: The Mask of Time. Robin-

works MK 42449.

phony and Chorus, A. Davis. Angel

K ELTERBORN: Symphoy No. 4.
Bamberg Symphony, Stein. Ex Libris
17010.

Deutsche Grammophon 415 984-2.

son, Walker, Tear, Cheek; BBC SymEMI CDCB 47705.

VIEW: Narration II. Kientzy; Banatul Philharmonic, Georgescu. Electre-

KOLE: Soundings. Ensemble Intercontemporain, Tamayo. CRI 537.
K ULENTY: Ad unum. Ariston ALP

cord ST -CS 0199.

010.

ble, Zimmermann. Orfeo S 162871.

ZIMMERMANNt Di* weisse Rose.
Fontana, Harder; Instrumental ensem-

of the elder Bach's Passions with the
heightened expressiveness of the empfindsamer Stil (sentimental style), of which the
younger Bach was the greatest exponent.
Both the performance and Deutsche Harmonic Mundi's recording struck me as exceptionally fine, save for the rather nebu-

lous liner notes. And I found the work,
which was previously unfamiliar to me, to
be one of the most touching and beautiful
scores I have ever encountered. Yet I had a
difficult time persuading myself to vote for
the disc, simply because I saw no point in

Musicians Club of New York
The Musicians Club of New York, which administers the Koussevitzky Award of the

American International Music Fund and provides the cash prize of $3,000 jointly
with HIGH FIDELITY, was founded in 1911 "to bring about a better understanding
and closer fellowship among musicians and lovers of fine music." Comprising professional musicians and amateurs, its goals remain: to cultivate a more lively interest in music, to aid young musicians through sponsorship of concerts and competitions, and to focus attention on the American composer and performer. Its president
is Bruce L. Kubert; past presidents have included Walter Damrosch, Norman Dello
Joio, and-from 1961 to 1975-Olga Koussevitzky.

supporting a record that Angel EMI had

NOVEMBER 1988
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assette Deck Specials

ill

-Compact Disc Players

Audio Specials

NEW LOW PRICE

r.

-

.
11,

"11X'

Shure D-6000

Teac AD -4
CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo
Wireless remote control of both CD &

Remote Controlled CD Player

Features remote control with volume control
16 bit dual D -A converters 2 X oversampling
Program 15 tracks in any order Audible lost

cassette sections 16 -track random program

dubbing & play Dolby B & C Auto reverse
record play Synchro start dubbing

PP:.

$27995

music scan Headphone jock

;.'6)4"

1St

Teac V-770

Teac W-660
Auto -Reverse Double Cassette

. $29999

.

Programmable CD Changer

.

Teac PD -425
Remote Control Programmable
Sharp DX -650

Auto -Reverse Dolby B/C & sibs

Progrommoble CD Player

.

. 949"

.

. 939"

.

. 959"

Technics RS -T130
Hi -Speed Double Cassette Deck

Sharp RT-W800
Auto -Reverse Double Cassette

. $299"

.

Teac R -616X
Auto Reverse Dolby B/C & dbx HO Pro$299"
Teac R -435X

. '169"

.

Digital Stereo Receiver

70 watts RYAS per channel Ultrawideband
amplifier design provides wide flat frequency
response Hi -tech block finish Versatile
input/output section

Sale $44995

ee $29995 'XV

Technics SLP-550
16 Programmable. Remote Control $299"
Toshiba XR-9057

'269"

3 -Head Dolby B & c

Harman-Kardon HK -7951

$69911

JVC RX-950VIK

$499"

120 Wafts A/V Receiver

Technics SA -130
35 wane per channel, analog tuner

. $89"

Sherwood S2730CP
30 watts, 16 presets surround sound

. $11995

Nikko NA -2000
$119"

100 Watts Integrated Amplifier

kia Igicatk
Music Specials

Music For
The Next Wave

. $19995

.

Technics SA -290

Technics SL -P230
4X OversamplIng, Remote

.

.

. $19995

.

Technics SL -P250

. 129"

45 Oversampling, Direct access .

50 Watts/Channel Digital Receiver 949"
SAE T-101

'299"

Top -of -the -Line Tuner

GLOBAL PACIFIC
ARTISTS
THt E RUITS OF OUR IABOR

Audio Equalizers

Turntable Specials

ADC Sound Shaper SS-117EX

Technics SL -J33

Equalizer/Spatial Expander
10 -band per channel with 15 dB range
2 -way dubbing EQ recording Spatial

Direct Drive Programmable Turntable
Quartz locked direct drive system
Compact size 8 -step random access

programming Auto disc size selection LED
indicators Black finish

expansion with level control Multi -color LED

display Block finish

rilcee $9995 Mr

Icee $/7995

Teac EQ-A10

Teac EQ-A30
10 -Band EQ/Spectrum Analyzer

.

Semiautomatic, P-rnount

10 -band EQ. Real lime analyzer

.

ADC SS -525X
12 -Band EQ. Auto equalization

.

Nikko EQ-30

. 959"

Bell -drive turntable

Gemini DJ -Q1300

$369"

Sherwood ST -887

Video Specials

Infrared wireless remote
control Advanced error correction Block
finish
Re29tail

SATS stereo tuner 14 day -6 event On screen

programming 4 -video heads Variable sow
motion Wireless remote Audio amplifier
Retail

JVC HR-D750U

3 -beam laser. Remote. 45 oversompling$199"

4 -Head

Teac PD-SOOM
.

.

MTS Stereo

Samsung VR-2650

. '229'5

7B5 -track programming. Remote

VHS HQ Programmable, Remote

. 159"

.

Sharp VC -A600
VHS HQ 4-Heod Remote Control

Sony DT4
AM/FM CD Portable, Programmable '249'5
Sony D15

JVC HR -S8000

Top-ol-the line Portable

laservision. CD. CDV Player

$299"

$499"
$599"

4 -Hood VHS HI-FI VCR

Akai CD -A30511

Magnavox CD -8473

$900

Panasonic PV -4860

. 199"

10 Bit, 45 oversamplIng, Remote

S -VHS HI-FI Digital Video Recorder

Pioneer CL -D1030

$69"

.

$4995

Stanton 680EL

$5495

Pro Disco Cartridge
DJ Cartridge

$1995

Audio Technics AT-216EP
Universal Mount

$2495

Audio Technics AT-23ILP

'39"

Linear Stylus

. '219"
. $269"

50 watt power

handling Designed & built in U.S.A.

glce.$1299p.

$199/Pair

Pinnacle PN-6+
.pair 5179"

2 -Way Mid-Slze Speaker

Bose 101

High quality mini speaker system Feu 979"

Koss JCK500
Mini Weatherproof Speakers
2 -Way 10" Woofer

Pori $27995

.

Smiles (407191

Paul Greaver: Joy (40720)
Georgia Kelly: Seapeace (40724)
Ben Tavera King: Desert Dreams
(40725)
(40726)

Bob Kindler: Waters Of Life (40727)
Tor Dietrichson: Global Village
(40728)

George Kelly/Steven Kindler:
Fresh Impressions (40732)

Stereo Headphones

3 -Way w/10" Woofer

Studio Pro Stereophone
Precise acoustical reproduction Unique
dual element dynamic driver delivers
extended low end Frequency response
10-30 kHz Foam -filled earcups
Price

;V"

Sony MDR -V6
Lightweight Digital Ready

563"

Kou JC-K200
Inhered Wireless Headphones

918"

.

$38111

Closed Ear Headphones

Sennhelser HD -450
.

Pak 93995

Open Aire Style Headphone

.

Sennhelser HD -430

pair 599"

Technics SB-L56

. CALL

Lpot

Kou Pro4AAA+
.

AudioSource LS-1W/T

Technics SII-L36

. CALL

6ne

Koss Pro/450

pending Dioduct port increases bass response

Wireless 2 -Way Speakers

CD

David Friesen: Inner Voices (40718)
*Steven Kindler & Teja Bell: Dolphin

Pinnacle PN-5 +
2 -Way Mini Speakers

Super sound from a small speaker Patent

314" dome tweeter

Pe,

Joaquin Lievano: One Mind

Stanton 500AL

Speaker Specials

VHS HQ HI -Fl Stereo Video Recorder
HQ enhancement circuitry Cable ready

Mee $49995

$3

Aiwa XC-001

$299

Shure V15-IVMR

Akai VS -565U

programming

6 Disc CD Changer, Remote

$99"

Direct drive semi -automatic

ADC CD16/2R

$74995

Universal Mount

969"

Direct Drive DJ Turntable

Remote Control CD Player
3 -beam loser pick-up 16 selection

iCee

$8995

'139"
surs

Gemini DJ41100

Compact Disc Players

Pri

.

Fullyautomatic Turntable

149"

Pro 30 bond Mono EQ

.

Technics SL-QD33

12 -Band EQ/Analyzer$299"

ADC SS -30051.

Micro Ridge Stylus

11

Also Available. ...

Retail

Shure PA-111HE

Semi -auto. includes cartridge

ADC SS -325X

Dynamic stabilizer Side -guard stylus
protection Duo -point alignment gauge

ser

Akai APA-305C1

. 999"

Shure V-15 Type V -MR
Deluxe Micro Ridge Phono Cartridge

Micro ridge stylus tip Excellent trackobility

;re $12995

MO"

Technics SL-BD20

$79"

10 Band Equalizer

Phono Cartridges

pair 949"

High Quality lightweight

Beyerdynamic DT -990
top -of -the -Line

YORK, ALASKA
1 MLEIREE 1-800-221-8180 IN NEW
& CA NADA CALL: 1-718-417-3737

Mall Order Hours: Monday To Friday 8 AM to 8 PM, Saturday 9 AM to 6 PM, Sunday 10 AM to 4 PM
Dealer & Institutional Inquiries Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-3191 - In New York 1-718-417.3747

J&R Music World, Dept. HF1188, 23 Pak Row, New York City, NY 10038

.

.

.

599"

979"
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SIONS/VIDEO PROCESSORS/CAMCORDERS/VIDE
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E.
Portable Audio

Portable Audio

Musical Keyboards

xi;
Yamaha PSS-680
PortaSound Stereo PCM Keyboard

Supet Speetat

61 mid -sue keys 100 FM presets 100
PCM rhythms 8 hand percussion pods with
32 sounds Programmable drums melody
memory MIDI in out Revert)
Retoll

;°'cees24995

5319

Yamaha PSS-I30

VHS Video Movies

$3995

32 Key 8 preset sounds
49 Key. Stereo Sound

AM/FM Stereo Cassette Walkman
Modern sophistication design AM FM

stereo hirer Auto -reverse cassette playback
343..0 eau-0km, MDR stereo hooki.thure...
.3 way power erIrJOIY
Retail

;°'cl, $7495

.

.

.5169"

.

AM/FM Auto/Reverse MegaSass
AM/FM Auto reverse Walkman

599"

.

. $49"

.

Sony WM-F200-2

Casio DH -100

. 5144"

New wind instrument, yr/MIDI out

Casio DG -20
Electric guitar style instrument

.

'299"

.

Casio PT -100

54495

32 Key mini keyboard

Yamaha DD -5

'94"

4 pad electronic drums

Car Stereo/Radar Detectors

Rechargeable SuperWalkman

Super small sue Auto -reverse playback
Dolby B noise reduction Built-in AM FM
stereo tuner Son touch controls Ughtweght
MDR folding headphones

sale
Price

$99

Sony WM-AF64

Sony NM-AF42

Yamaha P55-480

Brightest Stars
This Christmas

1`
Sony WM-F100 MKIII

Sony WM-F69

. 199"

AM/FM Cassette Super Waltman

$13995

Sony CF -S1010
AM /FI.4 Cassette Stereo system

229t Krsn
Also Available..
No Way Out

MI. $16888

5300

513495

Inl Radar Detector

The Big Easy

Nothing In Common

Uniden RD-9XL

958"

Super Small Super Net

Unlden Talker

988"

NEW radar detector

Sherwood CR-D210

959"

Digital AM/FM A/R Cassette

Whistler Spectrum 2
Remote Radar Detector

$78 95

Choice IQ

audio & video alerts Visor or dash mount
Retail
Cobra RD -3160

The Squeeze
Radio Days
Frances
Mona Lisa
The Terminator
Desparately Seeking Susan
Your

New 3 -Band Radar Detector

Ultra small AM/FM cassette

.

. 5134"

.

AM/FM Cassette Recorder

AM /F1.1 Cassette Receiver

rot

.

.

.

AM/FM recording cassette sortable 149"
Sony SR -F4
FM Stereo Walkman

529"

AM/FM cassette Top Rated

. 949"

.

.

.

.

549"

$119"
AM/FM Casson." W/Hyperbass . .
JVC PC-V1J
AM/FM Double Cassette CD player 5479"
.

64K RAM 3 l dnve
70000 word dictionary

yellow -black display

;3,1ce. $57888

housing

iicee $2395

$899

Panasonic KX-R320

'149"

Letter Duality Typewriter

Toshiba 3700

51599"

Fos/Phone Machine

Sharp UX-160

51099"

Deluxe Far Machine

Sharp Z-70

CALL

100 -Minute High Bias Cassette Tape

Now this famous nigh bias tape comes in
size
Perfect for recording
Compact Disc New redesigned precision

100 minute

Retail

.

100

../11111

-

Maxell XLII.100

Personal Word Processor
Type store recoil edit and p.mt out
inform 3tion at the touch of a button 50

Po atonic KX-T3122
nine elepnone

.799"

.

$29"
$69"

10 -Pock

Maxell MX -90

so, $2"

Metal Bias Cassette

Scotch T -160E0+

loth 54"

High Grade VHS Tape

Sony UX-Pro 90
Top Rated High Bias

sock

521.

TDK SD -90
New High Illas

sync 51$4

TDK SA -90
High Bias

soon

5169

Maxell T-120EX
Standard Grade VHS

Audio Accessories

Audio Accessories

Audio Add-On's

.

.

19"

Blank Tape Specials

Home/Office

Compact Personal Copier
Sony TCM-21
Portable cassette recorder

.

.

.

JVC PC-V33J

Toshiba KT -4087

5218"

Clarion 8825RT

.

JVC CX-R7K

- -

Detects X K and Ka bard radar 1121 (image

.

Panasonic RX-FM14

Panasonic RX-SA79

Brother WP -55

GaAs diode
rejection technoiogy)
Compuheterodyne circuitry Separate

529"

AM/FM Cassette Portable

-XL II
BEL Vector 3

IS'lerr

Toshiba KT -4017

JIM%
Wtrpn, .
CD .0.41
SCINI.

DISCSV

FREE DI S CwAsiIE
PURCHASE

siviLOW PR1C

tew

$5995

$99

Tents FM -8500

53905

Electronic FM Antenna

dbx 224X -DS
Type II Tape Noise Reduction .
dbx 11IX-D
Expander Yr/Impact Restoration

dbx 200-X0
Program Route Selector

Nikko NPS-1R
Add On Wireless Remote

.

.

. 979"

. 979"
$79.,
599,5

Audiosource RTA1
Real Time Analyzer KIt

Recoton W-100

AudloSource LLC-1

Terk FM -9500
Indoor FM Electronic Antenna

Perfect for the apartment or once Modem
high tech style 24dB s sot gain Omradirect
Iona, pick-up LED display One year
warranty Block finish
Retail
V,1c:.

COMM'

$229's

Compact Disc Laser Lens Cleaner
An effective system for cleaning and

maintaining your compact disc player Just
insert into player like any oMer disc Clean
living for the digital age

Audloquest
Electronic Stylus Cleaner

Audloquest
Sorbothone Record Mat

Monster Cable
interlink 400
LAST SF100
Record Cleaner

LAST SF200

$3795

$3495
53495

Speakers plug into colvenient wall AC
Retail
$299

Coaster BL11
Auto Pedro Carryall

$1995

Coaster PL15

94"

Discwasher DisKit

53165

Complete Record Care System

Naiad RF-2

$1895.

.

.

Pair 524"

Monster Cable Discus
Stabiltzing Disc for CD Players

Name

Address

Monster Cable 10/10

.

519"

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank

No, expiration date and signature.) TO J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. 14F1188, 23 PARK ROW, NEW YORK CITY, NY 10038. Personal

and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge is 5%
of Total Order with a S4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by
air, please double these charges. S25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY,NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE

ADD SALES TAX WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS ALL PICTURES SHOWN FOR VISUAL REPRESENTATION ONLY.

ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED.

CATALOGUE

For a FREE catalogue call toll -tree
1-800-426-6027. or Write:
J&R Music World
Department HF1188
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth. NV 11378

$865

Record Cleaner with Plush Pod

io n ti Res Speaker Coble

FREE

529"

Brown Leather CD Case

Discwasher RCS

512"

Record Preservative
Record Storage System

Enrow true stereo onromere you choose

outlets anywhere

Mee $19995

is,a, Ica $24 " Ma"

0- --

Wireless Stereo Speaker Sysrem
Elim-note Me need for room -to -room wires

City

State

Zip

Nominating Committee

the form of Hildegard Behrens, as a sort of

celestial Margaret Thatcher"-but the
fact that Behrens was involved at all
showed the lengths to which Pattie had

B ELGIUM

SPAIN

Arnold Brand, Het Volk, Dans
Isaie Disenhaus, RTBF
Thierry Grisar, The Record Dealer

Jose Luis Perez de Arteaga,* Reseiia,
Scherzo, El Pals, National Spanish
Radio

Harry Halbreich,

Compact, RTBF

Belgian Radio, RSR Swiss Radio
Serge Martin, Diapason-Harmonie,
Avant Scene, Belgian Radio
Albert de Sutter, Gazet van Antwerpen
B ULGARIA

SWEDEN

Stig Jacobsson, HiFi & Musik
Bengt Pleijel,* Musikrevy
Gunnar Sjoqvist, Kvollsposten, Musikrevy

Dimiter Zenginov, Bulgarska muzika

SWITZERLAND

CANADA

Fernando de Carli, Corriere del Ticino,

Raymond Chatelin, Vancouver Province, Playback, CBC

Thomas Hathaway, High Fidelity
Rick MacMillan, Music Magazine, The
Music Scene

Azione

Mario Gerteis, Tages-Anzeiger Zürich, Luzerner Neuste Nachrichten, Sound

Andre Hunziker, Le Courrier, Video &
Revue Son, Cooperation

FINLAND

Jukka Isopuro, Helsingin Sanomat,
Hifi
FRANC

Alain Fantapie, Opera International,
Repertoire des Disques Compacts

Serge Martin, Diapason

Francois Pigeaud, Le Monde de la
Musique

Patrick Szersnovicz, Le Monde de la
Musique
Marc Vignal, Le Monde de la Musique,

Radio France
GROAT BRITAIN

Edward Greenfield, The Guardian,
Gramophone

Robert Layton, Gramophone
J. B. Steane, Gramophone
ITALY

Luigi Bellingardi, Stereoplay, Suono, Il
Mondo della Musica, Pianotime,
Nuova Rivista Musicale Itoliana
Mario de Luigi, Musica e Dischi
Danilo Prefumo, Musica e Dischi
Enzo Restagno,* Stampa Sera
JAPAN

Toshio Oka, Stereo Sound
Kenji Tsumori, Asahi Shimbun
THE NETHERLANDS

Jan de Kruijff, HiFi Video Test, Compact Disc

ROMANIA

Pierre Michot,* Journal de Geneve,
Gazette de Lausanne

Eric Pousaz, 24-Heures, Lausanne
UNITED STATES

Thor Eckert, Jr., Christian Science
Monitor, High Fidelity

Paul Hertelendy, San Jose Mercury
News

Theodore W. Libbey, Jr., High Fidelity, National Public Radio
Paul Moor, High Fidelity, Musical
America

Tim Smith, Fort Lauderdale News,
Sun -Sentinel

David Patrick Stearns, USA Today,
Ovation

James Wierzbicki, St. Louis Post -

one of the greatest performances he has
ever given; had he been the recording's
only asset, we still would have been inclined to award it the prize.
I was especially happy that this year's

laureates included American conductor
James Levine, whose Deutsche Grammophon recording of orchestral works by Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Berg, and Anton
Webern with the Berlin Philharmonic was
the fourth of the releases crowned by our
jury. This record had come under fire on

technical grounds-several sharp -eared
critics have pointed out that there are numerous edits in the final mix, and that the
miking of the orchestra had produced an
unnatural highlighting of certain instruments at the expense of others-and I felt
obliged to stress these points in the discussion. But I was compelled to agree with

Enzo Restagno and Alain Fantapie-our
Italian and French jurors, respectivelythat these were powerful performances,
ones that broke completely with the dry,
Darmstadt -inspired tradition of most interpretations to reestablish the connection
this music had with Romanticism. Michot
spoke of finding "a restoration of expression" in Levine's readings, and whatever
one thought of the execution of the Berlin
Philharmonic and the technical merits of
the recording, that was a powerful argument in favor of naming the disc one of the
year's outstanding releases.

Between listening sessions, we had

Dispatch, High Fidelity, National

been able to do a good bit of exploring in

Public Radio
Bill Zakariasen, New York Daily News,
High Fidelity

the South of France. The musical high-

WEST GERMANY

Ekkehart Kroher, Der Musikmarkt,
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Hartmut Luck, Fono Forum, Preis der
Deutschen Schallplattenkritik, Radio Bremen
Stefan Mikorey, Fono Forum
Wolfgang Seifert, Musikmarkt, Preis

der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik,
Sender Freies Berlin

Gerhard Wienke, Fono Forum, Preis
der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik,
South German Radio

Alfred Hoffman,* Muzica, Romcinia
Literara

gone to record the opera with an absolutely top cast. As for Van Dam, this is surely

lights included performances of Rossini's
Armida and Mozart's La clemenza di Tito
at the Festival d'Aix-en-Provence and a
Boulez evening at the Festival d'Avignon.
There was also a rather sorry concert by
Semyon Bychkov and L'Orchestre de Paris at the Château d'O outside Montpellier.
Our sightseeing took us to Carcassonne on
July 14 for a son et lumiere spectacular celebrating the 199th anniversary of the Fall

of the Bastille with a magnificent fireworks display proclaiming the theme of
Liberte. We also visited the largest private

record collection in the world, belonging

to the indefatigable septuagenarian Armand Panigel and housed in his remarkable mansion in Saint -Remy -de -Provence.

Jury member

Panigel, a noted journalist and radio per-

sonality who has amassed several fortunes, was the warmest of hosts.
The last item of business before the trip
74
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Introducing "The System" by Proton.

You're looking at the perfect synthesis

deliver sound so breathtaking, you simply

of advanced electronics, sophisticated

won't believe your ears

design and uncompromising sound. I's
"The System: Proton's incomparable
new, integrated audio components with
remote control.
There's a fully programmable comoact

Even the sleek, ccmfortable remote
control is a work of art that's exceptionally easy to work. While you may find a
system with similar components as

disc player that lets you play up to 20 of

ends. Because when it comes to sound,

your favorite selections -in any order -

nothing comes remotely close.

totally free of distortion or noise.
A digital tuner that locks in the precise
station frequency for clean, undistorted

Call for your free Ultimate Systems
Guide. Proton's Ultimate Systems Guide
for AudioNideophiles tells you all about

listening. Powered by a component -

the innovative technology and design in

quality amp with 22 watts per channe.

our renowned line. For your copy, and

An auto -reverse cassette deck with

the name of the Proton retailer nearest

Dolby, B Noise Reduction that plays and
records in both directions for continuous

you, call (800) 772-0172. In California,

"The System.; that's where the similarity

(800) 428-1006.

PROTON

enjoyment.
And our AL -200, two-way acoustic
suspension speaker system. Its 6.5 irch

CLEARLY

woofer and wide dispersion dome tweeter

737 W. Artesia Blvd.. Compton. CA 90220
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BEST

to Saint -Remy had been the selection of

a Koussevitzky Award winner-which
proved rather difficult, although in the
end the consensus was fairly clear. The
Koussevitzky International Record
Award-named in honor of Serge and
Olga Koussevitzky-is a cash prize of
$3,000 given to a living composer for an
orchestral work (requiring a minimum of
16 players) recorded for the first time during the year under review. The fact that
the award goes to a composer, rather than
a recording, has several times resulted in a
dilemma during the years I've served on
the jury. It is never easy to deny the prize
to a major, established composer and pre -

nations. These, too, were important works
by established masters.
We were only too happy to take note of
them, and rejoiced in the fact that the year
had been marked by such releases. But in
the end, we agreed to look elsewhere for

composer of finesse, ideas, and depth.

our KIRA laureate. Even then, the com-

notch performance from the Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra and the Toimii
Ensemble (of which Lindberg is a mem-

petition was intense. There was the potent,

single -movement Symphony No. 4 of
Swiss composer Rudolf Kelterborn, the
delightfully insouciant, energetic whirl of
Louis Andriessen's De Stijl, the poignant
sonic stasis of Aldo Clementi's Concerto

for Violin and 40 Strings. Each of these
works had its backers.
It had also been a banner year for worn -

So, we readily admitted, is Magnus
Lindberg, the young Finn who ultimately

prevailed in the judging. The winning
work, named Kraft, had been vividly cap-

tured on a Finlandia recording in a top-

ber), under the direction of Lindberg's
compatriot Esa-Pekka Salonen. To our
ears, Kraft clearly lived up to its name: It is

a composition of remarkable power, a
work that hurls strongly chiseled masses

of sound at the listener with explosive
force, wrenching music out of that sound

with brutal purposefulness. Even small
sounds acquire enormous significance in
the context of Kraft's carefully developed

progression, where the boundaries between conventional symphonic argument,
hard rock, and noise are broken down and
pushed aside.
It took the Finnish foreign ministry a
day to track down the 30 -year -old composer, who had gone on holiday to an island in the Baltic. Two members of Fin-

land's national police force were dispatched by light plane to bring him in; a
few hours later, Lindberg was on his way

to Montpellier, courtesy of the Finnish
Ministry of Education. He was able to join

us at the final awards ceremony on Sunday, July 17, looking scarcely the worse
for wear, and gave a gracious acceptance
speech in French-later, after the presentation, regaling guests and members of the
jury in three other languages as well.
At the awards dinner, from left: Alain Fantapie (France); KIRA laureate Magnus Lindberg; Harry
Halbreich (Belgium); Jose Luis Perez de Arteaga (Spain); Associate Editor Patricia Reilly; Alfred
Hoffman (Romania); Enzo Restagno (Italy); Bengt Pleijel (Sweden); Theodore W. Libbey, Jr. (United States); Pierre Michot (Switzerland). Absent from photo: Edward Greenfield (Great Britain).

Also present at the awards ceremony
were Klaus L. Neumann, the producer of

sent it to a younger, less well known figure-especially if the major composer has
been represented by a major work. But the
purpose of the Koussevitzky award, as I

was unable to attend the ceremony, but
the resourceful Jacques Blanc accepted

see it, is to anoint the as-yet-unanointed, to
provide recognition at a point in a composer's career when it can make a difference.

This year's Koussevitzky field included Olivier Messiaen, whose career -capping opera Saint Francois d'Assise had
been recorded during performances at the
Paris Opera, and Sir Michael Tippett, who
had received an IRCA award some years
back but never the KIRA, and whose The

Mask of Time is a major work by anybody's standard. There were also the vioIT, lin concertos of Henri Dutilleux (entitled
L'Arbre des songes) and Peter Maxwell
Davies, which had appeared on the same
CBS disc and had received multiple nomi76
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en composers, three of whom were represented in the final list. The young Polish

composer Hanna Kulenty had come to
our attention thanks to an Ariston recording of her conservatory graduation piece,
Ad unum, which struck us as considerably
more than a typical academic outing. Romania's Myriam Marbe was represented
by what was surely one of her most important works to date: a lengthy and highly
demanding saxophone concerto written
for the remarkable soloist Daniel Kientzy.

But it was an American, Barbara Kolb,
who stood out not just among the women

the Kuijken recording, and Marguerite
Diitschler-Huber, founder and chief executive of the Claves label. Maestro Plasson
had an engagement in the Loire valley and
the award on his behalf, promising to present it to Plasson the following week when
he came to Montpellier with his orchestra.

We and our guests were treated to a
display of folk dancing following the presentation of the awards, and the festivities
concluded with a delightful seaside dinner. We posed for pictures, and I silently

bade farewell to the Mediterranean-but
only for a while. Enzo Restagno had already offered to serve as our negotiant for
next year's meeting, which he proposed we

but in the field as a whole, and whose

hold in Rome at the festival of the Villa

Soundings, recorded by the Ensemble Intercontemporain, might easily have won
the award. The piece impressed all of us
with the clarity and continuity of its line of

Medici. His suggestion was enthusiastical-

ly approved, at least one member of the
jury fondly remembering the coin he had

action, and left no doubt that Kolb is a

summers before.. .

tossed into the Fontana di Trevi three
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THE

MINI -REVIEWS OF THE LATEST COMPACT DISCS
By David Hurwitz, Paul Moor, Robert R. Reilly, Christopher Rothko, Terry Teachout, and James Wierzbicki
keeps the tempo steady, allowing rhythm

DEBUSSY PRELUDES:
JACOBS

More Paul Jacobs on CD, this time a two disc set of his immensely distinguished recordings of Debussy's Preludes for piano.

Though there are more individual interpretations on record, these 1978 performances have worn wonderfully well, as
have the pianist's intelligent, informative
liner notes. Playing time: 83:35. (Nonesuch 73031.)

T.T.

SIBELIUS STRING QUARTETS:
SIBELIUS ACADEMY QUARTET

Chamber musicians today speak of "the
Sibelius quartet," as if the composer wrote

only one-the 1909 Opus 56, in D minor,

subtitled "Voces intimae." In fact, he
wrote two before that, and this recording
proves them works well worth knowing.
Sibelius, a 22 -year -old student at the Hel-

sinki Music Institute, wrote the first, in A
minor, in 1889. Ferruccio Busoni, a visiting professor, heard it and subsequently

and harmony to provide sufficient contrast. Similarly, he is one of the few con-

sche Grammophon 419 600-2.)

this symphony has ever received.

This CD belongs to Harmonia Mundi's

His account of the Fourth Symphony
offers similar satisfaction. The opening
section, usually a series of isolated horn

bargain -price series "Musique d'Abord,"
and it has a lot to recommend it. The Lille

calls, becomes an actual musical phrase at

France's industrial north, sounds highly

Klemperer's quicker, flowing tempo. The
pace adopted in this passage, by the way,
can be seen to refute the widely held view
of this conductor as a ponderous and lethargic interpreter. What Klemperer so
often did was to alter the relative balance
between quick and slow sections, as his

professional, well trained, and responsive.
Mezzo-soprano Nadine Denize and conductor Jean-Claude Casadesus, between
them, bring off one of the sultriest, sexiest

comparatively rapid Andante and slow

Melodies hibralques, Suite No. 2 from

Scherzo demonstrate. But has the rustic
drama and atmosphere of this "hunting"

Daphnis et Chloe, and Pavane pour une infante defunte. For some reason, the engineers have recorded all this at an unusually low level; I can't recall ever having had
to set my volume control so high for a CD.
Once you crank it up, though, it sounds
fine. The leaflet provides none of the song
texts, but at this price, tiens. . . Playing time: 48:49. (Harmonia Mundi HMA
190064. Distributed by Harmonia Mundi,
U.S.A.)
P.M

movement ever been so clearly projected?
The recorded sound on both discs is first-

rate, the Seventh a bit warmer than the
more brilliant Fourth. Angel EMI should

him for him to call it his Opus 4. In both

phony. Playing times: 60:59 (Angel
EMI CDM 69127); 65:11 (Angel EMI

waste no time in releasing the rest of
Klemperer's Bruckner, especially his revelatory performance of the Sixth SymCDM 9126).

lius Academy Quartet gives both works
capable, loving performances, and Finlan-

dia has recorded them expertly. Playing
time: 59:54. (Finlandia FACD 345. Distributed by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.)
P.M

MOZART, WEBER CLARINET
QUINTETS: BRUNNER, HAGEN
Why is it that, in the entire 19th- and late 18th -century chamber music repertory for

winds, almost all of the genuinely firstclass material belongs to the clarinet?
Where in that gamut are there sonatas for
piano and wind instrument that can compare with the two clarinet sonatas written
by Brahms? Where are there concerted

PIHUIARMONIA, KLEMPERER

works, for wind instrument and strings,
that rival the clarinet quintets of Brahms,

Otto Klemperer's 1960s recordings of

Mozart, and Weber? The latter two pieces

Bruckner's Fourth and Seventh symphonies belong in every collection, especially
on these excellent midprice CDs. Though

are paired on a new Deutsche Grammophon CD that features the youthful

BRUCKNER SYMPHONIES:

these performances may be equalled, they
will never be bettered as examples of architectural conducting at its finest. Klemperer sees each work as a whole and is willing
to sacrifice the thrill of the moment to bet-

ter reveal the big picture. Witness his
treatment of the Seventh: Where so many
conductors speed up the dancelike third
subject in the first movement, Klemperer
78
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J. W.

RAVEL ORCHESTRAL WORKS:
LILLE PHILHARMONIC, CASADESUS

Philharmonic, which is domiciled in

performances of Sheherazade I've ever
heard, and Denize's French enunciation
caresses the ear. Also on the disc are Deux

D. H.

sohn, Brahms-plus a dash of Grieg, but
the unique voice that would eventually become Finland's most famous had already
begun to sing, and recognizably. The Sibe-

throughout. Playing time: 56:24. (Deut-

ductors to grasp that the glorious coda of
the first movement must not dwarf the virtually identical passage that concludes the
work. Klemperer's is the finest peroration

said: "We paid attention when we realized
that we were in the presence of something
far beyond the ordinary pupil."
Sibelius wrote the second, in B flat, a
year later, and this one meant enough to
works, one recognizes various German influences-Beethoven, Schubert, Mendels-

ments of appoggiaturas in the Mozart and
a lot of audible key -clicking from Brunner

PALESTRINA MASS, MOTETS:
CHRIST CHURCH CHOIR, DARLINGTON
Palestrina wrote 104 masses, of which the

Missa "Dum complerentur" is one of the
most beautiful. There is very little that is

stylistically unique about it; its appeal
stems largely from the rich sonorities that
are typical of this composer. Stephen Darlington leads the Choir of Christ Church
Cathedral, Oxford, in a clean, direct reading of the mass, maintaining a strong sense

of flow and keeping the slower sections

the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra.
It's a good mix of music: Weber's bubbly
1815 work, pitched in the bright key of B
flat, sounds like a sonic dessert after the

from lagging. This work is followed by five
fine motets; Super (lumina Babylonis receives a particularly loving treatment.
One's reactions to these performances
will depend largely on one's disposition toward English cathedral choirs. The Christ
Church group is quite proficient, and the
boy sopranos produce an unusually rich
tone for an English group. They seem to
tire as they approach the end of the mass,

weightier, meatier K. 581 Quintet in A
of Mozart. And the performances are

however, and are sharp on a number of
their later entrances. The choral mix is

and highly polished Hagen Quartet and
Eduard Brunner, principal clarinetist of

straightforwardly excellent, notwithstanding some oddly unstylistic treat-

rather top-heavy: 16 sopranos overbalance
a total of 14 of the other voice parts com-
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bined. This is emphasized by the recording, which captures the church acoustic
nicely but has placed the men well behind
the boys. Still, an enjoyable release. Playing time 54:31. (Nimbus NI 5100.) C. R.
DVORA K SERENADES:

LONDON PHILHARMONIC, HOGWOOD

The current Compact Disc catalogs already list at least four pairings of Dvotak's

Opus 22 Serenade in E for strings and

going to generate headlines, not even if
the conductor is Christopher Hogwood
and the scholarly attention to interpretive
detail is as keen as what Hogwood typically applies to works from much earlier periods. (In this instance, some of the details
may be insignificant, but certainly not the
restoration of long passages traditionally omitted from the third and fifth move-

ments of the serenade for strings). On

Opus 44 Serenade in D minor for winds. A

the other hand, Hogwood's performances
with members of the London Philharmon-

new account of these familiar masterpieces from the late 1870s, then, is not

ic Orchestra are just as good as those
offered by the conductorless Orpheus

Chamber Orchestra (on Deutsche Grammophon), and in terms of animation and
clarity, they're arguably superior to those
by Neville Marriner and the Academy of
St. Martin -in -the -Fields (on Philips) and

Alexander Schneider and the Chamber
Orchestra of Europe (on Musicmasters).
Indeed, collectors just getting into Dvotak
would do well to start here. Playing time:
55:15. (London 417 452-2.)
J. W.
BRAHMS "LIEBESLIEDER":
MATHIS, FASSBAENDER, ET AL.

Edith Mathis, Brigitte Fassbaender, Peter

Schreier, and Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
are accompanied by Karl Engel and Wolfgang Sawallisch in this all-star account of
Brahms's Liebeslieder and Neue Liebeslieder, Opuses 52 and 65. The performance

is rather heavy-footed, and for all the
beauties of the singing, many listenersespecially those who know these charming

pieces as the soundtrack for George Balanchine's exquisite 1960 ballet Liebes-

!leder Walzer-will prefer something a
little less schmaltzy and a lot more danceable. Since there isn't anything better to be
had on CD right now, the best course may
be to sit this one out. The Opus 64 vocal

quartets fill out the disc. Texts but no
notes. Playing time: 54:46. (Deutsche
Grammophon 423 133-2.)

TT

MAHLER SIXTH SYMPHONY:
PHILHARMONIA, SINOPOLI

SK315

et/Dry
Automatic
CD Cleaner

Your CDs sound their best
en dust and fingerprints don't force error corrections. Now you can
thoroughly clean your CDs with the Signet SK315
Wet/Dry CD Cleaner...and it's fully automatic. Simply add four drops of Signet fluid, insert the CD, and
press the power button.

First, the fluid dissolves fingerprints and lifts
dirt, then the dry pad automatically buffs the CD to
perfection. Only Signet has this two -stage wet and
dry action.
Clean up your sound today with the SK315 CD
Cleaner...only from your Signet dealer.

signet
4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224

SO

HIGH

FIDE

Giuseppe Sinopoli and the Philharmonia
Orchestra deliver a performance of Mahler's Sixth Symphony that is transparent,
finely detailed, and often mesmerizing.
Sinopoli takes an essentially non -neurotic
view, which puts forth the power of this

work without emotional hysteria. "My
Sixth will propound riddles the solution of
which may be attempted only by a generation which has absorbed and truly digest-

ed my first five symphonies," Mahler
wrote, and the act of digestion is an apt
analogy for Sinopoli's deeply considered
approach. Though he takes a full ten min-

utes longer with this work than Herbert
von Karajan does, and fifteen minutes
longer than Leonard Bernstein, the pace
never seems to slacken, because of his ex-

traordinarily intense concentration. Nor
do the slow tempos deprive the symphony
of its frightening climaxes. Rather, Sino-

poli offers the listener an opportunity to
examine this event -filled music in a rare
way-one can almost see what is going on
while at the same time being affected by it.
A similar approach characterizes the Adagio from Symphony No. 10, which fills out
the second disc in the set.
Deutsche Grammophon provides a recording of great clarity and impact for the
gorgeous playing of the Philharmonia Or-

chestra. Playing time: 125:37. (Deutsche
Grammophon 423 082-2.)
R.R.R.

Herbert Blomstedt,
in action with the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

Hindemith Gems
FROM THE

Golden State
HINDEMITH: Mathis der Maier
(Symphony); Trauermusik*: Symphonic
Metamorphosis on Themes of Carl
Maria von Weber.

Walther*; San Francisco Symphony,
Blomstedt. Andrew Cornall, prod. London 421 523-2 (D). m

This is the second release to come our way

from Herbert Blomstedt and the San
Francisco Symphony (the first was of the
Nielsen Fourth and Fifth Symphonies),
and it offers remarkably supple accounts
of three Hindemith masterworks. All of
the performances are quite fine-particularly that of the Trauermusik, which features the elegant playing of the orchestra's
principal violist, Geraldine Walther.
Hindemith's 1934 symphony from the
opera Mathis der Maier, no less than the
opera itself, is a seminal work in 20th -cen-

tury music. It was with this piece that the

composer effectively spoke out against
Nazi tyranny in the arts, at the same time
reaffirming his commitment to the cause
of creating a listenable modern music that

nevertheless stimulated and challenged
the ear. Blomstedt and his orchestra offer
a flowing, refined performance that makes
the work sound almost easy, both to hear
and to play. The interpretation has neither

the cragginess of Jascha Horenstein's
reading (on Chandos) nor the gravitas of
William Steinberg's (the best of all, on

Deutsche Grammophon, soon to appear

CLEMENS NON PAPA: Missa "Pastores

on CD). But Blomstedt's ability to knit the
music together pays great dividends, especially in the rather episodic finale.
The Symphonic Metamorphosis on
Themes of Carl Maria von Weber-one of
Hindemith's most carefree works despite
the daunting title-gets a truly joyous and
virtuosic interpretation, especially in the

quid lam vidistis"; Motets (4).

rip-roaring "Turandot" Scherzo. This
movement unfortunately prompts Blomstedt's only miscalculation: He opts for
crash rather than suspended cymbals in
the "Chinese" percussion solos, making
nonsense of Hindemith's sonic concept.
Also, the flute playing in the following andantino is breathy and obtrusive, though

part of the problem may stem from producer Andrew Cornall's preference for in-

strumental spotlighting. On the whole,
this is a commendable release, and it's
great to see this terrific music getting the
attention of a major label.
One last point: The cover art, by Graham Wood, based on the movement titles
of the Mathis Symphony, is of an ugli-

Scholars. Phillips. Steve C.
Smith and Peter Phillips, prods. Gimell
CDGIM 13 (D). o 1585-13. c) 1585T-13.
(Distributed by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.)
Motets: Pastores quidnam vidistis; Tri-

bulaiiones civitatum; Pater peccavi; Ego
Jac campi.
GESUALDO: Tenebrae Responsories for
Holy Saturday (9); Motets (4).

Tallis Scholars, Phillips. Steve C.
Smith and Peter Phillips, prods. Gimell
CDGIM 15 (D). o 1585-15. m 1585T-15.
(Distributed by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.)
Responsories: Sicut ovis; Jerusalem,
surge; Plange quasi virgo; Recessit pastor
nosier; 0 vos omnes; Ecce quomodo moriturjustus; Astiterunt reges terrae; Aestimatus sum; Sepulto Domino. Motets: Ave, dulcissima Maria; Precibus et merit& beatae
Mariae; Ave, Regina coelorum; Maria Mater gratiae.

Two highly recommendable discs of Renaissance sacred music are these recent offerings from the Tallis Scholars. Carlo Ge-

ness that quite defies description. Why
couldn't London give us the three actual

sualdo (c. 1560-1613) is probably better
known for having killed his adulterous

panels of Matthias Grilnewald's Isenheim
altarpiece that inspired Hindemith in the
first place? This is no way to attract those
who are just dipping into the modern classics. Playing time: 56:08. David Hurwitz

wife than for his compositions. On the sur-

face, his works adhere very much to the
High Renaissance vocal style; he may not
have been the greatest of masters, but his

settings certainly do not lack in beauty.
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An important
message for
cassette buyers.

E

I

Along with the thousands of orders Green-

corp receives (thank you!). we are often
asked this question,

"How does your chrome
compare with Maxell
or TDK chrome?"
Our answer seems to have confused some
of you, so we are purchasing this space to
spell out a proper reply.
- Maxell and TDK manufacture a fine type

of tape coated with cobalt -modified ferric
oxide. For proper reproduction, it requires

the same bias signal as genuine chromium dioxide tape. Therefore, your equip-

ment must be set to the "Chrome -bias,"
"Type II," or "Cro2" position.
The manufacturers refer to this product,
also known as "chrome -bias" tape, as their

"substitute for chrome," or their "chrome

equivalent." HOWEVER, IT IS NOT
CHROME!

-Greencorp manufactures - in our Australian plant - tape that is coated with DuPont's chromium dioxide powder, which is
formulated in the U.S. and then shipped to
us in Sydney. The end product is GENUINE CD -GRADE CHROME TAPE (verified by DuPont), with its inherently superior signal-to-noise ratio, and which absolutely requires your equipment's chrome bias position.
Thank you for your cooperation and understanding in this matter. Ordering and pric-

ing information is shown below for your
convenience. G'day!

Real Chrome

Music Grade

Price Each / Quantity
LIST 25
100
C62 1.50 .62
.50
C92 2.25 .84
.71
C10
C32
C47
C62
C92

.68
.78
.86
.96
1.20

.34
.39
.43
.48
.56

.24
.29
.32
.36
.45

Clear Norelco-type plastic boxes
.18

.16

Self-adhesive, white cassette labels
S3.00 per 100

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE 1 (800) 972-0707
In

What set him apart was his daring, even
avant-garde, harmonic language. His responsoria flow liquidly along, in familiar,
soothing tones, until he subtly begins to introduce surprises. Expected cadences fail
to happen, the harmony modulates in un-

foreseen directions, and voices cross and
introduce dissonances that sound as foreign today as they must have four centuries ago.

quantity discounts.
Call for prices on large quantity orders.
We accept company or personal checks, or
charges to VISA, MASTERCARD, and
AMERICAN EXPRESS.

Prices subject to change without notice.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! If not

satisfied for any reason, return the
cassettes for a full refund.

Al\

GREENCORP

Fierro deserves that accolade from
Copland, and not only for the Fantasy but one recurring mannerism of his an-

The effect is fascinating, and by no

noys me. At various points where the
score incorporates a lengthy, but strictly
notated, pause (not a hold), Fierro does

the first group I have heard that sings

shortchanges the interstitial silences. He
may have done this here for reasons that

these works in tune -a considerable technical achievement that by no means interferes with the ensemble's usual poise and
eloquence of delivery.
A second disc contains the Missa "Pastores quidnam vidistis" and motets by the

largely ignored Flemish composer Clemens non Papa (c. 1510-c. 1556). Stylistically, Clemens fits neatly between his famed

predecessor, Josquin des Prez, and his
worthy successor, Orlando di Lasso, although his pieces are perhaps more backward- than forward -looking. Particularly
attractive are the motet Pastores quidnam
vidistis, upon which the mass is based, and
the gentle, repentant Pater peccavi. The
Tallis ensemble's director, Peter Phillips,
has made an enterprising choice of repertory here, for these important devotional
works have remained idle too long.

The recorded sound on both discs
maintains the proper church ambience
and yet is quite clear, if a little hard at the

top end. Playing times: 54:15 (CDGIM
13); 52:07 (CDGIM 15).
Christopher Rothko

not count the printed note values, and thus

have to do with the recorded medium, but

whatever his reasons, this inaccuracy
mars these otherwise admirable performances. Playing time: 51:53.

Paul Moor

ELLER: Elegia for Harp and Strings;
Five Pieces for String Orchestra; Dawn.
RAID: Symphony No. 1, in C minor.
Scottish National Orchestra, Jiirvi. Bri-

L. an Couzens, prod. Chandos CHAN
8525 (D). o ABRD 1235. o ABTD 1235.
(Distributed by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.)

This superlative CD, titled "Music from
Estonia, Volume 1," features the unjustly
neglected Symphony No. 1 of Kaljo Raid
(pronounced rah-eed), who was born in
1922 and since 1954 has been a Baptist
priest in Canada. Written in 1944, the 38 -

minute symphony commands instant attention: It is a work of great imagination,

mystery, and beauty, generally rather
sombre, but with several bright, positive
interludes. There are traces of Janie'ek,
Scriabin, and Hanson, and a near -quote
from Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet, but
the writing is nonetheless quite distinctive,

COPLAND: Piano Fantasy; Passacaglia;
Night Thoughts; Piano Variations.

Fierro. Heidi Lesemann, prod. Delos
DCD 1013 (A).

Charles Fierro comes with good credentials for this music: Nadia Boulanger invited him to play an all -Copland bicentennial

recital in 1976 at Fontainebleau, where
Copland had gone to study with her in
1920. Also, the leaflet quotes a letter to

Fierro from the composer: "I'm very
pleased indeed with what you did with the
Piano Fantasy. I think it is a first-rate rendition, and makes the piece seem shorter
than it really is."

Except for the early

revealing the hand of a true master of
orchestration.
The symphony's funereal first movement reaches a majestic conclusion, setting the stage for a deliciously lighthearted
Scherzo. The Finale begins impressively
with a stirring theme of presumably nationalistic character. The brass are stunning in a climax followed by a triumphant,
grandiose coda. There could well be a pro-

gram to this symphony, but the limited
notes that accompany the CD tell little
about either of the two composers, or their
music.

Heino Eller (1887-1970) has been

Passacaglia

called the "father of modern Estonian mu-

(1922), this selection presents Copland at

sic," and he was one of Raid's teachers.

his most introspective and cryptic. The
passage of half a century has made the
U.S. Sales Office: 5945 SW 21st Street,
Hollywood, FL 33023
Phone # in FL. (305) 963-9849

lutions seem ever more logical, but the unending dissonances still ring out like steel
on steel. The Fantasy, a work far ahead of
its time, will probably still have to wait a
while before audiences discover and embrace it for its true worth.

means unpleasant on the ear, since the dissonance is used to color and redirect, not
unravel, the lines. The Tallis Scholars are

Florida (305) 963-9849

Minimum order: $20.00. Fla. residents add 6%
sales tax.
CALL US FOR EXACT SHIPPING CHARGES
Sample any two cassettes for $5.00 via MAIL
ORDER ONLY! Get a SS certificate redeemable
on next order. No samples by phone!
Minimum quantities are 25 per size, and may
be mixed in multiples of 25 to get the larger

ano Variations' harmonies and their reso-

Pi -

His Elegia for Harp and Strings (1931) is

rather strangely titled, as the harp part is
III2

HIGH FIDELITY

almost nonexistent. The Five Pieces for
String Orchestra (1953)-actually arrangements of earlier piano works-show
a cool, Nordic approach. Only in the brief
tone poem, Dawn (1918), does Eller display a style that could be called Romantic.
Estonian -born conductor Neeme Jarvi
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offers superlative accounts of all of this
music and gets wonderful support from
the Scottish National Orchestra, which
has never sounded better. The reproduction is somewhat glassy and overly bright

(rather typical of Chandos), but the recording well conveys the apocalyptic climaxes of Raid's symphony. I hope future
volumes in the series will include more of
his music. In the meantime, this first issue
is highly rewarding for anyone interested
in out-of-the-way 20th -century symphon-
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early Berg, Weill, and Gershwin, Marni
Nixon and Lincoln Mayorga checked into
the Civic Auditorium in Oxnard, California, to make this recording-in a ten-hour
marathon session with only one break. To
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judge by the result, they must have had a
wonderful time.
They bring unusual credentials to this
undertaking. Time magazine once called
Nixon "The Ghostess with the Mostess"

"Shure's most recent
version of its top model,
the V15 Type V -MR...
strikes this listener
as perhaps the most
musical -sounding
cartridge ever made."

they are all simply different aspects of one

intricate construction, built to be able to
show more sides than most compositions
can.

Georg Solti's accounts of these two

because of her providing movie singing
voices for Deborah Kerr, Audrey Hepburn, and Natalie Wood; she also record-

ed with Stravinsky and participated in
recording Webern's complete works.
Mayorga has provided arrangements for

Barbra Streisand, Johnny Mathis, and
Mel Torme, among others, and in the leaflet he traces his pedagogical family tree,
modestly: via Schnabel, Leschetizky, and

Hans Fantel
The New York Times

Czerny directly to Beethoven himself.
These two artists do indeed make quite a
pair.

No matter how well you know your
Gershwin, you will probably find some
novelties here; I certainly did, several of
them genuine delights. "The Real American Folk Song" (from Ladies First) tips its
derby to the likes of Scott Joplin; "Blah,

Blah, Blah" (from Delicious) twits the
June -Moon clichés of Ira Gershwin's less

gifted colleagues. Imaginative, tasteful
musical surprises abound: Nixon starts
"Soon" as she might start a Rachmaninoff

SHURE®

Kyocera s KD-3010U

or Ravel vocalise, and Mayorga (honorably giving credit to Steven Blier) leads
into "Embraceable You" with the first of
Bach's two-part Inventions.
Nixon's admirable diction makes almost every syllable crystal-clear. Neither
too austere nor too elaborate, this program presents these wonderful songs at
their best. "My dear Mr. Gershwin," as
Alban Berg said cordially after listening to

8mm Camcorder

him play his songs for the better part of an

For more information, call 800-257-4873
iln Illinois, 800-624-8522)
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Technics SLP 770
Technics SLP 550
Technics SLP 350

hour, "music is music." Playing time:
49:06.
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Paul Moor

symphonies are superb, although he takes
the admittedly grandiose Minuet of Sym-

phony No. 93 too slowly to support his
emphatic treatment of its rhythmic contour. The recorded perspective is more
distant in Symphony No. 99, and consequently the sound there is cooler and more
reverberant than it is in Symphony No. 93.
Playing time: 52:50.
Thomas Hathaway

199

Nikko Alpha 650
Nikko Alpha 450
Technics SAR 530
Technics SAR 430
Technics SU AV55
Technics SU AV44
JVC RX 1001V
JVC RX 777
JVC RX 333
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899
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Call
995
799
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Call
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439
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Sony WMF-10011
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89
69
Call
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189
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289
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New
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Uniden R09
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189
139
175

800-654-7787

HIGHVOLTAGEL 39 W. 32nd St., New YorkjNY 10001

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 93, In D;
No.99, in E flat.
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Solti.
LIF Michael Haas, prod. London 417 620-2

(D). o m
These are two of Haydn's most energetically inventive symphonies, and two of the

wittiest. Their humor is to be found not
only in the broad jokes-the bassoon, for
example, that impatiently terminates a

JANACEK: Glagolska mee.
Siiderstroin, Drobkovd, Livora, Novak,

Hora; Prague Philharmonic Chorus,
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Mackerras. Supraphon C37 7448 (D). (Distributed
by Denon.)

Charles Mackerras may come from Australia, but Supraphon, Czechoslovakia's
very own recording company, equips this

set with a brochure that calls him "the

tiresome difference of opinion between the

world's leading conductor of the works of

strings and woodwinds in the second

Janatek." The origin of that distinction
goes back to 1947, when a scholarship
took Mackerras to Prague to study with

movement of Symphony No. 93. It is to be
found in the astonishing profusion of ideas
in every movement: in the startling, bois-

terous eruptions of the entire orchestra;
the equally unexpected pianissimos; the
bits of melody that separate themselves
from the tune and head off on their own in
some new direction; the unexpectedness of

that direction itself. Moreover, unlike the
startling occurrences in the works of most
other composers of the period, Haydn's
surprises are never intrusions of unrelated

material. Harmonically and motivically

the Czech Philharmonic's great conductor

Viclav Talich. Here Mackerras has four
excellent vocal soloists, a superb chorus, a

virtuoso organist, and one of the world's
greatest orchestras-all of them musicians
steeped since childhood in this heavily idiomatic, bardic, sometimes almost barbaric

music. Under such ideal circumstances,
not much could really go wrong.
Leo§ Jangek composed the Glagolitic
Mass in 1926, the same year as the more

VISA, MC and COO Accepted All Products New. Factory Fresh
and Sublect to Availability Customer Service Call 212-564-4410

S4

HIGH

FIDEI.ITY

popular Sinfonietta, and both these impor-

tant works reflect his optimism over the
fact that World War I had brought his native Moravia independence for the first
time in three centuries. The text (classical
Slavonic, translated from the Latin) goes

back to the introduction into Moravia of
the Glagolitic alphabet by the Byzantine
missionary Kiri11 in 863 A.D.

Mackerras drives this music with a
completely appropriate passionate energy,

inspiring his forces to pour their hearts
and souls into the performance. You may
want to know that the leaflet (in which the
Japanese firm Denon had a hand) provides

volume to the singing, just pianissimo and
forte, the effect is anything but intimate.
In such an environment, Riccardo Muti's
strict tempos and sometimes jabbing expression come across as being even fiercer
than they may have been in reality.

of this domestic drama. Except for the garden scene, Le nozze di Figaro takes place
within rooms, some of them small, and for
the most part between a few characters at a

time-characters, moreover, who are no
larger than in real life (compared with
those in Elektra, the Ring, or even Die

Until James Levine records his re-

Zauberflote). However, on this recording,
where the microphones bring the orchestra close and place the singers farther back

markable performance, Georg Solti's remains the preferred modern version, although the model, for me, is Fritz Busch's

much of the time; where the cold sound
echoes around the empty Musikvereins-

well -recorded 1934 account, in spite of its
omission of the recitatives. Playing time:
Thomas Hathaway
165:52.

saal; and where there seems to be no mid -

the text-an essential component of the

overall aesthetic experience-in only
three languages: Old Slavonic, Latin, and
Japanese. I guess that puts us in our place.
Playing time: 39:55.
Paul Moor
MOZART: Le nozze di Figaro.

illen, Battle, Hynninen, Price, Murray. Rydl, various artists; Vienna State

UP

Opera Chorus, Vienna Philharmonic,
Muti. James Mallinson, prod. Angel EMI
CDCC 47978 (D, 3). o (3). (=) (3).

This set is almost worth having for the Su-

sanna of Kathleen Battle-a perfect example, season after season, of a singer suit-

BEAUTIFUL MU
IS ONLY
SKIN DEEP

ed to a role by nature-and for the
Countess of Margaret Price, who for once
sings very movingly and not just perfectly.

(As Colin Davis's Pamina, Price gave a
performance as musically sterile as it was
technically perfect, and in Davis's second

Messiah she sang "I know that my Re-

"Skin effect"

deemer liveth" as though she were only re-

is a phenomenon
which causes discontinuities in the
behavior o' electrical
current as it flows thru
the core and outer skin
of an audio conductor.
This effect causes much
of the distortion, poor imaging
and poor dynamic contrast
in most conventional speaker
cables.
LiveWire Black prevents
these problems by using 6

laying someone else's good news.) Ann
Murray does well with Cherubino's recitatives and ensembles, although she is insecure in the two arias. The male principals
are neither weak nor notably strong.

Some who buy this set may end up
playing it only for Battle and Price, in
which case they might as well wait for the
single CD of excerpts. For in spite of all its
good qualities, the performance as a whole
lacks the intimacy that is an essential part

FORMAT KEY
C LP

0

Cassette
Compact Disc

surface -only conductors.

BD Videocassette
SJ Videodisc

These technically sophisticated conductors ia.ie a
single layer of .25 .mm OFHC
copper stranded around a
polypropylene core.

RECORDING INFORMATION
(A) Analog original (D) Digital original
large symbol at left margin indicates reviewed
format. Small symbols following catalog num-

ber of reviewed format indicate other available formats (if any). Catalog numbers of for-

mats other than the reviewed format are
printed only if their basic numbers differ substantially from that of the reviewed format.
Arabic numeral in parentheses indicates
number of items ,n multi -item set.
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A tour of international, digital folk and pop
As ethnic releases bombard
the marketplace, more and
more of them are hitting the
shelves on Compact Disc.
Over the course of several
months, I have been listening to hours of world music, with the intention of letting digital enthusiasts know
what they are likely to encounter out there

in the discographical bush. Things are
changing so rapidly, however, that it is not
possible to go beyond the limits of a survey
article: What a couple of years ago was a
handful of albums in a dusty old corner of

the record shop has now multiplied into
hundreds of titles. Nor is it even remotely
possible to isolate "the best" ten or twenty
of these exotic CDs. Thus, I have chosen
some discs simply because they are brand

new, others because they are extremely
unusual, a few more because everyone
seems to like them. And with the added restrictions of CD availability before deadline, listening/reviewing time, and maga-

a haunting echo of the primeval Europe
that continues to survive like some buried
mud -creature under layers of internation-

al schlock -pop. Don't be put off by the
bureaucratic -sounding name of the ensemble: This is not the usual socialist ploy

to pacify the natives by giving them a
whitewashed version of their own music.
It's devoid of any artificiality or pompous
Europeanizations; in fact, placing tradi-

tional dissonances in a modern setting
makes them all the more striking.
Le Mystere is part of Nonesuch's long-

established Explorer Series of ethnic recordings. Two additional Bulgarian titles
in the series are now reissued on one extended -length CD: A Harvest, a Shep-

music. All of these Nonesuch titles are

up more than a few priceless gems. Such,

article), yet their sound is superb, and

alas, is the nature of surveys, but we

Vocal Choir would someday sell thou-

Nonesuch provides informative booklets.
The lyrics of the Bulgarian folk songs are
translated in full, giving us a much deeper
understanding of a dying musical culture
where all of life's changes were once recorded in song. (Also celebrating this culture is Balkana: The Music of Bulgaria,
now available on CD as Hannibal HNCD
1335; distributed by Carthage, P.O. Box
667, Rocky Hill, N.J. 08553.)

sands upon thousands of copies, commitment papers would have been drawn up.
The ethnic sleeper of the year, bar none,

I Celtic Regions

.

.

I Bulgaria
If anyone in the music business had once

suggested that a recording by the Bulgarian State Radio and Television Female

Le Mystere des Voix Bulgares

(Elektra/Nonesuch 79165-2) focuses on
an area where Turkic, Slavic, and Arabic
traditions all fuse to create a weirdly com-

pelling tonality that combines open throated passions with Gypsy angst-

very discreetly so. The lyrics, by the way,
are usually in understandable English, not
Gaelic, and speak of the trials of love and
political struggle-and also of a charming

congregation, "The Parish of Dunkeld"
(sung by Andy M. Stewart of the Scottish
group Silly Wizard), who grew so tired of

their "fire and brimstone" minister that

they hung him, installed a whisky still inMountain (Elektra/Nonesuch 79195-2). side the church, and partied every Sunday
thereafter.
Originally made in 1968, these recordings
should appeal to those who crave the roots
sound of unadulterated Bulgarian village
drawn from analog masters (as are most of
the other recordings under review in this

we visit .

the conventional fiddle, flute, and bagpipe. Again, modernity is not allowed to
dilute the historical base: It's fusion, but

herd, a Bride/In the Shadow of the

zine space, we are undoubtedly passing
nevertheless forge ahead. And for starters,

catalog of Green Linnet Records. Included are traditional reels, gavottes, bawdy
songs, and ballads, given new life through
the use of rock rhythms and the careful inclusion of non -Celtic instruments from
bouzouki to synthesizer, playing alongside

A musical culture that steadfastly refuses

to die is the Celtic tradition. Artists
from Ireland, Scotland, and Brittany are
represented on the fine new compilation
Flight of the Green Linnet (Rykodisc
RCD 20075), drawn from the Celtic music

I Africa

Leading the charge of ethnic CDs are titles

from African artists. An early appreciation of their music appears in "Afro -Pop
Rocks America" in the August 1984 issue

of this magazine, and among the titles
mentioned there by Carol Cooper is a collection of South African music that is now

available on Compact Disc: Zulu Jive
(Carthage CGCD 4410). Like old-fashioned rock 'n' roll, South African music is

based on just three chords, so there's
plenty of room for feeling. This is get down music played by a hard-working,
oppressed people who can still somehow
feel joy. Although the rolling accordion
and shrill penny -whistle are purely South
African, they project a spirit as universal
as song itself.
Among the more recent compilations

of African pop, the finest I've heard is
Out of Africa (Rykodisc RCD 20059).
Assembling 11 outstanding tracks from

BY JOE BLUM
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South, Central, and West African traditions, Rykodisc has taken care to select

some others. Still, the Hawaiian guitars
sing like angels, and the vocals are truly

also has a solid South African compilation

artists like Youssou N'Dour, a true

down-home.
Lots more down-home vocals can be

CD 11549).

Muslim soul -singer, and Ebenezer Obey,
keeper of the best rhythm section in juju,
both of whom make music uniquely suited

to the CD medium. African music is
usually multitextured and many -voiced,
but on each of these selections, there is
careful separation of bass, guitar, chorus,
and talking drum, enabling us to appreciate the intricate subtleties of the African
aesthetic. Jane Agnimel's "Lene N'De" is

heard on the Bhundu Boys' fine Shabini
(Disc Afrique AFRI CD02, distributed by
Carthage). The Boys are from Zimbabwe,

of its own called Homeland (Rounder

The Caribbean
Salsa CDs are quite rare. Aside from Latin

rhythms typical of the area, all above a lat-

jazz, which is always available (try Concord Jazz's line of Concord Picante releases), the major labels have generally
avoided it-though Island has just made

ticework of sweet guitar and synth riffs.

a push in the right direction with two

The CD package does not offer extensive

Antilles/New Directions releases, Daniel

and they play an upbeat dance style called

jit, which combines the gentle vocal har-

monies and intense, forward -driving

Ponce's Arawe (see the review in our
May 1988 issue) and Yomo Toro's Funky
Jibaro. As good as these are, I've opted

to focus on other, equally worthwhile
items that don't have the benefit of all
the publicity.

For one thing, some classic Latin
music has begun to surface in the CD bins

of Latin record stores. I've seen Tito
Rodriguez, Celia Cruz, Willie Colon, and
Johnny Pacheco, to name a few, as well as

Eddie Palmieri and early Ruben Blades.
I also found a nearly hour-long Joe Cuba
disc, simply entitled Joe Cuba Sextette
(Seeco CD 121; distributed by TH Rodven, 10124 N.W. 80th Ave., Hialeah Gardens, Fla. 33016), whose 20 tracks include
all those quintessential Latin -soul jukebox

hits (such as "To Be with You," sung in
English by Jimmy Sabater) plus Cheo Fe-

liciano's incomparable vocal improvisa-

tions-not a bad buy. Seeco, like most

0
Zimbabwe's Bhundu Boys: gentle harmonies and intense rhythms of the dance style jit

the ultimate example of polyrhythms fun-

neled through the magic of the mixing
board: Your brain will be boggled trying
to synchronize what your left and right

notes, but song topics (partying, paying
the rent; unfaithful lovers, jealous brothers) are given next to the titles so that you

can better understand what this music

ears are hearing. To really test your coordination, try dancing.

is all about.
A significant release on Compact Disc

One of the first African musicians
to cross over into Western popularity

is Aki Special (Rounder CD 11545),

is Nigerian artist King Sunny Ade.
The Return of the Juju King (Mercury
832 522-2) has 17 surprisingly short tracks

of his heavenly, overproduced orchestra
sounding more like a juju band should.

However, the obligatory (and mostly
meaningless) synthesizer passages remain;

despite all the hullabaloo over Sunny being the one who modernized African pop,
he doesn't use hi -tech nearly as well as

compiling early recordings by Nigerian
artist Prince Nico Mbarga, among them
his enormous first hit, "Sweet Mother."
Nico plays with a straight up-and-down
feeling that joins elements of juju, reggae,

soukous, and disco -funk. He does not
overpower you with charisma, but listen
carefully and you will hear all sorts of inventiveness in the mix. As is customary
with the Rounder label, sound quality and

packaging are excellent. The company

small import companies, does not provide
liner notes, but let it be known that without Joe Cuba, the small -group "hot" style
that is salsa might never have congealed.

His group swung harder with six pieces
than most could with twenty, before Latin
bands had the benefit of huge bass amplifiers and 32 -track mixing consoles to cover
up flaws. The flaws are here, too, but it's a
tough, compact sound with the raw energy
of the street.

Moving on to what's contemporary,
we have a fine Roberto Torres release,
Elegantemente Criollo (Sar SAR 1043;
distributed by Original Music, R.D. #1,
Box 190, Lasher Rd., Tivoli, N.Y. 12583).
A nouveau salsa sound with Colombian
elements, Torres's music has a gentle,
folksy feeling to it, although the arrangements make use of all the modern de -
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vices. Produced by studio wizard Jon
Fausty, this disc lopes gracefully along
like a horse on a country road: lots of
guajira, son montuno, and cha cha cha
to soothe you as well as groove you, performed tastefully by the very best salseros.

Once you've been soothed and
grooved, you'll no doubt be ready for

zouk-Hurricane Zouk (Earthworks/
Virgin 90882-2), that is, a fabulous anthol-

ogy featuring some of the swingingest
bands from the Guadeloupe/Martinique
area, brought to us as part of Virgin Amer-

beguine: It is freer from hooks and gim-

thing (missing are such classics as "Natty

micks and generally more direct in presen-

Dread" and "Them Belly Full"), so you'll

tation, featuring violins instead of horns,
cowbells instead of synthesizers, plus an
acoustic piano and not that many drummers. La Case a Lucie (Blue Silver 8224;

be glad to learn that Island has virtually all
of Marley's original recordings on CD.

distributed by Original Music) does have a
synthesizer in there somewhere, but the

Clash (Shanachie SH 44001; 37 E. Clinton St., Newton, N.J. 07860), one of the

simplicity of the sound predominates.
delicate and quite romantic, with hints

most influential reggae albums ever made.
Sly Dunbar, Robbie Shakespeare, and others provide backup for Joseph Hill and his

of bossa nova and charanga. The disco influence is here as well, but it just seasons
the sauce. And this Compact Disc is digi-

Newly available on domestic CD is

Culture's debut album, Two Sevens

inspired crew as they present their 1977
(hence, "two sevens clash") prophecies
of revolution and Armageddon. Culture
eschews the romantic imagery and soulstylizations of Marley in favor of a dense,
Biblical symbolism that is a bit harder to
get to, only because it's so serious-but
then Armageddon is serious stuff.
As salsa inhabits New York and zouk
thrives in Paris, so reggae reaches back to

the Ivory Coast, where Alpha Blondy
sings in Arabic, Hebrew, French, English,
Mandingo, and his native Dioula. His in-

terpretation of the pan -African reggae
message involves pacifism, tolerance, and

forgiveness; he distrusts politics and
militarism of any kind and visualizes
peace and reconciliation as the ultimate
revolution. So on Jerusalem (Shanachie
SH 43054), Blondy sings about the Kalachnikov, a Soviet -made assault rifle:
"When you sow hate, you harvest Kalachnikov love." His other Shanachie offering,
Jamaican Culture: influential reggae prophecies of revolution and Armageddon

ica's new ethnic -music line. An amalgam
of various Afro -Caribbean forms, carefully designed yet fresh, zouk is an ideal answer to the overkill of today's technology.
Like soukous of Zaire, it is sprightly, upbeat, and always danceable. In fact, many
zouk musicians have collaborated in Paris

tally recorded and mixed, so check it out.

with artists from Zaire ("Guetho a Liso"

the Wailers, whose "best" recordings
are now available on the CD collection

features soukous star Kanda Bongo Man
on vocals), but zouk is less dependent on
guitar riffs and uses a greater variety of

studio and instrumental effects. Even
when it sounds like sneaky -cute disco, it's

No music is better suited to CD than
reggae, with its enormous separation between shrill vocal harmonies and booming
bass and its oh -so -careful articulation of
each instrument in between. And no better
reggae exists than that of Bob Marley and

Apartheid Is Nazism (Shanachie SH
43042), asks "Come Back Jesus" to help
peace and love return to the world. Musically, I prefer this album: It has a broader
range of instrumental and vocal -group
backgrounds, whereas Jerusalem tends to-

ward just vocal-and-riddim. Blondy is a
true reggae stylist, and his West African
sensibilities give a light, rollicking quality
to a form that can at times get ponderously
dependent on bass and drums.

Legend (Island 90169-2). Singing of love

that's human and of Love Divine, the
Wailers achieved the highest level of polish and professionalism in the studio with-

I Brazil
Brazilian CDs exist in abundance: You

deft and bubbly, and Francky Vincent's
puerile puns won't bother you a bit if you
don't know French.
Malavoi is from roughly the same part

out sacrificing an ounce of soul or grit.
Simultaneously sweet and tough, with

will surely find a few even in Peoria. Poly-

never a wasted word, they penetrated the

thickest ex -colonialist hides, giving the

leases, as well as a spate of reissues under
the umbrella title Personalidade. Of these,

of the globe, but the group's music is patterned more precisely on the traditional

Rastafarian message an unexpected global

the one that really interests me is Chico

thrust. This collection can't hold every-

Buarque (Polygram Brazil/Philips 832
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220-2), perhaps because I've never heard
him before. Buarque has a dramatic confessional quality, flavored by the tropics.
His arrangements are sparse and effective,
typically Brazilian in their carefully understated flute and guitar, and his material
is varied and occasionally political.

Equally charming is Joao Gilberto's
Live in Montreux (Elektra/Musician
60760-2), another fully digital CD. Gil-

gae, for example), then superimposes on it
his own uniquely Brazilian sensibility. His
musicians play only what is necessary to

bring off the concept: a few choice lines
here, a dab of color there. Very little bossa,

but when it does appear, there's a tough
bass line to keep you up on your feet.

II Egypt

berto proves he has not lost it, working his
way effortlessly through 68 minutes with

Searching for titles from the Mideast,

just his guitar and voice-a voice that is

Compact Disc is scarce. (Ofra Haza's LP

disarming, engaging, husky, cajoling, and
perfectly musical. Gilberto virtually defines that elegant blend of jazz and sophistication we call bossa nova. Lyrics, fortunately, are translated in the booklet.

The most exciting new Brazilian
music, though, is on Celluloid's just launched Braziloid label, which covers the
whole range of contemporary styles from

Afro -Brazilian to rock 'n' roll. One recording that was available on CD as we
went to press, Gilberto Gil's Soy Loco
Por Ti America (Braziloid BRCD 4000;
330 Hudson St., New York, N.Y. 10013),
is probably the best of the label's first releases, a mini -masterpiece of studio art.
Gil is a great singer, sure, but equally im-

portant are his skills as both writer and
arranger: He invents songs that use the
essential movement of a certain style (reg-

I learned that good Israeli music on
of Yemenite songs, Fifty Gates of Wisdom,

which made quite a stir among critics
when it was released recently on Shanachie's new World Beat/Ethno Pop off-

ty to create with her breath the most delicate shadings and nuances, the most passionate pleadings and sobs. You will hear
the audience gasp and cheer with delight

each time she gets off the anticipated
phrase with unusual sparkle. Although
Kulthum was a popular singer, this is not
"pop" music by any means, and the moods
generated can open up layers of your soul
you never knew existed.

II India
Orien:al Records has begun to issue completely digital CDs of North Indian music.
The one I sampled, Captivating Melodies of Sitar (Oriental ORI/AAMS CD

shoot, had not yet been released on CD at

120; Grand Central Station, Box 1802,

press time. And I consistently avoided
CDs with names like Twenty Greatest
Israeli Folk Hits.) What can be found on
CD, however, is Umm Kulthum (or Om
Kolthom; spellings vary). Writing about

New York, N.Y. 10017), is a duet that fea-

this Egyptian singer is much like writing
about Aretha Franklin: Nothing you can
say will ever convey what the music actually sounds like. El Atlaal (Sono Cairo

tures Ustad Vilayat Khan with tabla virtuoso Zakir Hussain. Khan has a purpose-

ful way of handling his instrument; he
develops his raga, "Mian Ki Todi," in a
steady manner, with calculated pauses in

Music) is a particularly dramatic render-

all the right places so that the melodies are
able to sink in. When Hussain enters, the
piece becomes expectedly more cheerful,
and it soon erupts into a spirited dialogue.
Unfortunately, liner notes are minimal.

ing by Kulthum, who would stop traffic all
over Egypt anytime she went on the radio.

Vidwan (Elektra/Nonesuch 72023-2), an

She had control over her voice equal to

Explorer Series reissue of an excellent

that of the best opera singer, plus the abili-

1968 double album (on one CD) that offers singer Krishnan and four musicians
performing songs from the Carnatic tradition. These songs are based on religious
themes, but the emotional range given to

SONO 101; distributed by Original

I also listened to Ramnad Krishnan:

religious music in India is far greater than
that in the West: It is by turns joyful, introspective, anxious, sad, and carefree. This

music from South India is structurally
more formalistic than its Northern counterpart (the CD has detailed notes on the
arrangement and meaning of each song),
yet it actually sounds earthier.

China and Japan
Continuing eastward on our journey, we
encounter two more Compact Discs avail-

able through the wonderful catalog of
Original Music-which, incidentally, is
run by ethnic -music authority John Storm
Roberts (for more on Roberts, refer again
Joao Gilberto: guitar and voice on a 68 -minute CD that proves he has not lost it

(Continued on page 95)
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AUDIO/VIDEO SPECIALTY SHOP
WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM IN OUR AREA WITH
the widest selection of Audio/Video components on display
and in stock Adcom. Infinity, Thorens. Dual. Jamo, Yamaha.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS Jerrold. Scientific
All
major Brands available. Visa/MasterCard. Call for
information 1-800-638-6898. E&O Video. 9691 East 265th
Street, Elko. MN 55020.

High -end and hard -to -find audio

components. Low, low prices! AUDIO
AMERICA (Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

Canton, Luxman. Sony ES. Klipsch, Allison, NEC, Bose.
Proton. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98.17 Queens Blvd.. Rego
Park, NY 11734 (718) 459-7507

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

CABLE CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS

CABLE TV

Many 0

ACCESSORIES

Converters / Descremblers

30 DAY TRIAL

NEW
CHANNEL LINK

PHONO PREAMP, HIGHLY REVIEWED. factory direct
$149 00. for literature and reviews call 1-800-637-6695.
ext. 2025.

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN U.S.

NEW
REMOTE EXTENDER

Transmits UHhFanal

Jerrold, Hamlin. Zenith-Many Others' Lowest Dealer

Extends use of any

thrtughOut

No hard

The use 4=4. goes rota on sowal TVsSatsiZorange

VIDEO HOPPER

CLUBS/SINGLES
CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE. Nationwide Link
Between Unattached Music Lovers. CMLE, Box 31, Pelham,
NY 10Hr,,

Removes copyguard
Use between two VHS recorders
Excellent stabilizer: enhancer

COMPACT DISC -at low warehouse prices.
Now in our fourth year. Over 6.000 titles
available. Free Catalog plus regular

825

Reseda. CA 91335

prices Send $1 00 for catalog PO B 20395, Bowling
Green, KY 42101

IV/NO

40

OW
$39

WIRELESS REMOTE SWITCHER
The v-4130.4 wean Flemole Sedate, rs a stateor-eva

an 4 m 3 ultra. remote sc.. sea

; Reseda Bivd

DISCO LIGHTING, DJ SUPPLIES, EFFECTS AT wholesale

Now

In

'.1,

a_

VIDEO CASSETTE REMINDER
WITH TAPE CLEANER
VHS or BETA

COMPACT DISCS

e.g. MN

Prices, Orders shipped within 24 hours, Complete FREE
illustrated catalog. MasterCard -VISA -COD accepted
PACIFIC CABLE CO., INC. (800) 345-8927

RENTAL MOVIE STABILIZER Connect between VCRs or to
monitor. Satisfaction Guaranteed $59 95. plus $4 handling
1-800-338-8751

Regulaellte

.

VE

FOR SALE

One yearwarranty-trnmediate dehvery-30-day Mal

updates and monthly specials starting at

Toll Free 1.800-826-7623

S10.99. OZ Warehouse, 1575P Hwy. 29
Lawrenceville, Ga 30244.

B a B Incorporated
.1maliPi

PO. BOX 21-327
ST. PAUL. MN 55121

[al

THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

low COMPAC, I DISC, prices-LARGE inventory-mini-Cata-

ADS

logs $1- liiWAPc PO BOX 6662-F, GRFFNVIt t F

ADVENT

SC

29606

WE'VE SLIPPED OUR DISC PRICES TO FIT

08876.
MADNAVUX LD PLAYERS CDB480 $148 00. CDB482.
remote $168 00, CDB582 $195 00, CDB486. changer
$259 00, CDB586 $279 00, CDB473, deluxe $239 00.
CDB650, reconditioned $259.00 Trades
(ron,r,
warranties Digital Sound. (312) 674-8024

CD & CASSETTE STORAGE*
Elegant wood cabinetry ... FREE
BROCHURE!!! ... Gift offer!! CWCO, P.O.
Box 747-D5, Nutley, NJ 07110, (201) 759-

LOWEST PRICES ON OVER 120 HIGH

quality famous brands esoteric/car/video.
Wide selection means you get what you
want. Thousands of happy satisfied
customers. For specials list only-call
800-233-8375. prices 503-963-5731. Audio
Unlimited, 1203B Adams, La Grande,
Oregon, 97850.

STEREO WORLD
YOUR DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER SOURCE
CALL US FOR SUPER PRICES ON CAR AUDIO LINES LIKE

BLAUPUNKT-CLARION-DENON-JVC-PYLE AMPS -MITSUBISHI
PANASONIC -PHILIPS -PIONEER -PRECISION POWER

4939.

ORION
OLYMPUS
POLK AUDIO (CAR)
PROTON
SAE
SANSUI

AKG

ELECTRONICS

your budget, prices start at S8.99! Write;
Laser Locker Box 8611 Somerville, N.J.

*MINOLTA
MISSION

PYLE-SHERWOOD-SONY-UNIDEN-WHISTLER

ALTEC-LANSING
AUDIO CONTROL
AUDIO DYNAMICS

B &W
dbx

SURROUND SOUND
SNOOPER
SONANCE
SOUND

DENON

GUL
HAFIER
INFINITY (CAR)

CRAFTSMEN
*TERK ANENNAS
'CLESTION
CEFIWIN VEGA

JVC
'KENWOOD
KICKER

Sound (47

-

Meadtown Shopping Center
Route 23 So

Kinnelon, N.J.
J. (201)

838-3444

HOME LINES LIKE

CABLE TV

MAGNAVOX-TECHNIQUES-JVC-PIONEER
AIWA-ADVENT-TEAC-PINNACLE-ADC
AND OTHERS,

DESCRAMBLERS & CONVERTERS
Your best buys and warranty's start with a
free catalo from M.D. Electronics call toll
free or write us today!
M.D. Electronics
115 New York Mall
Ste. 133H

All products guaranteed we

accept Visa, MC., C 0 D

1-800-624-1150
92

II

I

C.

II

I'

I

Omaha, NE 68114

IF

F.

I.

I

I

1'

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US FOR ALL YOUR

CAR/HOME STEREO NEEDS'

M -F 10 AM TILL 6 PM WEDNESDAY TILL 9 PM.
FREE UPS SHIPPING & FREE CATALOG

P.O. Box 709, Edison, N.J. 08818
Call Nowl (2011 494-0099

COD
EXTRA

FACTORY ORIGINAL DIAMOND NEEDLES
& PHONO CARTRIDGES. MOST POPULAR
LINES AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FOR FREE
CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGES,
DEPT. H BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, NY
11582. CALL TOLL FREE (800) 221-0906.
N.Y. (516) 599-1112. VISA/MC.

ORDER: 1-800-622-HIFI (4434), NAKAMICHI,
YAMAHA, KYOCERA, DENON, HARMAN
KARDON, JBL, NAD, CARVER, DBX,
MISSION, LUXMAN, KEF, ADCOM, ONKYO,

B&O. Manufacturers USA warranty, factory
fresh, 15°-35% off list. Tax free (except
Wash. Res.). Most equipment received
within 2-7 days. 7 day defective exchange.
VISA/MC, Discover, Diners, Amex, COD.
Warranty information, service or order,
please call: 1-206-747-9999, TASKAMICHI
AUDIO.

A SINGER'S DREAM!
A.m.

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS/
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove

most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave most of the background
untouched! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component
stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove It

works over the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

Dept. SV-3,7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
(404) 482-4724

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

for 34 years only the finest products in the world
KNOWLEDGE is everything, and your best investment in
and is ibis ,,,r1Thef 71F 25? 4717

CALL THE # 1 DEALER IN THE U.S.A.!!!
REVOX, PS AUDIO, HAFLER,
ACOUSTAT,COUNTERPOINT, JSE, B&K,
FOSGATE, TEAC, THORENS, VP , DUAL,
PROTON, ONKYO, SAE, SONANCE,
INFINITY, JBL, KLIPSCH, DAHLQUIST,
DCM, WARFDALE, OHM ACOUSTICS,
HARMAN/KARDON, DBX SOUNDFIELD,
MAGNUM DYNA LAB, MEITNER,
MAGNAVOX, FOSTEX, AUDIOPFO,
CELESTION, RAUNA, BOSE, NITTY GRITTY,
AUDIOQUEST, STAX, BEYER,GRADO,
TALISMAN. AKG, STRAIGHTWIRE,
MONSTER CABLE, NILES, PARSEC, AND
MORE! AUTOMOTIVE: SONY, PROTON,
HARMAN/KARDON, JBL, ZAPCO, UNGO
BOX, MORE! CD EXPERTS! FRIENDLY.
EXPERT CONSULTATION. FAST SHIPPING!
MC/VISA/AMEX. REFERENCE AUDIO
SYSTEMS: 18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT
H11, GARDENA, CA 90248. (213) 719-1500.
HOURS: M -F. 9-6 PDT. SAT. 9-1.

For the Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:

M8 K

Harman Kardon

with money back guarantee! Send your name and address
for FREE monthly inventory. Ross Stereo, 2423 Morena
Blvd . San Diego, CA 92110 (619) 275-3632

Oracle

3D

PROAC

Onkyo
Grado
Audioquest
Celestion

Proton
STAX

+THE FUTURE OF+

TAPE RECORDING
IS HERE TODAY!

STUDIO QUALITY RECORDING
NOW AVAILABLE IN YOUR HOME
The SIZE and CONVENIENCE of Cassette
with all the ADVANTAGES of

COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY
SONY, SHARP & TECHNICS,
HOME. PORTABLE & PROFESSIONAL UNITS

from $1595
ALPINE, KENWOOD & CLARION
CAR DAT PLAYERS

from $1395
High Quality Blank DAT Recording Tape. Digita, 1-tikadO,' Interconnects & other Accessories also available

CALL or WRITE TODAY 609259-0044
One North Main Street Medford, NJ 08055
1 Year Parts a Labor USA Warranty on all Um%

109SCs

Cwrktone Platter Mat, F-1 Dustcover Weight and more ...
Complete catalog $3.00, refundable with purchase.

1925 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, NIA 0214016171354-8933

DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, America's

best Iept audio and video secret, continues
to please.... Five years and over 40,000
customers later, we still offer the best in
audio and video, including esoterics at
incredible prices! We sell and service only
U.S. warranty merchandise! Our staff is not
only Inowledgeable, but helpful and
courteous in choosing the right component
for ycu. Become one of the ELITE! Call 404436-5511. Direct Sight and Sound, 3095
Bolling Way, Dept. H, Atlanta, Ga. 30305.
MC/VISA/AMEX. COD with deposit.
1 -1 -.ILA
TAMAHA LA NUN k,ARVLH ADCOM
BOSTON ACOUSTICS LUXMAN HAFLER A/D/S
B&K ' KEE ONKYO PROTON BOSE SNELL ' DCM
SPICA M&K PS. AUDIO AR & MANY OTHERS

LOW

SOUND ADVICE (414) 727.0071
ATTENTION DENON CUSTOMERS

authored Denon dealer This has great significance to you
as a potential Denon customer

Soul

'I

WE SELL SECOND HAND HIGH QUALITY AUDIO -VIDEO

DAT

F IC A T

No: everyone offering Denon product for sale is an

CWD
dbx
Fried

BANG & OLUFSEN FULL LINE, ADS, B&W
AND BOSE SPEAKERS AND OTHER
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT REASONABLE
PRICE. SOUNDCREST. INC., (201) 756-4858

I

Upgrades for Thorens turntables s Grado cartridges

'MEMBER-BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU*

Acoustat
Audio Control
Nitty Gritty

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE:1404)482-2489

MOD

Our spetker cables and Interconnects bring the music back to you!

Thorens
Dahlquist
Haller
Monster Cable
NAD

Belles

DCM

Niles

Kinergetics
Duntech
Citation

1706 Main St.

Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 735-9002

800-826-0520
CARVER, NAKAMICHI. BANG & OLUFSEN,
A.D.S., CROWN. REVOX, HAFLER. ADCOM,
MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/
KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA, LUXMAN,
DENON, KLIPSCH. B & W, POLK, KEF,
D.C.M., E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG,
BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION, AMERISOUND SALES, INC. EAST:
(904) 262-4000; WEST (818) 243-1168.
EXPERIENCED FRIENDLY ADVICE!
THORENS, FRIED, STAX, CWD, DS,
MONSTER CABLE, GRADO, AUDIRE,
SPICA, MIRAGE, SUPERPHON,
STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD. more. Immediate,
FREE shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO,

593-C King Street, Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

Denon America's warranty applies to the original purchase
only [tenon products sold by non -authorized dealers are
not covered under this or any other warranty
Additionally, some of this equipment may have been
designed for foreign markets and therefore will not meet
Denon America's specifications
To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call
'
'
9 00am - 5 00pm EST)

CAUTION, YAMAHA BUYERS!! Some

dealers are offering Yamaha products for
sale Mat are not designed for use or sale in
the U S.A. These units may not carry the UL
apprc val for safety nor are they designed
for usage on 110 volt U.S. current. YAMAHA
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA
CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR
THESE UNITS MEETING U.S.
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS NOR
ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR WARRANTY

SERVICING. For the name and location of
your iearest authorized Yamaha dealer
write. Yamaha Electronics Corporation,
USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

INVENTIONS
'NAN oRS, AIM wants-Ideas. INVLN IONS. NEW
products Improvements on existing products. We present
ideas tc manufacturers Confidentiality Guaranteed. Call in
U.S.& Oanada Toll Free 1-800-225-5800 for information kit.

SCHOOL & INSTRUCTION
-:1 CORDING ENGINEER, New classes quarterly
InstitutE of Audio/Video Enginenng, 1831 Hyperion Ave..

Hollywood. Ca 90027 213.666-2380 or outside Ca 800551-8877 - approved by NATTS

MISCELLANEOUS
IS IT TRUE

JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE

,OVEPNMENTT Call for facts, 1-312-742 1142 Ext 4671
P.
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$2000 Profit per
month buying cars
Buying! Not Selling!

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

only

$5.00

"GOLDSTANDS ,,
FULLY ASSEMBLED SPEAKER STANDS
GOLD STANDS ARE THE ONLY STANDS
GUARANTEED TO MAKE AN AUDIBLE
DIFFERENCE TO YOUR SATISFACTION
ANGLED.
OR YOUR
STRAIGHT.
MONEY BACK.
TALL,
SHORT.
SAND -

MAXELL Reels/Cassettes. AUDIO TAPES,
Box 9584-T Alexandria, Va. 22304. (703)
370-5555. VISA/MC.
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT

jackets, inner sleeves, 78 rpm sleeves, opera boxes, CLD
supplies. etc. Free brochure. Cabco. Room 301-6, Box
8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

WANTED TO BUY

SPEAKER COMPONENTS

FILLED,
SPIKED'

AMPEX OPEN REEL TAPE -USED ONCE;
1800' or 2400' (boxed) -10 Reels: $25.00.
Sample: 52.50. FOUR 3600' 10 1/2" REELS
(boxed): $25.00. SAMPLE: $6.00. Also: New

WE BUY USED BRASS & WOODWINDS Top $ Send INF.
Rayburn Music, 263 Huntington, Boston, MA 02115. (617)
266-4727. Emilio or David

Order booklet now!
Box 1302
Sioux City, IA 51102
This booklet is worth
its weight In gold.

FIND OUT WHY WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE
speaker kits than anyone in the U.S. For free catalog call.
1-800-346-9183. AUDIO CONCEPTS INC. 901 South 4th
St. La Crosse, WI 54601

MARANTZ, & MCINTOSH TUBE EQUIP., ARC, Levinson,
etc.. early speakers by Jensen, Altec. JVL, E.V., Tannoy

TOP DOLLAR PAID -LP's, CASSETTES, &
CD's: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Etc. U.S.A.'s
LARGEST USED & COLLECTOR shop

FREE RECORD, CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC
CATALOG: Features a tremendous selection of
remaindered LP and cassette values in all musical
categories. Compact disc. cassette and LP new releases at
discount prices. Many imports and smaller labels offered.
Prompt delivery. Rose Records, Dept. H, 214 South
Wabash Avenue, Chicago. IL 60604.

needs quality collections. Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St. Princeton, NJ

SEARCHING FOR OUT -OF -PRINTS? Try for Discontinued

etc., Charlie Dripps. (818) 444-707'

Records, 444 South Victory, Burbank. California 91502
(213) 849-4791.

08542 (609) 921-0881.

TAPES AND RECORDS
3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS
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LIVE OPERA TAPES, CASSETTES. Incredible selection
Free Catalogue, Live Opera, Box 3141. Steinway Station,

1.800-245 6000
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LTC., NY 11103.
OLDTIME RADIO PROGRAMS .. . Classic broadcasts on
high quality tapes. Mystery! Adventure! Comedy! Music!
Free catalogue. Carl Froelich, 2-H Heritage Farm, New
Freedom, Pennsylvania 17349
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"GOLDSTANDS"
229 NASSAU RD., HUNTINGTON, NY 11743
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SOUNDTRACKS, SHOW, NOSTALGIA & JAZZ -SEND
your want list -A-1 Record Finders, PO. Box 75071-H, L A

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END HOME

SPEAKERS, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE
CATALOG! RTRD-1, 3021 Sangamon Ave.,
Springfield, IL 62702. (217) 529-8793.
AUDIO PRO POWERED SUBWOOFERSThe most accurate Powered Subwoofer
available today. Call for the dealer nearest
you. Sonic Research, New Milford, Conn.
1-800-243-2673.

CAL 90075
SOUND OF NAKAMICHI REFERENCE CASSETTES
Individually duplicated in Real -Time on the finest TDK Metal
Tapes from the finest analog and digital masters. The only
challenge to the Compact Disc and the finest source for
high -end mobile cassette systems. Labels represented.
WINDHAM HILL, SPINDLETOP, GRP, TELARC. A&M,
DELOS, GOOD VIBES AND SHEFFIELD LAB. All titles
available in Dolby B or C. For a catalog or more information
contact PACIFIC CASSETTE LABORATORIES. PO BOX
6248 -SP. Torrance, CA 90504. (213) 618-9267 Dealer
inquiries welcome

FREE CD/RECORD OFFER! FREE

CATALOG! "World's Best" Brass!
Woodwinds! Orchestra! Crystal Records.
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284.
COLLECTORS' SOUNDTRACKS. MINT. TOP TITLES,

speedy service. List $1 00 (refundable). Jemm's. PO Box
# 157, Glenview, IL 60025.
IN PRINT & OUT OF PRINT RECORDS ALL CATEGORIES &

nostalgia video tapes. Spectacular Catalog!! $2.00 USA
$4.00 Foreign. Serendipity Records, 4775 Durham Road,
Guilford, CT 06437 USA.
PROTECT YOUR RECORD JACKETS

Zip Lock poly sleeves keeps out dust & moisture - 20p ea.
+ other supplies. Postage $3.00. House of Records, P.O.
Box

727 WIN], NY 'f1'31

RECORD STORAGE
SONUS CARTRIDGE OWNERS! Looking for
a replacement stylus? Call 1-800-243-2673.

Also complete reconditioning of all Sonus
cartridges with a new 2 year warranty.

STEREO EQUIPMENT
ACOUSTICAL MAGIC - Flexible BorosilicatE
Coating. A space age product. Adapted to audio. especially
for speaker enclosures. Gone is the blurred, muffled sound
of cone speakers. Better "out of the box sound" than
matrix. Easy to apply. A phenominal improvment in
turntable. Acoustical Magic Company, 1201 Jaynes Drive.
Grants Pass, Oregon 97527. 1-800-654-4761 or 503-8622696 THE CHOICE OF INSATIABLE AUDIOPHILES

JAN DeGAETANI & LUCY SHELTON
Songs of Warren Benson - NEW CD! $16.98.
Catalog Free. GASPARO RECORDS, P.O.
Box 120069, Nashville, TN 37212. (615) 254-

A.S.O.R SOUNDTRACKS/B.C. DISCOUNT PRICES, RARE,
out -of -print. Quality guaranteed, Fast Dependable Service.
Send for FREE monthly catalog: A.S.O.R. Dept H, P.O. Box
404, Seelyvitle, IN 47878.
SHOW ALBUMS -Rare, out -of -print !Ds 64 -page list $1.00.
Broadway -Hollywood Recordings. Georgetown, CT. 06829.

Main Street, Boonton, NJ 07005 201/335 -5040 -Tuesday

CUSTOM CROSSOVERS, Shawn K. McGovern, 959 24th
Ave NE. # 3, Minneapolis, MN 55418 (612) 788-6118.

RARE CLASSICAL AND JAZZ. 250,000 LP's. The Record
Collector, 1158 N. Highland, Los Angeles, CA 90038. (213)
467-2875.
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Free Mailorder Brochure
(please mention High Fidelity)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509,
P.O. Box 330101. San Francisco. CA 9411?

VIDEO TRANSFER
OVERSEAS
DIGITALLY,

VIDEOTAPES

Viceversa.

Also

,R.AN
CONVERTED
duplication. Multi -system

Videorecorders discounted. 1-800-626-8776, 1718) 507FROM EDISON TO ELVIS (AND BEYOND) LP's. 76's, 45's.
etc. Visit or mail in wants. The Olde Tyme Music Scene, 915
thru Sunday.

H

Stackable, portable, oak units
hold LP's, CD's and tapes

8460.

EVERYWHERE!!

e4

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERLA

5800. APPLE LABS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
INTERESTED PROFIT PRODUCING ADVERTISERS, Get
FREE INFORMATION on rates and how to create your own
classified ad. similar to those on these pages. TOLL FREE 1800-222-6247. or 212-887 -8458.

briefly into consciousness, then suddenly
retreat, as several different gamelan lines
play simultaneously in the background.

(Continued from page 91)

to Carol Cooper's August 1984 article).

Chine/Musique Classique Instrumentals (Playasound PS 65005) is a re-

The drums (which are used for accent,
not for keeping time) provide a constant
improvisatory response to the vocalist,
who keeps drawing you in like a snake

cording of Chinese music played on the titse bamboo flute, the p'i-p'a guitar, and the
cheng zither. This seems a bit more reflective of daily experience than Indian music,

which thrusts eternity in your face without hesitation. Chinese music, like Chi-

charmer. Because of its great foreground/
background contrast, further emphasized
in the CD format, this music records a lot

nese poetry, can be meditative and circum-

better than traditional gamelan music,

spect, but it also has a storybook quality

which has to be seen performed to be appreciated. And besides, Tonggeret is a lot
more fun.

that is very refreshing, and it is always unpretentious. This CD offers solos and du- zz
ets (nothing too demanding for the Western ear), which at their best soar so freely is
you will be compelled to soar with them
Equally accessible for its pure simplic- Idjah Hadidjah: enchanting, dangerous

ity is Le Shakuhachi/Japon (Auvidis
AV 6508), showcasing a Japanese bamboo
flute that is as difficult to play as it is easy
to hear. The liner notes tell us that the sha-

kuhachi is "solid and weighty and could
also be used in the past as a defensive
weapon"-versatile, indeed! Playing this
instrument has been related to the practice

of Zen and involves great discipline and
breath control. In the hands of masters

such as those here-Judo Notomi and
Gor6 Yamaguchi, who each play one long
solo piece-it can put you in a trance, but
you need to be in a meditative state before
you listen in order to really hear it.

EACH OF THE DISCS I HAVE MENTIONED
has encoded within it, aside from the obviously great sound, thousands of years of a

specific history. In that sense, there is no

I Indonesia

such thing as "world music," but rather

Finally, we have the Explorer Series recording Tonggeret (Elektra/Nonesuch/
Icon 79173-2) by Idjah Hadidjah, who

sings jaipongan, a fusion of tradition based Javanese styles that has become
quite popular throughout Indonesia during the past decade. Hadidjah performs in
an I -mean -business fashion, which is so
penetrating that you can feel the heat. It's
the ultimate James Bond music: enchanting, but with a pronounced streak of danger. Muted voices and rebab (fiddle) come

many diverse and, in some cases, ancient
musics. It has gotten so easy to plug into
almost any music these days that we can
lose sight of the cultures they celebrate. It
may not be necessary to know a civiliza-

tion thoroughly to appreciate its soundmusic being the universal language and all

that-but the relationship can work the
other way around: The music can serve as
a stepping stone to a deeper understanding
of places, peoples, and lives that are otherwise remote and inaccessible. Take your
time on the endless road before you.

ADVERTISING INDEX

Many advertisers will send you additional product literature free of charge. Write them in care of Dept. I I/88, unless otherwise noted, at the address
below. If no address appears, literature is available only through dealers. Bold -face numbers by company names are page numbers for ads in this issue.
Achorot (30)
Cerullo Wipe (0$)
Nome Boyisig Chao
NU Nome Olochetsies
Shore erotism, hoc. (84)
4138 North United Pkway
555 E. Eosy Street
P.O. Box 624
(11.S.A.), hoc. (8, 9)
222 Hartrey Ave
Schiller Pork, IL 60176

Simi Valley, CA 93065

1-800-323-0221

805 584 9322

Altai Americo (43)
225 Old New Brunswick Rd
SUite 101
Piscataway, NJ 08854

Wheeling, IL 60090
1-800-228-0997
11. 312-459-5612

on

Denon America Inc. (61)
222 New Rd.
Parsippany, NJ 07054

Illinois Audio (77)
.

.

-ace

1255 Michael Drive

312/866-2200

Wood Dale, IL. 60191

Slipott (80)

312/860-9500 ext. 3210

4701 Hudson Drive

N orth Autoricoot Phillips

Stow, Ohio 44224

1-40 S. Straw Plains, Poke

216/688-9400

201/757-8710

Chicago. IL 60611

Knoxville, TN 37914-1810

Toshousidd Audio (83)
Box 25583

Pistols Acoostics (A)

1-800-621-8042
In IL 312/664-0020

615/521-4316

Audio Advisor (83)
225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
1-800-669-4434

1225 Commerce Drove

'Malty Systems, lose. (2)

200 Wilkins Dr.

201 562-8500

Audio Noes, (OS)
P.O. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672

714;498-2770

Stow, OH 44224

216/686-2600

Greencorp (82)
5945 SW 21st Sr.
Hollywood, Fl 33023
1-800-972-0707

Soso Corporation (12, 13)
Heath

617/879-7330

Benton Harbor, MI 49022
I -800-44-HEATH

Cumbrideo
Sorrodurorlts (11)
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Newton, MA 02158
1-800-252-4434

P.O. Box 1288

High Voltage (84)
.36 West 322nd Street

New York. NY 10001
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Carver
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9409 Owensmouth Ave

Ramsey, NJ 07446

Chatsworth, Ca. 91311

201'825-8150

Ifilisprodoet (14)

Lynnwood. WA 98046

P.O. Box 1015
Hillsboro. NJ 03244

206/775-1202

1-800/247-2018

206/747-9999

TOR (38, 39)
12 Harbor Park Drive

Port Washington, NY 11050

818/709-9400

JAR Music World (72, 73)
23 Park Row

New York, NY 10038-2302

212732-8600

The Mountain
Fromington, MA 01701-9168

Seattle, WA 98125

thelty (20, 21)

Maxoll Corporation of
Amorial (4)
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S16 625-111,V)

Electronics (24, 25)

Technics (Cow. 2, p.1)

2265 E. 220th Sacs.

One Ponosonc Way

Long Beach, CA 90810

Secaucus, NJ 07094

213/835-6177

201/348-7000

Proton (7S)
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Radio Shuck (S7)
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300 Tandy Center
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Shiro* (70)
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CUR R EN TS
Similar improvements are claimed for

(Continued from page 14)

Unique Combo

tweeters flanked on either side by four ver-

the SDA SRS/2.3 ($2,198 per pair), re-

tically arrayed woofers -an arrangement
said to minimize floor and ceiling reflections. Deep bass output comes from a planar 15 -inch passive radiator, and the system can be biamplified. The 63 -inch -tall
1.2 features a redesigned crossover net-

placing the SRS/2 (test report, November
1986). The new 2.3 is taller than its predecessor (which stood more than four feet)
and contains two additional woofers and a

Vector Research is the first to combine
a Compact Disc changer and a cassette
deck in one chassis. The VCD-650CX

third tweeter. Like the 1.2, ample bass
comes from a 15 -inch passive radiator.

CD changer functionally linked to a full -

work and is said to offer greater efficiency
and unusually low levels of bass distortion.

Polk Audio, 5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore,

Dolby B and C noise reduction. As many
as 32 CD tracks can be programmed for

Md. 21215.

RELIABLE

MATI N: 1-718-462-9500
VIDEO TAPES: 1-800-522-8991
AUDIO/VIDEO: 1-800-525-9922
N. 3.19

T120

4.49
5.49

7120 S -HG

LSOOESHGNew 4.49es
L750 ES HG New 4.79

1120 S -HG HiR
XG Super Pro 451 7.19
1160
5.79
1160 S -HG
6.49
1120 S -VHS
11.99
BASF 1160 S -HG 6.29
2.99
SKC120
3.49
FICA 120 HiR

L830ESHGNew 5.49
4.79
1500 ESX HiR
5.69
1750 ESX HiR
8mm 30 min. 4.69
8mm 60 min. 4.91
8mm 90 min
5.79
6.65
8mm 120 min.

10.11

5.49
6.79
5.79

RCA S -VHS -C

SCOTCH
7121181/115

1120 ES HG
1120 ESX HiFi
Pro 0500

4.19

1120 PRIX

98.10.N

3.49
1120 EG
1120 EG Plus
3.99
1120 EXG Gold Hifi 5.49
T120 EXG Camera 6.N
T160 EG Plus
5.19
11-NISC
9.99

ED Beta
NP66 Battery

CALL

59.49

SOVHS 120
T120 EX

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

3.59
4.49
1120 HGX
1120 Gold Hifi
4 99
1120 XL HiR
5.49
1160 HGX
6 69
FIX Pro wrc
7 09
3 79
L750 PI
T120 90 Pm syc 719
4 69
VHS -C Gold
TC20 RX Pro
5 59
8mm 120 mm
6 85
90 min 5.7960 min 4.89

P6 30min 8mm
S-VIISC

64C. 1541. MOON

349.

3.35
4.49
1120 HO Hill
5.99
71201100Prowic 1.99
7160 HS
5.49
L750 HD HiR
4.99
4.79
8mm 30 min

8mm 60 mir
8mm 90 min

5.95
5.89
4.71

77.20 110

5.79

1020 110X Pm Lurc

Is. 10.99

S -VHS -C

Pan 54120S VHS

157100. 128
Call

5.19

8mm 120 min

199

COMMODORE
469.

le Thai

OPT 120 S -VHS

1120 HS
T120 EHG

4.51

ALL TAPES SOLD BY THE BOX (TO) ONLY

1280

CIIAIME

NEXT DAY & 2ND DAY

ea 10.99

JVC AUDIO

PIONEER
III EXTRA

11.99

Korea T120 Pm as 4.N
RCAT120SVHS 10.99

D.A.T. AUDIO

Of.

8120m 11.11

836.

11605 8.115 R46m 7.91

6110m

VSX 5300
VSX 7300
VSX 9300S
CTS 800
CTW 9008
POM 500
PDM 600
PDM 700
CLD 1030
CLD 3030

379
439
569
439
379
265
335

LDW-1

1150

419

629
899

SEIP401

2109

SDP501

2599
2669
739
879

SDP5020D
05400 CD
06400 MCD
07400 MCD

1019

CAR STEREO
275
259
409

KEH9292
KEH8282TR
DEH66
BP880
GMA200
TSX35
TSX25
756995

139

229
139

59
169

9.55

MAGNAVOX
9720
9730
9744

NO GRAY MARKET FACTORY SECONDS!

235 9722 259
259 9740 270
Call 9745 Call

012444
XLM400
XLM600

9764

9770 S

BATTERY BATTERY CHARGER AC ADAPTER POWER SUPPLY RF TV ADAPT
A V WIRES' SHUULUEH SIHAP CAHHY HANULL PHUIELIIVE LENS 11000
PROTECTIVE LENS COVER BLANK TAPE' ENGLISH INSTRUCTION BOOK
COAXIAL CABLE VHSC VHS ADAPTER' MICROPHONE A B SWITCH KIT
CAMCORDER CLUB MEMBERSHIP MR S USA ACCESSORY KIT MFR S USA
WARRANTY RELIABLE ACCESSORY BOOK REMOTE CONTROL

PANASONIC
r5-.6.52

249 702853

2$

1V1/7

719

701800

2N

701825

299

704870

70196-

434

704862

,yrnoi

619

1.4291

PvIlo c ease
PVS150 case
PV400 re case

324
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Detail 4

289

689

1039
1369

PV330 latest
P11350 ruse

1459

PV460 Cast
AG170 r case
46450 es case

1629

Call

Call
1199
1795

PV4761

836

45.4.95

839

461950 ICH AGIN 1159

279
259
TDW999 BK
8X1001 V136
695
CAR STEREOS
XLE30
429
KSRX618
309
299
KSRX710
KSR518
289
KSEA400
159
KS4202
209
KSE75

S1970 0497

119

SV950 PIKS

779

00900 725 00800 529
Call
00400
1249

FAX
Toshiba 3300
Toshiba 3700
Toshiba 3100
Sharp UX80
Sharp 05140
Sharp 00160
Canon 20
Murata 1200
Murata 600

WMS20 II

69
95

1449

While They UMW
03400 Krt r case 789
8-8100,0 es case 969

1569

V1400 Kit re case 959
V2000 611w -case 1269

SANSUI

WI YR WARRANT!!
339

VC699

SUPER SALE
1 -PRO WIDE ANGLE LENS

VR450.1.2

1099
1429

959
899
899
1079
1099
699
869

NEC

1(47050 82 FEN

929

1140800

79

1816300
VRD700-S Drgitai

869

V80600 Hifi

699
535
279

709
Call
Call

DX5000
DX8000
V50

769 SHOWTIME

VRD530
VRE200
VR1870 4110 OSP 269
KYROCERA

CALL

CHINON

CALL

7100

249 7010

Vsec 1
VC -1 Colonzer

4AB! Editor
Sunpak CV300

Call

V11475

VR595
VR630 HF
VPT640
VR640 HF
CC154

ONLY $199.95
Call

08470

319

359

235
269
135

JVC VIDEO
HRD360 4 HO
HR0400 4 HO
1180410 4 HO
8180440 4 Hd

295

II8E163011 DWI

719

1180750 New'
HRS7000U
HRS8000U
1180700 New'
HRS5000

499

289
305
329

759
959
439
Wow!
1239
929
595

60555 Weise
GRC25

2658S TV

CANON
525
899

VR11F730

VME2N w case
1-70
1-709 PRO
BPE77 Battery

989
1395
39

999

VCSOA Camera

1000-S Camera
PC25 Copier
PC3

1699

849'
459'

SONY

VM8100 SVHS
VM3100 wrcase

Call

VM50 wics
VM30 wicase

769

899

719

985

11X405 S -VHS

Nit

MITSUBISHI
4,

AMBICO

115070
HSU50

35' Tube TV's

5 5X Zm lens wcs

264

40 Zoom witros

175

0625

49

0620 Lapel Mic
0850 Power Light
0621 Director II
0680 Superstereo

55
90
50

39
09
69

1079

Call
Call

CCO V9

1189

CCD V4
XVC 700

769
529
429
369

XVI 600
10/0 500

Banery 50

NP66

EVS800

689
1239

EVDT1

1349

EVSI

CAR STEREOS

CD Headphones
ULM 125 V2

39

C06

II 94

59

V6

69 M33

45
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KO SALES LAE ON OMENS DELIVERED OUTSIDE UT STAN
NO ERPA COD DOSGES

Fa phone 17161 469-7050

logic, autoreverse cassette deck with
"synchro dubbing" onto a cassette, and an
automatic pause function enables you to
interrupt the recording so that a song isn't
chopped off at the end of a tape side. Other
CD -player features include shuffle (ran-

dom) play and four repeat modes. All
functions are duplicated on the supplied
wireless remote control. Vector Research,
1230 Calle Suerte, Camarillo, Calif
93010.

CD Notebook

99

PC10
409
69
1269
PC7
VG7575
249
Canridges
69 8 up
V67720
259
VG7725
279
359
VG7775
51111 860 Zoom 679
449
VG7785
SL 330
289
VG7795
619
379
SLHF 360
C69806
758
INC 660 case 999
C69808
795
*99
CCO V220
MVO
895
CCO VI 10 Rent 959
979
C69815 SVHS
CCO F30
969
C6902521443Care 1129
CCO 140
1069
899
CCO V5 re case

11X807 MIR

CC250

V3400 2X Tele
V100 300W Lite

1299

OLYMPUS

Call CC175

CC300 w/Case
CC350 SVHS
31' 31100
31' 31150

1569

9260 SVHS-C

HITACHI

VR695 Hifi

9-BATT. FOR LIGHT 8 CAMERA
10-3 LENS FILTER KIT

ZENITH

199

RCA

2 -PRO TELEPHOTO LENS
3 -ADAPTER RINGS
4 -REAL FLUID HEAD TRIPOD
5 -TRIPOD CARRY CASE
6-HEADCLEANER

11(47500 SVHS

SIGMA PRO
5X Zoom by case

9246 coast

G.E.

979

AV99 435 8X99 355

CV.1.360

1039
1499

149

C58007

Remote 880600

SUPER SALEM

1049

899

CV/320 rase

589

7-A C 8 D C LIGHT KIT
8-2 LIGHT BULBS

TOSHIBA

SBOK wcase

AZDEN

979 WMS30 II
1049

46480

139

5677 SVHS
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Can't find an effective way to store your
CDs? The "CD -Binder 40" from Univenture offers a solution: Get rid of the clumsy plastic jewel box. The company's stor-

age device is simply a ring -binder
notebook containing ten sleeves, each with

pockets for four CDs on one side and for
the corresponding album booklets on the
other. The CD pockets are backed with a

soft, lint -free material -said to be the
same as that used in many laboratory
clean rooms -to prevent scratching, and
top flaps keep discs from falling out if
the notebook is turned upside down. The
Binders come in a variety of colors and sell

for $17.95 and $22.95 (for the padded,
"executive" version). To order direct or to
find the name of a nearby dealer, call 800992-8262. Univenture, P.O. Box 570, Dublin, Ohio 43017.

Tuning on a Budget
At $219, the TU-909 is Harman Kardon's

least expensive AM/FM tuner. The elegantly styled unit offers 12 FM and six
AM presets, seek tuning, a blackout LCD
display, and a rated alternate -channel selectivity of 70 dB. It joins the TU-911 and
TU-920, the latter tested in our March issue. Harman Kardon, Inc., 240 Crossways
Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797.

More Time
Maxell now offers its XL -II high -bias
(Type 2) audio cassette in a 100 -minute
length (50 per side), often more suitable
for the duration of popular -music CDs.
Maxell Corp., 22-08 Rte. 208, Fair Lawn,
N.J. 07410.
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Heath kit
Anyone Can Buy Top Notch Audio. Now You Can Build It.
With Heath's new build -them -yourself stereo
components, you create your own sound system.
Specially designed for Heath by industry
leader Harman Kardon, our new stereo line
exceeds the standards of even the most discerning
audiophile. And because most of the components
come in kit form, you experience firsthand how
electronic craftmanship results in premium hi-fi
performance.
Build the power amplifier, preamplifier and
stereo tuner. Prewired and pretested circuit boards
and minimal soldering mean each component
takes only a few evenings to build.
And, your success is guaranteed. Our precise,
step-by-step manuals are industry -recognized, and
our technical assistance team is just a phone call
away.

To complete your sound system, add the
remote control compact disk player, cassette deck
and any of our fine speakers and headphones.
Technical excellence. Do-it-yourself pride.
That's what we promise. That's what you get.
Heath Company brings you a wide range of
innovative electronic products, each backed by our
40 -year reputation for excellence in design, quality
and durability.
Heath's new hi -tech audio components are
just a few of the fine products you'll see in the
Heathkit catalog. Discover 108 pages packed with
TVs, VCRs, computers, test instruments, radio
control vehicles and so much more. For your
FREE copy call 24 hours a day TOLL -FREE:

1 -800 -44 -HEATH

(1-800-444-3284)

Heath Company
CL -800B

A subsidiary of Zenith Electronics Corporation

IN ADDITION TO ALL THIS,

WE NOW OFFER DAT.
What's DAT? Digital Audio Tape, the lc-est innovation in high
fidelity sound reproduction. It gives you all the brilliance and
preser ce of a compact disc-on a miniature cassette format!
DAT is available this year f-om Delcc Electronics as a dealer installed option in select GM cars. To round out an already
extraordinary line of "des gned-:n sound" automotive stereo
equipment. Like the internationa ly acclaimed Delco/Bose
system and new in -dash compact disc player. And an
equalized stereo cassette system. The same system that comes
standcrd in some of the finest
cars in the world.
But music systems are jt_st part

of what we do at Delco Electronics. Because when it comes to
automotive electronics for GM cars, no one knows the subject
better than we do. From engine control modules, to instrumentation and displays, to music systems.
It's our job to help make the cars and trucks you drive more
dependable, more comfortable and enjoyable, and give you
better value. And through our association with Hughes Aircraft,
our partners in GM Hughes Electronics, we're applying the lessons
learned in aerospace down here on the ground.
Delco Electronics is all of
this-and now DAT too. What we
do sourds pretty good, doesn't it?

ctronic
Subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics
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